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ABSTRACT

Community Economic Development (CED) ¡s a strategy to revitalise a

community's economic, social and cultural dimensions. lt is meant to help ailing

communities heal and grow through a process of community-directed analysis,

planning and project implementation. Because CED is a non-market response to

social and economic problems, it necessarily depends on financial and

institutional support from the government.

CED's success hinges on the amount and type of support received from

the three tevels of government. lt is important, therefore to undertake a deta¡led

analysis of government policy towards CED in order to determine if it is properly

formed and directed.

The literature review at the beginning of the thes¡s provides a theoretical

background for CED, including a working definition, the political economy of CED

and some ideas on the economic theory of CED. The literature review is

followed by an examination of 40 years of government policy towards CED.

The government has been involved in CED in Manitoba for the past 50

years. The considerable archival material that documents th¡s relationship is

examined. This analysis will trace the evolution of government policy up to the

present. Both successful and not-so-successful programs will be analysed. The

results of semi-structured interviews with a variety of key informants will reveal

how government policy has significantly impacted CED and will offer

recommendations for its improvement' :
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Background

Throughout its short history, the term 'community economic development'

(CED) has generated a variety of definitions and, many critics would say, has at times

been appropriated by groups who do not respect the true spirit of the discipline. The

type of action taken in a CED program should logically follow from clearly stated

goals, and the genesis of those goals will be found in one's interpretation of CED.

Deciding upon a working definition, therefore, was one of the first cornerstones laid

in the development of this thesis. For reasons exptained at the beginning of chapter

two, the following definition was chosen:

CED is a community-based and community-directed
process that explicitly combines social and economic
development and is directed towards foster¡ng the
economic, social, ecological and cultural well-being of
communities [BC Working Group on CED].

It is through this lens that government policy and CED will be analysed.

Because the communities where CED is implemented have few resources,

government participation is essential. ln fact, one CED supporter has stated that

because CED necessarily is a non-market intervention, the role of government is

cruciall. The success of many CED initiatives depends on the type and levet of

suppor-t received from the government; it is therefore wofihwhile to conduct an in-

depth analysis of government policy towards CED. As the major funder of CED

projects, government must be continually looking for ways to improve its policy.

'As per my interview with Garry Loewen on March 23,2005.



Unfortunately, government funding is too often accompanied by strict regulation of

initiatives, making it impossible for communities to take control of their future and

thereby diluting the effectiveness of a CED strategy. Depending on the political

climate, governments can also put too much emphasis on private-sector involvement

and not enough on community participation. Indeed, the most common source of

variance in interpreting CED can be found in striking the right balance between

economic and social progress. When too much attention is paid to the economic,

CED becomes business development; when social amelioration does not include

acquisition ofjob skitls, job creation, development of sectoral linkages and community

self-sufficiency, CED can turn into a form of self-defeating welfare delivery.

Examination of a variety of government policies revealed a continuum of

program types ranging from highly CED-oriented (and lwould argue, successfulfor

that reason) to virtually void of CED tenets . For example, the Fund for Rural

Economic Development Agreement Fund (known as FRED), which caused

meaningful change in the lnter-lake region, is an example of successfulCED. On the

other hand, theWinnipeg Development Agreement (WDA) was not community-based

nor focussed and consisted largely of bricks and mortar business development.

Unfortunately, many government programs lie closerto the side of the continuum that

favours business development over a true CED approach.

ln spite of the number of programs I examined that did not qualify asCED per

se, the research revealed a trend towards improvements. My research suggests that

this evolution is at least partly due to the improvements in CED theory itself and to



thevibrantsocial-activ¡stclimate in Manitoba. Winnipeg in particularis hometo many

community-based organisations and non-profit groups thatwork hard to promote the

CED agenda. These groups have received crucial support from charities like the

Winnipeg Foundation and the academic community, and as their profiles have

increased, the government has taken note.

For better orworse, government has been engaged in CED since its inception

and there is considerable archival mater¡al to document its involvement, beginning

in Manitoba in the1950s, Government employees such as Jean H. Lagasse and

Walter Hlady demonstrated an impressive and deep understanding of the underlying

causes of poverty in Aboriginal communities, and their proposals for what was

referred to as 'community development'were visionary for the times. The provincial

government set up the Manitoba Community Development Services - in cooperation

with Indian Affairs - in 1958, and the Canadian community development movement

was born. ln fact, other provinces used Manitoba as a trainíng and recruitment base

for community development officers. [McEwen, 16].

Government involvement with CED continued throughout the 1 g60s and 70s.

On the provincialfront, important policy was introduced by the NDp's Guidetines for

the Seventies. A change in government prevented many policies from being

implemented, but the Guidelines can still serve as an example of how government

can produce coherent policy to address specific probtems. The Fund for Rural

Economic DevelopmentAgreement (FRED), a bipartite (provincial/federal)program

which ran between 1 967 and 1 977 , provides an example of a successful government



program. As we willsee, the secretto FRED's success was a coherent link between

CED theory and its implementation, and the ability of the initiative to survive changes

in both governments.

Wewillalso see examples of governmentpol¡cythatfallshortof its goals. The

1980s and 90s represented turbulent times for marginalised communities as the

government began to deal with issues of Aboriginal self-government, the growth of

the urban-Aboriginal population, environmental concerns and rapid inner-city decay,

allthe while under intense pressure to cut costs for social spending. The important

theoretical progress made in the CED community in Canada was noticed by the

federal government, but rarely was it translated into policy action. At t¡mes

government policy heavily favoured economic developmentto the exclusion of social

concerns. Governmentwas also criticised for its tendency to design top-down, one-

size-fits-all programs that did not reflect the needs of individual communities nor

embrace CED principles. However, at the provincial level in 2001, a huge step was

taken with the adoption of the CED Lens, a comprehensive government-wide plan

to integrate and implement CED principles into its broader policy framework.

The emergence of the Provincial CED Lens has placed CED in Manitoba at

a crossroads. According to The Canadian CED Network, 'the most comprehensive

engagement w¡th CED is clearly taking place in Manitoba . . ; [2003, B3]. The

govern ment clearly states that'business as usual' has not provided equal opportunity

to all Manitobans and that it wishes to balance business objectives with a

community's social and environmental development.



The Lens shows the Province's willingness to adopt CED principles and this

attitude is the first step in overcoming the disparity between talking about CED and

actually Ímplementing it. However, my research also revealed how precarious this

first step is; some key informants believe that the more difficult work lies ahead.

Institutional structures need to be placed, civilservants need to be educated about

CED and convinced as to its value, all government departments have to coordinate

their activities to support CED and a mechanism must be found to protect the policy

from a change in government (many think legislation is required). Furthermore, the

federal and municipal governments will have to go through this whole process so that

the resources of all governments can be efficiently funnelled into CED.

Although CED still faces many challenges, we have to remember that lives

have already been improved because of government-supponed CED. lf we can

improve policy, even more communities can be turned around. I hope that this thesis

will be of use to policy designers, and ultimately to communities in need.

1.2 Methodology

To gather information about these issues, my research used qualitative

methods. Chapter two is a literature review. Chapters three, four and part of chapter

five analyse archivalresearch on CED policies implemented in Manitoba during the

past 40 years. Chapter five also presents the results of data obtained through the

administration of semi-structured questionnaires during in-person interviews with a

varíety of key informants. Key informants were chosen from two groups: government

officials and community activists. Government officials were able to provide a more



in-depth perspective than one can glean from the archives and could clarify points

of confusion or misunderstandings. chapter six offers conclusions.

Because community part¡c¡pation is essential to the success of CED, it was

also imperative to consider community activists' perceptions of government pol¡cy.

winnipeg is home to many vibrant community associations that understand the

needs of their communities and work hard to advance their improvement. Any thesis

on CED in Manitoba would not be complete without including their perspectives. This

thesis is heavily weighted towards CED and Aboriginal communities and, therefore,

the inclusion of Aboriginal community-activists in the interviews was atso deemed

essential.



Chapter 2: CED - A Literature Review

2.1 Defining CED

Broadly speaking, CED is a collective process people embark upon in order

to improve their well being [Loxley (1985) 1]. Broadbent notes that the continuing

evolution of CED makes it difficult to pinpoint an exact definition [2]. Further

complicating matters is the possibility of approaching CED from two perspectives;

Fontan has referred to the'liberal localdevelopment'approach which he contrasts

to Swack and Mason's more 'progressive'approach. The former definition refers to

the cornbined effort of business and government to stimulate and/or maintain

businesses so that they in turn can create employment, presumably in keeping with

'trickle down' economic theory. The latter approach is defined as follows:

. . . an effective and unique strategy for dealing with the
problems of poor people, powerless people, and
underdeveloped communities. As an íntervention
strategy in an underdeveloped community it does not
seek to make the existing conditions ín the community
more bearable. Instead, community economic
development seeks to change the structure of the
community and build permanent institutions within a
community. As a result, the community begins to play a
more active role vis-à-vis the institutions outside the
community, and the residents of the community become
more active in the control of the community's resources
[Broadbent quoting Swack and Mason (2)].

The difference between a more business-and-employment definition and an

approach which emphasises community involvement appears over and over in the

literature. The origins of this dichotomy can be traced to opposing views as to the

causes of poverty. One group believes that social conditions improve only after



econom¡c opportun¡ties are offered, and allow people to make individualchoicesfrom

a menu of social opportunities. The other sees little point in improving what are often

short-term employment opportunities in a community without a strong socialfabric,

and doubts that opportunities are truly offered equally across society.

Regardless of which definition one subscribes to, one must acknowledge the

¡mportance of both economic and social objectives. Broadbent prefers the latter

description because it specifically incorporates social and economic concern (3).

This definition coincides with Wisner and Pell's belief that CED must focus on more

than economic factors and include social and cultural issues. They support an

"integrated approach to development" [Loxley (1985) 2].

CED must refer to more than economic indicators. Even mainstream

development economics, a close relative of CED, insists that the three objectives of

development are: 1) to improve the d¡str¡bution of basic sustenance, including food,

shelter, health and protection; 2) to improve standards of living by way of

improvements in income, education, cultural and humanistic values; and 3) to

increase the number of social and economic choices to ¡nd¡viduals, thereby releasing

them from servitude to others and alleviating human misery [Todaro (2000) 1B].

Quality of life concerns more that income. Once a community's physical

necessities have been met, social and culturalactivities give depth and meaning to

the l¡ves of individuals. The environment in which a community exists is also of great

importance. Not only is environmental sensitivity necessary to ensure the

conservation of resources for future generations, but many people still feel a deep



connection w¡th nature that also adds to the richness of their lives. Because of the

importance of social, cultural, ecological and economic indicators, combined with the

emphasis on community initiative required for meaningfulCED, this thesis will adopt

the follow¡ng defi nition:

CED is a community-based and community-directed
process that explicitly combines social and economic
development and is directed towards fostering the
economic, social, ecological and cultural well-being of
communities [BC Working Group on CED].

2.2 Political Economy of CED

CED becomes necessary when rhe status quo does not offer sotutions to

communities in trouble. Indeed, the status quo canoften be identified as the cause

of the problem. As noted by Loxley, an Aboriginal community which has been

relocated to make way for hydro-dam construction can hardly be expected to adapt

to its new situation without experiencing tremendous upheavat. He also points out

that the marginalisation of Aboriginals has been a sustained, historical by-product of

Canadian economic development and that, therefore, native communities are not

likely to turn to main-stream society for solutions [1985, 3]. CED is meant to provide

alternatives to people who have not benefited from the 'business as usual' model of

economic activity. Debate continues as to why certain communities are left out of

mainstream economic activity. ln order to understand the current state of

marginalised communities, we will next examine how globalization - as a logical

response to the earlier success of the social-welfare state - has exacerbated the

already precarious situation of communities in crisis. We willthen examine a Maxist

9



analys¡s of surplus and productive vs. unproductive economic activity, wherein the

origins of that crisis are revealed.

2.2.1 Social-welfare state

In pre-industrial societies, economic activity was much more a part of the

broad socialfabric of society. Labour served two purposes; it allowed one to provide

for one's self, and it allowed one to participate in the community in a way that

ensured community stability and sociat harmony. W¡th the advent of capitalism,

economic activities became dis-embedded from society. As new societalproblems

arose out of industrialization (child labour, loss of property and skills, atienation,

massive urbanization and harsh working conditions), government adopted the role

of mediator of the conflict between capital and labour, and the social welfare state

was born [Rice and Prince,6,7l. Today, it ¡s suggested that the globalization is

allowing the economy to be dis-embedded from the state the same way that local

economies were removed from pre-industrial social relationships [Rice and Prince,

71. The challenge communities face then, is writ large for Canada as a whole. CED

must be placed within the reality of globalization.

2.2.2 Globalization

The advent of globalization has added a new dimension to the assault on

already marginalised people, and caused new groups to be added to the l¡st of

communities in need. The implementation of NAFTA and growing strength of the

WTO has strengthened the position of transnational corporations and effectively

undermined the role of the nation state in fashioning the fate of its citizens. As the

l0



power of corporations is increased in an ever-growing global economy, both

corporations and governments are willing to expose individuals to more economic

and social risk, while at the same time undermining their collective efforts to

ameliorate these risks [Rice and Prince, 7]. Even wealthy states such as Canada are

finding it increasingly difficult to maintain their economic infrastructure and social

programs. Many corporations are so large and powedul that they can influence the

gfobal economy more than most nation states [Rice and prince ,21!. ltis inevitable

that public wealth distribution must suffer in a system which routinely hobbles policies

favouring public interests without equally disadvantaging the bus¡ness community.

When public coffers cannot be maintained because of decreases in corporate taxes,

the abilityto replenish them from personalincome and consumption taxes willnot be

sustaínable. The inevitable outcome is the decline of political credibility and social

programs [Lockhart, 1 15].

Many communities are not just going through a rough period due to cyclical

swings. Globalization has introduced structural changes which have profoundly

affected communities. Increases in technologically-based productivity have grown

quicker than economic expansion, causing wetl-paying manufacturing jobs to

disappear. The redistributive crisis precipitated by globalization has led to dramatic

upheavals in such social structures as the family. Today's famifies tend to form later,

have fewer children, be less economically stable and liable to stay together

[Lockhart, 117-18].

Rice and Prince confirm the seriousness of the ramifications of globalization

1l



on social policy. In keeping with market-liberalization philosophy, difficult political

decisions are presented as issues of economic determinism' Many canadians

believe that social policy must concentrate on purely economic issues' to the

exclusion of social, creating a schism with business and government leaders on one

side, and community leaders on the other. Rice and Prince charge thatglobalization

has turned socialpolicy into afiscatdebate concerning only economics and ignoring

the growing insecurity ¡n the labour market. social-policy analysis is forced to use

private-enterprise ideology to determine which programs to cut or keep t1411' So

whereas social policies were once able to ameliorate the inherent inequities of the

status quo and keep the plight of disadvantaged communities off the public radar

Screen, the steady retreat of the welfare state has resulted in an intensification of

societal ills.

The welfare state is cenainly on the defensive in canada, and those who are

gaining power in the global economy are constantly looking for ways to restr¡ct public

policy [Rice and Princ e,24Ol. But the modern state is not powerless and there is a

commitment from federal, provincial and municipal governments to CED' Some

economists are even beginning to question the perception that globalization is

inevitable, showing compelling evidence that corporations threatento move far more

than they actually do2. The fact that the Manitoba Alliance for the New Economy (an

2 For a detailed analysis of this position, see 'Is Globalization a Reality, a

Tendency, or a Rationale for Neoliberal Economic Policies?' by Chernomas, R' and

irf.rn, Á. in vit¿iz Atasoy and William Carroll (eds) Global Shøping and its

Alternatives.

t2



alliance consisting of the universities of Manitoba, winnipeg and Brandon, the

canadian centre for Policy Alternatives, senior government policy makers and cED
practitioners, allworking with the support of a grant received from ssHRC) received

the funding it did shows that public policy is still somewhat tuned to community

concerns' one of the goats of this thesis is to better inform the government in the role

it plays and to ensure that the money spent on cED initiatives is used in the most

efficient manner possible. Recommendations will have to include ideas from a more

radicaf? paradigm than mainstream business theory.

2.2-3 A Maxist reading

A Maxist analysis of cED puts the concept of social surplus at the centre of
the discussion' Gunn and Gunn define sociatsurplus as'the difference between the

net product of a society and the consumption (in individuar and collective forms) that

is essentialto maintain those who do the producing'[3]. capitalism produces huge

amounts of social surplus which is first taxed (in theory, but businesses are very

adept at avoiding taxation), then re-invested by business or consumed [Gunn and

Gunn' 5l' The goal of cED is to re-direct as much sociar surplus as possible into the

community and put it to use in a more efficient way.

Gaining control over social surptus while operat¡ng within a capitalist society

certainly has its challenges. Maxist theory tells us that the raison d,etreof capitalism

is to funnel sociât surplus away from society at large and put ¡t ¡nto the hands of
certain individuals' lt ¡s when this process is most efficient that ent¡re communities

a
"Radical is used in the sense of getting to the root, or the fundamentals of an issue.

13



face economic deprivation. Most people in the Western world are convinced as to

the superiority of the capítalist system in increasing productivity and stimulating

innovation. But a careful analysis of our economy reveals serious flaws. The rate of

growth of GDP in Western economies has proven to be uneven and unreliable;

economic booms and busts permeate our lives and make the idea of a steady,

reliable income a thing of the past. Even when the economy does experience a

growth sputt, the attendantincrease in pollution and resource depletion creates more

long-term problems than it solves. Failure to meet basic needs is a recurring theme

in a capitalist system; even the richest countries have large minorities of poor, while

the Third World remains out of reach of the benefits of the capitalist system.

Although the huge improvements in our standard of living experienced in the

first pan of the twentieth century were certainly attributable to the ability of capitalism

to increase productivity, we have to remember that a more equitable distribution of

those gains was only obtained where labour was able to organize and demand its

share. Not only has the power of unions been greatly undermined by the threat of

corporations to change jurisdictions, but the essence of late twentieth/early twenty-

first century capitalism has changed. The capital¡st system is no longer as efficient

at putting socialsurplus to productive use. Today's businesses do not invest heavily

in research and development and new capital equipment; huge amounts of sociat

surplus now go into legalfees, marketing and corporate take-overs. Today, private

economic activity is dedicated to the realization and division of social surplus, not to

its production. The circulation of social surplus, in the form of fìnance capital, has

T4



become a dominant player in the modern economy [Gunn and Gunn, 54]. Capital

can be productive - when it is invested in capital goods or research and development

- or it can be unproductive - when it is used for speculation.

Discussion of unproductive and productive economic activity can be traced

back to the classical economists, including Max. Wolff, who uses Max's definition

of productive and unproductive economic activity, says that'. . . productive activity

creates both use value and exchange value and hence, commodities. Unproductive

activity affects the disposition of commodities, but creates neither use value nor

exchange value'[Gunn and Gunn, 55]. When Wolff examined the economic sectors

in which one finds unproductive and productive activity, he found that between three-

quañers to four-fifths of government expenditure goes to directly usable services and

goods, such as infrastructure. This is in contrast to his estimate that two-thirds of

surpf us value in the American economy was absorbed as unproductive labour time

[Gunn and Gunn, 55,56].

The idea that the private sector could actually be /essefficient than the public

sector goes against popular thought. But governments must constantly face

pressure to be transparent and accountable, in contrastw¡th private companies that

are only accountable to a secluded group of shareholders. ln the private sector,

large amounts of surplus must be spent on unproductive activities such as

advertisíng in order to minimize the risk that commodities will not be sold. Gunn and

Gunn posit that the true cause of economic stagnation lies in the inefficient workings

of the private sector [57]. The following discussion offers ideas towards building an
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econom¡c strategy which would help a community better manage its resources and

social surplus.

2.3 The Economics of CED

CED does not have a formaleconomic theory. Several strategies and theories

have been modified from development theory, such as import substitution and

dependency theory, and applied to communities. This section will outline

developments and recommendations that have been made by economists such as

John Loxley and Herman Daly. Loxley combines the convergence strategy of C-Y.

Thomas with Harold Innis's staples theory to build a convergence strategy for CED.

Because our definition of CED adopts an integrated approach, it will be shown a

steady-state economY, as set out by Daly, offers impoftant and complementary

insights into CED. We will also see how the three categories of the sustainable

development movement complement CED theory. First, we will examine why CED

becomes necessary.

2.3.1 Causes of community impoverishment

Why do some communities decline while others prosper? One of the main

economic processes which impedes communities' hopes of econom¡c stab¡lity is the

drainin$ of wealth by large, non-locally owned corporations [Nozick,74l. When

economic resources are controlled by outside interests, profits will not stay in the

community. ln poor communities, rent is most often paid to absentee landlords,

allowing for major haemorrhaging of capital. Those homes which are owner-

occupied often secure a mortgage from one of Canada's large banks, with interest
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pa¡d to a branch or head office outside of the community. when money leaves the

community, the local economy cannot benefit from the power of the multiplier (the

multiplier refers to the cumutative benefit that accrues when money spent in the

community becomes income earned in the community). According to Nozick, a dollar

circulates eighttirnes in a healthy community, whereas itwillleave a pooronealmost

immediarety [76].

Money is often taken out of local circulation when ¡t is deposited in a savings

account' when local banks use those savings as loans for local investment,

communities benefit. However, large canadian banks funnel savings into foreign

loans and international money markets ratherthan putt¡ng it back into the community.

In the us, the community Reinvestment Act forces banks to reinves t 16%of their

earnings in communities in crisis as a measure to offset capitalflightfrom inner cities

- a strategy that the canadian government should consider implement¡ng lNoz¡ck,
771' As we wÍll see in a later section, local financial organizations such as the

Assiniboine credit union in winnipeg are working w¡th community-investment

accounts in order to provide capitalto local business ventures that would othen¡rise'

be by-passed by conventionat banks.

lmport spending represents another leakage of wealth from the local

economy' As Nozick notes, a community should identify specific items for import

replacement by recognizing the resources ¡t has at hand that are not be¡ng utilized.

People's needs and tocat markets are other aspects which need to be addressed.

A community inventory of those products produced rocally can help organizers to
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link producers with businesses that purchase those products to ensure that local

enterprises are suppofting each other [Nozick, 77]. The more linkages that can be

established within the community, the stronger the local economy will be.

2.3.2 Linkages

The idea of forward, backward and final linkages came from Harold lnnis's

staples theory. A forward linkage requires investment ¡n fufther processing a

product, as in putp and paper from tumber. A backward linkage refers to the

investment made in the inputs required by the staples sector, such as the

manufacture of agricultural equipment for use in wheat production. Final-demand

linkages refers to the demand for the products of those who work in the production

and exportation of staples goods, and is realized by the spending of incomes earned

in the staples sector. ldeally, a national (or local) manufacturing sector arises to

meet national (local) needs, and this sector allows the economy to diversify away

from staples dependence [Howlett, Netherton and Ramesh, 94]. Certain staples,

such as wheat, will lead to more backward and fon¡uard linkages than others, such

as fish. Innis also argued that the benefits of finaldemand linkages will not be fully

realized if staples exports are owned by foreign investors who leak profits to head

offices, withoutinvesting in local manufacturing [Howlett, Netherton and Ramesh, g4-

51.

2.3.3 Convergence strategy

Simply stated, a convergence strategy would have a community produce what

it consumes and consume what it produces; it is in contrast to a divergent economy
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which exports what it produces and imports what it consumes. This strategy is meant

to stop the leakage of profits and rents from the local community and put them back

to work locally [Loxley (198S) S1].

A convergence strategy is based upon the product¡on of a range of goods in

orderto develop as many backward, forward and final-demand linkages as possible.

These goods should also display high growth elasricities [Loxley (lgBS) 51]. Many

products fall into this category (food, construction and machine tools) and could

therefore be considered as the basis of possibfe industries a community could

develop. A convergence strategy does not just lend itself to community participation,

it demands it. lt assumes that enterprises are community-owned and/or controlled

in order to ensure that the direction the community has chosen for production and

distribut¡on can be adhered to. Democratically-based community structures must be

in place throughout the planning and implemenrarion cycle [Loxley (1g8s) s2].

convergence strategies do not assume that existing patterns of demand

reflect the true needs of a community. Needs such as adequate housing, nutritious

food, health care, education and recreation are often do not appear as market

demands in communities that need them most. A convergence strategy would

undertake development of local industries to meet these needs, and the backward

and forward linkages created by these enterprises would provide spin-off benefits to

the community [Loxtey (198S) S3].

Choice of product and the scales of economy are two other issues which the

convergence strategy considers. Not only are the community's needs considered in
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choosing a product, the available resource base is also evaluated. Housing

construction, therefore, would a good choice for a Northern community surrounded

by forest, particularly if there is a need for improved accommodation., Expoftation -

of pre-fabricated homes, for example - is not out of the question, but it is only

considered once the community's needs have been met [Loxley (1985) 55].

Communities could tink up with other near-by communities with a similarstrategy and

trade could be developed for those goods that are in excess of need. As long as they

blend with the convergence strategy, there is a role for both trade and foreign aid in

Thomas'theory [Loxley (1981) 165]. This flexibility can be applied to a local initiative

as well, w¡th a¡d coming from the state rather than foreign sources; and trade

between communities and regions, rather than countries. The Canadian CED

Network (CCED NeÐ - a national organisation dedication to the study and promotion

of CED - also supports the collaboration of urban neighbourhoods in a metropolitan

area or smalltowns in a rural region. Collaboration overcomes the problems faced

by small populations regarding scale of production [4].

Contrary to mainstream economic thought, convergence strategies do not

assume thatlarge-scale production is always best. Thomas believes thatthe positive

assocíation between technicalefficiency and scale has often been exaggerated and

that many industries do not lose much efficiency if they operate below what is

considered to be optimal [Loxley (19S5) 59,60]. Often economies of scale are offset

by high transportation costs. Thomas also suspected that emp¡rical measures of

economies of scale can be complicated by price distortions caused by monopoly
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power [Loxley (1981) 164]. Thomas proposed producing at the levelwhere the fall

in average cost was steepest, arguing that this critical minimum levelwill usually be

less than the least-cost scale level [Loxley (i 985) 60]. Most of those who support

strategies similarto convergence agree that small-scale production is bestfor CED.

It is preferred because it allows a more personal work environment, a more 'spatially

balanced economy', more community partic¡pation and control, and the ability to

fashion technology to the skills and level of employment ex¡sting in the community

[Loxley (1985) 59].

As Loxley points out, many Aboriginal communities are small and even a 100

person work force is considered large scale. This being the case, a convergence

approach would require interaction and cooperation between two or more

communities in order to maintain and sustain a critical minimum level of production

[(1985) 61]. He also recommends that sheltered markets (when government policy

shields a company/industry from full exposure to the market) be considered as a

substitute for subsidization. Government purchases, for exampte, can protect a

community against the vagaries of market competition. Because inefficiencies can

arise from shetters, leading to unreasonably high prices, shelters would have to be

carefully negotiated and structured to minimize inefficiencies [(1985) 62]. Limits to

exposure to h¡gh prices can be measured relatíve to: the added costs of community

training; the net social benefits which accrue to the community from the devetopment

of local business; and, the net improvement in government expenses when one

considers capital and other costs on one hand, and reduced payments in welfare and
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increases in tax revenues on the other. Allthese items would be calculated in terms

of present value [Loxley (1985) 63].

The Canadian economy does not provide a friendly environment for a

convergence strategy. lt will only work where proxies can be imptemented to

simulate the follow¡ng: control of trade flows; ability to tax and take public control of

land and resources; powerto redistribute income; and production ptanning. proxies

include state funding, coherent government policy and community-owned economic-

development conveyances such as community-development corporations and

cooperatives [Loxley (1985) 57]. These items will be discussed in a later sect¡on.

2.3.4 Steady state economy and sustainable development

Awareness of environmentaldegradation and resource depletion initiated the

modern environmental movement. But concerns about the implications of unlimited

economic growth are not new:

I cannot . . . regard the stationary state of capitar and
wealth with the unaffected aversion so generaily
manifested towards it by political economists of the olã
school. I am incrined to berieve that it wourd be, on the
whole, a very considerabre improvementon ourpresent
condition [Daly quoting John Stuart M¡ll, 12].

Like Mill, economist Herman Daly is very criticat of the 'growth-at-any-cost,economic

policy adhered to by the developed world. lndeed, as noted earlier, it is often this

attitude which engenders impoverishment in communities and makes CED

necessary- Daly takes a radical perspective on modern economic activity and

suggests that a return to moral considerations needs to be part of economic

development.
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Daly notes that economics originated as a branch of moral philosophy and that

ethical content played as big a role as analytical content up to and including the work

of Alfred Marshall. He is very critical of the 'layer upon layer of abstruse

mathematical models'that permeate modern economic theory, to the exclusion of

moral and ecological realities [3]. He maintains thatwe can no longer afford to ignore

these realities in the face of resource depletion, environmental degradation and

'existential scarcity', defined as'anomie, injustice, stress, alienation, apathy, and

crime' [3]. Whereas ma¡nstream economists believe that access to mass

consumption is the cure to existential scarcity, Daly posits that it only exacerbates it -

and in many cases, is actually the cause of it. we are conditioned to believe that

consumption equals happiness, with the result that we are continually trying to f¡lla

void with an endless cycle of shopping. Unproductive adve¡tising ensures that we

are constantly yearning for something; happiness is never realized.

Daly does not agree that the public interest is necessarily reflected in public

choice. Ethics cannot be boiled down to personal taste, and community has to be

more than an aggregate of disconnected individuals [3]. Given the scarcity of natural

resources, we must question the morality and logic of mass consumption in a world

where many do not have access to basic necessities. Furthermore, by eschewing the

consumption treadmilt communitíes avoid culturalsterilization, family breakdown and

environ mental degradation.

similar to Dary's steady-state economy, a sustainabre moder of cED

incorporates socialjustice, economic viability and environmental protection. These
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three tenets of sustainable development lend themselves naturally to the ¡ntegrated

approach favoured by many cED theorists. The convergence strategy, with its
emphasis on real needs - as opposed to demands driven by ignorance and advertising

- blends seamlessly with a sustainabte development philosophy. Like Daly, Loxley

notes that not all needs are material in nature; we have psychic needs that are cannot

satisfied by markets [1985, 16]. Because both sustainable development and a

convergence strategy promote self reliance and local culture, communities have a

fighting chance to preserve their history, language and traditionalfamily relationships,

ratherthan succumbing to a uni-cultural, consumption driven and ultimatelyempty life

style' Young people will not want to abandon vibrant communities that provide them

with a sense of identity and meaning in their lives.

The International Institute for sustainable Development (llsD) also highlights

the need for an integrated approach to development:

For- devetopment to be sustainabre it must integrate
environ mentar stewardsh ip, economic deveropmeni a nd
the weil-being of ail peopre - not just for toáay but for
countress generations to come. This is the cnarteng¿
facin g govern ments, non-govern menta r orga nizations,private enterprises, 

.communities (my i'tatics) ànã¡ndividuals" Ilnternational Institute'for sustainable
Development (ftSD)1.

Environmental stewardship is a clearly stated goal in our definition of cED, and

ecologícar considerations are woven into much of the riterature on cED.

Nozick notes that community development is not an isolated activity.

Everything a community undertakes impacts on other social and natural systems ...

'[s]ustainable cED calls for an ecological consciousness which views development
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as fitting harmoniously within the larger social and natural econ-system of which it is

a patl'[8s]. A CED program should incorporate plans to recycle, reduce and reuse.

The convergence strategy goal of consuming what is produced and producing what

is consumed lends itself naturally to the reduction of waste by eliminating

transportation of goods to and from the community. A pran to deverop

environmentally friendly products would be an excellent way for a community to take

advantage of one of the fastest growing industries in Canada, while adhering to

sustainable development practises.

A sustainabte-development framework highlighting social justice, economic

well-being and environmental protection should be used as a foundation forany CED

program' Although Loxley's convergence strategy was presented as an example of

a strategy that conforms easily with sustainable development, other economic

strategies, or combinations thereof, may lend themselves naturally to a sustainable

development approach. For example, an Aboriginal community that chooses to

combine to a traditional subsistence strategy with import substitution will

automatically practise sustainable development. cED will not have a lasting and

meaningfulimpactunless the three tenets of sustainable developmentare integrated

into the objectives of any strategic plan.

2.4 Strategic planning and tools

According to Loxley, strateg¡c planning is 'the direction taken by economic

policy in a number of key areas'[1985, 4]. His convergence strategy is an example

of how to both conceptualize and implement a strategic plan. Before a direction can

be taken, goals and objectives must be articufated clearly, program activities and
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operations must be specified and those activities and operations must be linked to

goals and objectives in a clear, plausible and rational manner [Hudson and

MacDonald, 1681. One of the more important issues to be dealt with in any plan is

that of ownership

2.4.1 Ownership of capital and natural resources

The theme of private versus community ownership is common in CED

literature. Many CED strategies favour small, private-business enterprise. Loxley

posits thatthis choice can have as much to do with ideology as comptyingwith sound

CED practices. The literature often links private enterprise to the emergence of a

middle-class from disadvantaged groups, thereby allowing marginalised people to

'make it' in mainstream society. Once the 'strongest and best' gain access to the

mainstream, those left behind will be inspired tofollowtheirexample. Even if the less

fortunate never follow the leaders, they will be convinced that the possibility to

succeed is there, and that failure to improve the¡r lot is because of some fault of their

own. The possibility of blaming the system is removed, and the status quo is

maintained [Loxley (1985) 19].

Loxley argues thatthere are solid reasons for considering local ownership and

control. lf patterns of investment are to change to benefit the community, and if

social surplus is to be reinvested in the community, local ownership and controt are

necessary t(1985) 241. Nozick agrees that outside ownership of land, capital,

industry and planning must shift to local ownership and control [78]. Some of the

kinds of organizations that can help a community regain control include

neighbourhood associations, umbrella organizations and community-run
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organizat¡ons' Institutions such as community-development corporations,

community-land trusts, cooperatives and community- loan funds can provide the

framework from which communities can pran and imprement a cED strategy.

A community-development corporation (cDC) represents a specific

community and can receive and distribute monies from both private and public

sources' A cDC will be involved in the initiation, planning and implementation of a

cED strategy. lt is managed by local residents and can act as an intermediary

between the government and the community. A cDC can also act as developer for
housing, property manager, partnerwith private enterprise, business developer and

community-loan fund manager. Neighbourhood associations can play a similar role

[Nozick, 79].

A community-land trust (cLT) is a non-profit organization. lt receives financing

from charitable donations, churches, governments, unions and the business

community' A cLT has open, community membership and an elected board. The

purpose of a cLT is to purchase and develop properties for the benefit of community

members, by leasing land for commercial and residential purposes. By protecting

land from the ups and downs of market values, land speculators and absentee

landlords, the community is provided with stable and adequate housing and

commercial property. The cLT will retain ownership of the land, which it leases to

community members who own the structure located on the land. underthe terms of
the lease, the cLT controls the resale value of the building and has the first option

to buy should the owners decide to seil. once bought by the cLT, a property wirl

reven to the trust and be sold to another cLT member. In this way community
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members are assured of always having a stock of affordable housing [Nozick, 78'80].

poor people typically do not have access to credit; community-loan funds

(CLFs) are meant to f¡ll this gap. Unlike commercial banks, decisions to lend a¡'e

based on a combination of the social value and economic viability of a business plan.

Loan capital is provided again from unions, governments, the business sector and

chur.ches. lt is either lentto the CLF at a low interest rate, or donated. The CLF then

lends the money out, usually in small, start-up loans, to community members who

must work with a business advisor to ensure good management. Linking the loan to

technical assistance has had promising results in some instances [Nozick, B0'11.

A cooperative model of ownership removes differences between owners,

workers, managers and consumers; a member of a cooperative is all things at once.

As both owner and worker, a member is motivated to make a profit and provide

secure employment atthe same time. One of the mostfamous cooperative success

stories is in Mondragón, Spain. Community members have built an elaborate

network of 200 interconnected cooperatives employing 20,000 people [Nozick, 82].

A community by no means has to undertake such a large-scale cooperative;

Mondragón is highlighted to show the potential and flexibility of the cooperative

model.

The issue of ownership of land, capital and industry cannot be reduced to a

one-plan-fits-all formula. The characteristics and goals of each community must be

considered one at a time, so that the best blend of ownership vehicles is designed

for the community in question. The next sub-section will look at various tools that can

be used in the process of designing, implement¡ng and evaluat¡ng a strateg¡c plan.
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2.4.2 Strategic-planning tools

An inpuvoutput matrix - normally associated with national income accounting -

can also provide an overyiew of backward, fon¡rard and final-linkages in a

community's economy. This tool provides a technical investigation of what can be
produced' with the amounts of intermediate products used in production according
to the level of technology and resources at hand [Gunn and Gunn, 45]. The matrix
provides a snapshot of the interdependence of the various production sectors ¡n a
glven economy' lt allows one to determine at a glance those industries which are
providing linkages and those which are not. when c.y. Thomas examined the
inpuvoutput matrices of some small, undeveloped countries, he found that the centre
of the matrices were almost empty; there were very few intermediate l¡nkages. fn
contrast' when he looked at matrices for developed economies, he found that the
centre was fuil [Brewster and rhomas, 11 6-126]. An inpuuoutput anarysis can
provide valuable insight into a tocal economy and hefp determine the impact new
projects andlor investment w¡rt have on it [Gunn and Gunn, 45].

Gunn and Gunn present an exampte of how an inpuvoutput anarysis can be
combined with other toors to provide a detaired picture of a rocar economyo . The

cleveland Metroporitan Economy, prepared by A. Gun¡uitz and G.T. Kingsrey, is a
study meant to establish a database on a local economy for the purpose of providing

future planning and analysis. The investigators conducted an inpuvoutput analysis
to determine the percentage of emproyment connected to exports by industry, and
estimates of growth rates by industry. They then developed conventional earnings
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multipliers for each industry and service (earnings murt¡pliers estimate how much an

lncrease ¡n export business will cause local income to grow). The study provided a

clearer picture of patterns of ups and downs in employment across sectors of the

economy. The investigators determined thatjob creation had occurred in the service

sector and identified those areas of manufacturing which were still performing well.

They also identified strong possibilities for areas of new growth, such as health

services, and recommended strategies to protect jobs for industrialworkers. Gunn

and Gunn point out that this model of analysis would be useful for. public-policy

makers as weil as for community groups, unions and private companies [47].

Gunn and Gunn explain how a study of this type can also be used to obtain

insight into surplus-value creation and appropriation [47]. A statisticat measure

known as 'value added per production worker'tracks variances in productivity in a
given industry' lt is the sum of profits and manufacturing costs (except the cost of
raw materials and intermediate goods) incurred to produce a firm,s final products.

Despite the d¡fficulties in compiling this statistic, and concerns about its accuracy, the

authors were able to determine some trends in the cteveland area. Both the city and

the greater cleveland area had higherthan average us value added per production

hour, but the gap was closing. They found that investment in the cleveland area was

deteriorating compared with national levels [4g].

The s[udy was also able to learn what was happening with wages in the local

economy' Researchers were able to correlate low wages with sectors, such as

service' which was expanding, and high wages with the manufacturing sector, which

was shrinking' This overall decrease in disposable income will have negative
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consequences as the power of the mult¡plier is diminished [48].

The combination of the information on productivity, investment and wages

allowed some very general observations to be made about social surplus. There was

a higher, but declining value added per manufacturing hour and a decline in capital

investment in manufacturing. Vague as th¡s information is, it does allow policy makers

to understand trends in a local economy and begin to formulate meaningful strategies

to improve a community's prospects.

The sociat accounting matr¡x (SAM) adds governments and households to the

input/output matrix. lt can also incorporate social groups by race, gender or income

level, thereby allowing for a more complete analysis of income d¡str¡bution in an

economy. Gunn and Gunn outline how the US Forest Service adopted the social

accounting matrix and designed the lmpactAnalysis System for Planning (INPLAN).

INPLAN linked the social accounting matrix to an income distr¡but¡on matrix whích

provides information on wage distribution and income derived from property

ownership. INPLAN results provide a deta¡led picture of how changes in an economy

effect wage and income distribution [49].

INPLAN researchers used Nichotas Kaldor's theory on income distribution as

a basis for their analysis. They assumed that savings/consumption and factor

payment patterns vary between socialclasses, thereby paying more attention to the

structural aspects of distribution than does most economic anatysis. Property

ownership patterns, labour union activity and government policy were also included

in the model. Gunn and Gunn posit that this model, if refined and made accessible

with computer software, could allow community developers to evaluate the
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magnitude and propoftion of wage and non-wage income that a projectwill generate.

Planners could also estimate the mult¡plier effects a project will produce [50].

The INPLAN researchers devised several indices to provide quantitative

measures of the impact projects have on income distribution. One matrix analyses

direct and indirect economic effects and externalities. The matrix demonstrates

gains and externality losses, in dollars, across sectors and income groups. The

information is then condensed into a community-impactindexstatistic. This indicator

estimates, qualitatively speaking, how a change in the community - such as the

building of a new factory - affects the majority of the local population [Gunn and

Gunn, 511.

The above models show how analytical tools such as inpuVoutput analyses

,and the multiplier can direct communities and policy advisors in the design of a

development strategy. As we will see in the following sub-section, there are also

tools availabte for evaluating the effectiveness of existing or past programs.

2.4.3 Measures and indicators

Once a strateg¡c plan has been devised and implemented, it should be

evaluated during the course of its implementation to ensure that it stays on track.

Communities and policy makers alike need to be able to assess past programs to

determine if meaningful change has occurred. Development indicators are,statistics

which measure socio-economic conditions and changes over time for various

segments of a population' [Lamontagne quoting Land, 20g]. A development index

conflates the weighted combination of two or more indicators, giving us a more

integrated snapshot of a community's condition. Development ¡nd¡cators give us an
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integrated measure of development which includes political, socia[, cultural and

economic perspectives [Lamontagne, 209].

Research done by the Department of Indian and Northern Devetopment

(DIAND) concluded that development indicators should:

1) be simple to build, use and interpret;
2) include economic, social, spiritual and cultural dimensions;
3) measure both non-market and market economic activity;
4) combine objective and subjective indicators so âs to consider the perceptions and
feelings of community members and allow prioritization;
'5) be able to accommodate and provide information for all stages of community
development [Lamontagne citing DIAND, 212].

Lamontagne notes the introduction of the concept of development planning

into CED. He defines development planning as'the application and broadening of

strategic planning principles to include promotion of individuat and community well-

being'[210]. E.T. Jackson and Associates provided some valuable research findings

in their work done under the auspices of a large research project of Aboriginal

representatives across Canada. The thrust of the research was to look at the h¡story

of development indicators and to determine their potential in CED for Aboriginal

communities. The guidebook which resulted from the group's efforts sets out the

tools and processes for implementing development ¡ndicators, as well as collecting

and analysing data [Lamontag ne, 214].

The guidebook ties development indicators to a specific strategic planning

process and shows the community how to use worksheets to track the progress of

their efforts. lt uses an integrated interpretation of development with the more tinear

process of development planning. Development planning is cut into five steps:

. assess the community situation;
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. set priorities and development goals;. identify activities which will meet goals;. implement the development activities; and. monitor and evaluate results.

The following process - as explained by Lamontagne - provides a framework

for working through the planning process using indicators. The worksheet operates

much the same way as a flow-chaft, with one activity automatically leading to

another. lt begins by allowing goals identified in the strateg¡c-planning process to

be evaluated w¡th a specifically designed goal-indicator. For exampte, a goal-

indicator which determines the ratio of transfer payments on a Band,s total income

would help determine if the goal of increasing self-generated income by 2SVo over

five years was being met. The data needed to build this indicator are, the value of

provincial and federal transfers to the Band (VPFP), catego rizedbypayment, and the

annual value of Band income from other sources (VBIO), giving us a ratio of

VPFP(VPFP + Ys¡O) x 100.

Once a strategic goal's progress is measured by a goalindicator, planners can

then conceptualize activity goals which willfacilitate realization of the ¡n¡t¡al goal. In

our example, an activ¡ty goalthatwould improve the above ratio may be the provision

of loans to Band businesses. Just as we moved from a strategic goal to a goal

'indicator, we would now move from an activity goat to an act¡v¡ty indicator. To

continue the example, the activity indicator would be the nature and size of a
corporation's portfolio. The data needed to build this indicator are, the value of loans

in the primary sector (LP), secondary sector (LS) and tertiary sector (LT), value of

loans (VL), value of loan guarantees (VLG) and value of equity parric¡pat¡on (VEp).
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The following can then be derived: share of roans: vu(vl + vLG + vEp)x 100; and

share of loan guarantees: VLG(VL + VLG + VEP) x 100. This framework allows

strategic planning and development indicators to work together so that the project

moves fonruard in a logical and controlled way. The guidebook was designed for use

by Aboriginal groups, and its basis in an integrated approach to CED is conducive to

these communities. However, there is no reason why the guidebook framework

could not be applied to any comrnunity wishing to implement a simple system for

linking strategic goals to development indicators and activities [Lamontagne, 2191.

The following figure summarizes the sequence of steps explained above.
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Development Planning and Indicators5

Srrp * r
The Vision: Strategic planning

Define an overall vision
Assess the community situation

Outline strategic goals
ldentify goal indicators

STEP # 2
The Action: Operational planning

ldentify the activities to meet the goáls
ldentify activity indicators
lmplement the activities

STEP # 3
The Reflection: Evaluation and

Monitoring
Evaluate the activities' pefformance

and efficiency
Determine whether the strategic

goals are being met

we have seen exampres of how a program may work through steps one and 2: we

will now turn to step three and examine concerns about evaluation.

We need to be able to adequately evaluate a CED program so that we can

determine whether or not meaningfut change occurred or is occurring. Hudson and

MacDonald's review of some of the literature found that an ongoing evaluation is

preferred to a once-and-for-all or periodic evaluation. Because CED programs are

5source: Development Indicator project steering committee, quoted by
Lamontagne, Francois, 216.
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by nature dynamic processes, it is more efficient to evaluate and monitor a program

while it is unfolding. This way, planners can more easily identify problems or quickly

determine when things have gone off track and intervene as required 11671.

We have discussed the importance of ar^ticulating clear goals and linking

programs act¡v¡ty and operations rationally and realistically to those goals. Not only

is this formulatiorì zl prê l'êquisite for successful CED, ¡t ¡s requ¡red for meaningful

evaluation. lf program goals and operation were never clearly conceptualized, itwill

not be clear what is to be evaluated, nor how to do ¡t [168].

Itis also crucialthat a program remain stable throughoutits lifetime. Although

exogenous events cannot be controlled, program changes should be avoided. lf

alterations are introduced midway through, it witl be diffÌcult to determine which

aspects of a program produced the results being evaluated. ltwill then be impossible

to reproduce a successful program, or avoid repeating an unsuccessful one.

The importance of a variety of stakeholder views in the evaluation process is

a common theme. Stakeholders can include staff, program funders and program

beneficiaries. An evaluator can also review proposals, grant applications, program

descriptions and interview community members to obtain an overview of what the

expectations of the program were. Once the evaluator has determined a draft

version of the program structure and logic, it can be verified with stakeholders.

Further interviews may need to be conducted to fill in gaps between the structure and

logic in the draft, or to address conflicting views held by different stakeholders. The

final draft can then provide the evaluatorwith the necessary information to design an

evafuation questionnaire [Hudson and MacDonald, 17 1].
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Drawing on the final version of the evaluator's program structure and logic, the

following questions could be asked:

. What arelwere the salient characteristics of the community, such as problems,
resources, demographics and institutions?

. How many persons were/are involved in the program and what are their
backgrounds and skills? How much time did they dedicate to the program?

. What are the dominant forms of community decision making? ls there a
hierarchy of power within the community? Who is at the top and who is at the
bottom? Did this hierarchy change as a result of the program? For better or
worse?

. Were community members included in the planning process?
o Were women allowed to participate in all levels of planning and

implementation? lf not, what levels were they excluded from and included in?
o Were community members provided w¡th clear information aboutthe purpose

and aims of the program? Were they kept informed as the program
progressed?

. Which institutions and individuals were helped by the program, and which (if
any)were harmed?

e Does the community have more ability to control its environment because of
this program?

. Did the program improve/solve the community's problems?

. Are changes permanent and wide-spread?

. How do community members view the future prospects of the community?

Evaluation questions will obviously vary according to each program.

Hudson and MacDonald note three sets of concerns about measures and data

collection procedures:

1) identifying specific indicators or measures to be used to gather information on the

evaluation; 2) identifying methods used to collect the measurement data; and, 3)

simplifying the frequency of collecting the data, along with the samples or persons

from whom it will be gathered. The fìrst concern raises the question of how much

emphasis to put on social objectives as opposed to economic. We must dealwith the

question of whether or not social objective are subjectto reliable measurement. The

second concern can be addressed with a combination of quantitative and qualitative
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methods such as existing soc¡al indicators, in-person, phone and mailsurveys;focus

group ínterviews, public forums and hearings and observational techniques. As

noted by Hudson and MacDonald, evaluation decisions have to be made in the

context of trade offs between robustness, timing, physicaland monetary constraints

and the expectations for use of the evaluation results t1731. The third concern
requires decisions about howto apply the measures and to whom. For example, the
evaluation could call for repeated application of measurement of the same variabtes,

orit could demand one measurementand comparison of a varietyof variables. [173].
According to watson, there are five criteria to measure cED effectiveness:

' there should be concrete evidence that significant numbers of communitymembers were abre to find decent and"lont¡nr¡ng ;mp'ío[r"n, whichsubstantiaty reduced their dependence án tränsrer payments;
' there should be a strong indication that. .ãrrrnity has addressed theemproyment-rerated probrems of ¡ts membãrs by deveroping community_based solutions to these problems; 

:

' there should be sound community-based evaluations of current programs and

;:üit"irthat 
could be errectiuulv ,t"J iã ìrproue rhe exiétins array ot

' there shourd be concrete evidence oÍ,. qnd g perception by the community of,improvement in the efficiency with *hicn exiJting programs and services areused ro provide employmeni optionsll36_7i.

what ever method of evaluation is chosen, watson also insists that anevaluation must provide the following:

c the program being evaluated must be replicable;. the outcome of the program must be rneäsuiãOlu;o there must be a valid and reliable basis ãi.*prrison between those whopartic¡pated in the program and those *no Jiã not, so that the incrementaleffect of the program cãn be oeterm¡nlJ rì1ã1. 
¡ '|v.' e, t''Í 'ot ,.r r:c r¡

Evaluators need to remain flexible and creative as they work with program
participants' tmpartiality and objectivity are key to ensuring that the evaluation
delivers what it is meant to. The primary purpose for pranning and impfementing an
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evaluation is to aid decision making about the program. lt should measure the

possibility of attainment of goals, and reveal impediments to the attainment of those

goals [Hudson and MacDonald, 174]. Whether done as the program unfolds or long

after it is finished, evaluation should always inform us how to improve CED.

2.5 Financing CED

Earlier we looked at the importance of ownership of resources and capital in

CED. As desirable as community ownership may be, communities are-often not in

a position to claim control over resources and few community members have access

to capital. Access to capital becomes a crucial f¡rst step in many CED initiatives.

This section will examine some of the options available, with a focus on the

i rnporta nc e of s us; ta inin g access to fina ncin g.

2.5.1 Finance sources

Loxley notes that two types of funding are required by CED organizations: 1)

{unding to pay for overhead costs, including salaries and administration, of those

entities that work in CED; and 2) the financing of the bus¡ness initiatives precipitated

by those entities I( 2003b) 21. Because banks are unwilling to provide credit to CED

initiatives, financing must originate from other sources. Once of the rnost important

sources of CED financing in Canada is the caisse populaireor credit union.

A credit union is a member-owned, cooperative bank. Popular as they are in

the CE D literature, Loxley warns that even these cooperatively-owned banks may not

be an ideal source for CED funding. Credit unions still have to turn a profit for their

members and they face st¡ff compet¡t¡on, particularly in larger: urban centres which

have not been abandoned by the larger banks t(2003b) 31. Nonetheless, credit
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un¡ons such as the Vancouver City Credit Union (VanCity) and the Assiniboine Credit

Union (ACU) in Winnipeg have been able to provide substantial funding for many

CED initiatives. The ACU was able to adopt policies favourable to CED when its

board was taken over by a group called The Greening of the Assiniboine [Loxley

(2003b), 71.

Chur:ches, foundations, philanthropists, government and the business

community can be other sources of finance for CED. These organizations will often

providefunding to community-loan associations, community-developmentloanfunds,

community-land trusts and community development corporations. Funding from

these sources is sometimes complimented with training and technical assistance,

often leading to the arrival of other businesses in the community [Loxley (2003b) 4].

The existence of many of the above sources of funding is due to the fact that

favourable tax treatment is afforded to charitable donations or retirement savings

contributions. Agencies such as the Un¡ted Way are willing to funnel charitable

donations into CED initiatives. Generous federal and provincialtax credits are atso

given to labour-sponsored venture capitalfunds that are sometimes willing to suppon

,CED. Tax policy, therefore, is one way in which the government impacts on CED;

actual provision of government funds is another. As important as Eovernment

funding can be, prudence demands that it be treated with caution.' A change of

government or sudden economic downturn could find communities suddenly cut off

from funding which they were counting on. As Loxley explains, there are strategies

for minimizing the potent¡al instability of government funding.

A cED trust or endowment fund can be established to manage lump-sum
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contr¡butions from the government. Interest earned on the fund could provide CED

institutions with capitat and operating funds. The CED institutions would be managed

by a combination of government representatives and an arms-length group of

community members. Funds managed and funded in this way remove the vagaries

of government budgets and elections from CED planning, although it remains to be

seen if governments will be willing to relinquish control of how funds are invested

[(February, 2003b)15].

Lastly, it has been proposed that neighbourhood development or renewal

corporations undertake certain business initiatives, like property management and

development. lt is hoped that neighbourhood corporations can obtain non-market

financing to this end [Loxley (2003b) 20].

Kemp and Coyle agree that financing is a critical issue for CED. lnadequate

financing-instruments and/orlackof funding cause many CED initiatives to fail. They

also agree that pro-active tax policies are needed, and that more coordination and

policy integration between provincial and federal governments is crucial t25g].

2.5.2 Four key issues in CED financing in the United Kingdom

Examination of CED financing in tlre United Kingdom may provide some

insight into Manitoba's situation. Lawless's research on the evolution of CED in

Yorkshire and The Humber found financing to be the 'Achilles' heel'of CED. Those

he interviewed in his study claimed thatCED is driven by the financial agenda, rather

than its potential in ameliorating socia! exclusion t1401. He posits that there are four

key issues regarding fìnancing: ithe ecology of funding' and grant dependency;

matched funding; the question of asset bases; and the underlying tens¡ons between
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income generation and grant dependency' [140].

By the'ecology of funding', Lawless is referring to the increasing dependency

on a number of grants from various organizations. Although learning the intricacies

of grant application can provide valuable job skills, it is suggested thatthe net benefit

of funding by grants is severely reduced by the huge opportunity cost of time and

energy in completing a myriad of forms. And because receiv¡ng grants is not

guaranteed, it is very difficult to plan long-term initiatives t1401.

The United Kingdom's membership in the European Union (EU) adds the

'dimension of matched funding to cED. The European social Fund (ESF) awards up

to 45o/o of funds to a project, making the UK responsible for funding the rest. project-

level matched funding adds the complication of ensuring coordination across a wide

range of domestic and EU funding regimes. Lawless reports that one project had

to overcome the 'uncoordinated nature of the bidding cycles, varied policy agendas

adopted by different agencies, and contrasting monitoring requirements, all[of which]

worked against creating an innovative, strategic, and sustainable approach to CED

'[140]. The literature on the Canadian experience also notes a lack of coordination

between federal and provinciat governments; it remains to be seen if the problems

faced in canada shgre the same characteristics as those in the uK.

Lawless notes that conventional CED wisdom in the UK puts more faith in a

CED initiative when it owns an asset. owníng buildings allows many valuable

services to be housed in the community, such as childcare and after-school clubs

and revenue-generating activity. However, the UK experience has shown that

property owned by trusts and charities cannot be used as collateralfor loans t1431.
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The last issue concerning fìnancing in the UK experience is that of balancing

commercialactivitieswith non-commercialactivities. Grantfunding is often premised

on the promise of future income generation, and this emphasis can detract from

meeting equally important socialobjectives. Once a grant-funded program begins

to generate income, it will be less likely to secure future grantfunds, making it more

likely yet that social issues will be ignored. Projects which try to achieve both

commerciat and social objectives end up creating tensions within the community.

Lawless believes that this tension between the pursuit of sociat objectives and

commercial activities is 'the most important single question impacting on the CED

community' 11441.

In Manitoba, the NDP's more progressive policy towards CED, combined with

the formation of solid organizations such as the Assiniboine Credit Union and SEED

(Supporting Employment and Economic Development) Winnipeg, (a non-profit

organisation that provides start-up money for low-income individuals and

organisations), have contributed to a strong financial base for CED initiatives.

However, experience in the UK has shown that avaitable financing can in itself lead

to problems, and, as Loxley has pointed out, too much dependence on government

funding can leave initiatives high and dry when governments change parties.

Thus far this thesis has looked at the salient issues found in CED literature.

The next two sections will look at these issues within the context of Aboriginal and

gender issues.

2.6 Aboriginal communities and CED

Given the emphasis on community self-sufficiency, CED has pafticular appeal
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to Aboriginal communities. Even before the advent of globalization, Canada's

Aboriginal Peoptes were deliberately marginalised from the economic benefits most

Canadians enjoyed. The Indian Act and federal government policy such as the

reserve system and the Federal Department of lndian Affairs all served to remove

Aboriginal people from main-stream economic development (Loxley (1gg6) 7S).
;

Today's Aboriginal people are caught in a power struggle with provincialand federal

governments over land claims and rights of self-determination. As Aboriginal people

gain more political power and say over theirfuture, they must grapple with how GED

will be administered in their communities. An integrated approach to CED

theoretically gives them the ability to concentrate on cultural and socialissues as well

as economic, and therefore holds much appealto those who wish to conserve their

culture. But serious questions arise about the compatibility of native values with

successful private enterprise, perhaps narrowing the numbers of strategies that an

Aboriginal community can choose from.

2.6.1 Aboriginal culture and tradition

This section relies on the research of J. Loxley's chapter3: Strategies Forthe

Economic Development of Native Communities, from his The Economics of CED, A

Report Prepared for the Native Economic Development program.

Although deliberate institutional repression has diminished, natíve tradition is

still under assault by racism and the pervasive nature of the mass-consumption

culture found in mainstream Canada. Given that the physical context in which native

culture evolved and existed has largely disappeared, many worry that revived

traditions will be relegated to the status of historical curiosities. Traditional native
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culture may only be able to survive intact in remote areas where the traditional

economy pers¡sts. Cenain CED strategies, however, are more compatible with

traditionalways and can hetp communities regain self-sufficiency, dignity and a new

place in the Canadian landscaPe.

For those Aboriginal people who still maintain a traditional lifestyle, CED

strategieswhich concentrate on activitiessuch as hunting, fishing, trapping, outfitting,

and forestry work are compatible with Aboriginals' attachment to the land and will

help reinforce native culture. Aboriginal social relations are organized along

communal lines and emphasis is put on the opinions of the elders who are held in

h¡gh esteem. Our private-enterprise system does not accommodate óommunal

values nor the participation of elders, and it therefore is highly doubtful that native

culture can survive using a business-only CED strategy, even if a close relationship

to the land is included.

Desirable as it may be to revive native tradition, no strategy should suppot't

ideas which are not longer acceptable to large portions of Aboriginal people, such as

discrimination against women. Aboriginal society is not devoid of sexism, and

women are often the ones who suffer the most in communities in crisis. Aboriginal

people are also not immune to abuses in power which can deprive individuals of

basic rights afforded to all Canadians. lt is, therefore, not always desirable or

possible to support ceftain native traditions in CED. A convergence strategy

probably has the best chance of preserving native values and is, for this reason, the

strategy which bestworks in Aboriginalcommunities. ln fact, convergence principles

have been found to be successful even in urban settings, as evidenced by Neechi
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Foods in Winnipeg.

It was earlier noted that Aboriginal women often represent the most

disadvantaged within a marginalised group. we will next turn our attention to a

feminist reading of cED to understand the position of women in generar.

2.7 Women and CED

Many women believe that cED and women are a natural fit. Not only are
'women 

over-represented in poverty statistics [conn, women, co-ops and cED,34],

and therefore stand to'benefit the most from CED, but the philosophy'and practices

of the women's movement have parallelled those found in CED, and may even have

preceded them [conn, cED in canada from a women,s perspective, 1]. conn

discovered that CED had a new vocabulary for strategies that women,s groups had

been implementing for years. "social accounting", "community control,,and ,,valuing

the informal economy" were familiar concepts with new names. Atderson, conn,

Donald and Kemp's research highlights four main features in women,s CED

initiatives: 1) the redefinition of productivity; 2) establishment of a multiple bottom-

fine; 3) development of collective resources; and 4) guarantee of inclusivity t1211.

2.7.1 Women and productivity

Conn's concerns about women's role in the economy revolve around unpaid

work and inequitable pay. Firstly, she does note that many cED projects which

include women have acknowledged the importance of the many productive activities

women perform at home, such as child-rearing and geriatric care [CED in Canada 
.

frorn a Women's Perspective,2l. This concern is expanded in an article written by

Alderson, conn, Donald and Kemp, who note the conventional definition of
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productivity as'the profit created by labour through the efficient production of goods

and services' [121]. From a woman's perspective, this definition excludes all of the

non-market work performed by women that is essential to society. Without

childbearing, childcare, elder-care and household management, the formal economy

would not be able to operate. Women's CED expands the def¡n¡tion of productivity to

include women's unpaid work.

Reproduction is a reality in most women's lives, and communities need to

recognize and accommodate this reality in a way which allows women to part¡cipate

fully in the economy. Women should have access to the same jobs as men,

regardless of women's potentialfor pregnancy. Comptex as this issue is, employers

and employees alike must find innovative and creative ways to deal with this issue.

CED also needs to recognize the unpaid domestic work performed by women.

Those women who neverwork outside the home still need access to benefits denied

them, such as pension plans. Women who work outside the home often face hours

of domestic work when they return home. There are many ways in which a

community can help with this double load. For example, workers'co-ops can install

washers and dryers on site so thatworkers (men included)can getthe laundry done

while at work. Co-ops can also provide hot mid-day meals to staff so that they do not

have to spend so much time preparing meals at home.

Childcare is of prime importance forwomen who also work outside the home.

Until politicians acknowledge the need for universal affordable daycare, communities

will have to forge their own solutions (some claim that this is exactly how Ottawa is

hoping society will respond to their inaction, thereby eliminating the need for action).
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Daycare centres can be organized on site to simplify the travel logistics of working

families. One women's group in B.C. organized the¡r cotlective to accommodate

childcare. Each of the fìve women takes a turn caring for the whote group's children

one day a week 11221. ldeally a community could set up collectives that would allow

the children's fathers to also participate in childcare, freeing up even more time for

the mothers.

Women's CED also respects the unpaid work women perform to provide

services to the community, such as volunteer counselling, tutoring, administrative

work, community kitchens and heatth-caresupporT. This work needs to be re-define-d

as productive so that communities can recognize its importance in maintaining a

healthy society.

2.7.2 Multiple bottom line and collective resources

Conn believes that a feminist perspective on CED puts more emphasis on

social vs. commercial accounting, thereby ensuring that the true purpose of

development is not lost in a flurry of statistics and equations ICED in Canada from a

Women's Perspective, 3]. Socíal accounting considers the real costs of pollution,

crime, family violence, economic ¡nstabil¡ty, occupationat disease and community

dislocation. Any economic strategy should include these negat¡ve externalities in its

analysis to determine if the net outcome willbe positive or negative. The community

needs to bear in mind that the social and financial costs for contamination clean-up,

crime prevention, health-care provision and family-support services are borne by the

community, not the corporation that brings the jobs. :

Whereas conventional economic development celebrates corporate and
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personal compet¡t¡veness, women have successfully demonstrated that working

collectively delivers results. Women across Canada have combined'their fìnancial

resources and expertise and started co-operative businesses. By doing so, they

have taken control over their working conditions, pây, skill development and realized

their personal objectives [Alderson, et al,124].

2.7.4 lnclusiveness

Given that community participation is central to our definition of CED, and that

women are part of any community, one may logically expect women to participate

in any CED project,' Conn claims that in practice, women are often excluded from

community committees, or - at best- are offered inconsequentiat, toL"n positions

ICED in Canada from a Women's Perspective, 3]. Exclusion of women from CED

planning should notseem strange given thatwomen have often been excluded from

partic¡pat¡ng in conventional economic development as well [Alderson, et al, 125].

Old habits die hard, and many of the programs adopted by governments and

communities alike have not considered the strengths nor the concerns of women.

Women's CED means to correctthis imbalance by ensuring thatwomen are included

in both the planning and implementation of CED programs. Women also must

partic¡pate in local, provincial and national CED networks [Alderson, et al, 125].

Feminists insist that the education and advocacy of women is criticat to

meaningfulCED. By understanding the characteristics of women's CED, policy can

be crafted to strengthen the role of women in both CED and society as a whole

[Alderson, et al, 128].
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2.8 Government policy and CED

Government can never take the place of community:
what it can and should do, however, is create political,
institutional and financial frameworks which help local
pêople rebuild their comrnunities from the bottom up,
making them safer places in which to live and
generating a better quality of life which can suppon
widereconomic oppoftunities [Rice and prince citing the
Social Justice Commission (1 gg4:370), 2431.

Social policy makes up the largest portion of public spending in Canada's

budgets. Not only have social policy expendítures of all governments increased in

absolute terms, but their share of total spending and of GDP have increased each

year since 1980 [Prince and Rice, 236]. The increase in social spending has been

the source of tremendous political debate in Canada. The right, in its attack on the

deficit, has placed excessive growth in spending, particularlysocialspending, as the

primary cause of increasing deficits, regardless of evidence which refutes this notion

[Prince and Rice, 239]. This ideology of deficit polítics dominated the political

landscape in the 1980s and gOs and resulted in program cuts, workforce downsizing,

privatization .and deregulation and a shrinking of expectations as to what

governments are responsible for in our economy. This assault on government

spending has been extremely successful, in spite of Gunn and Gunn's obseryation

that governments spend in a more socially productive way than does the private

sector. However, Rice and Prince believe that the attack against government

spending has begun to slow, and that we have entered into a post-def¡cit era,

dominated by'dividend politics'.

The Liberals have indicated a willingness to at least partially restore social
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spend¡ng now that the federal deficit has been tamed, and provincial governments

are also loosening their purse strings [Rice and Prince, 239]. But deficit-ideology

politics have hardened the public's views on social spending and the role of

government, and its proponents promise to closely monitor how social spending is

undertaken. Thus, the new money that is available through budgetary surpluses

gives us, at best, a small politicalwindow of opportunity to improve social programs

[Rice and Prince,240l. An examination of how the government can invest in CED

more efficiently is, therefore, particularly retevant at th¡s time. 
:

2.8-1 Government coord¡nation and legislation

One of the most common criticisms of policy in Canada is that governments

have tended to act in a piecemealfashion. There is no comprehensive CED policy

and program environment, and no national framework to link federal departments

with provincial and municipal levels of government. [Galaway and Hudson, 12].

Brodhead and Lamontagne have also noted the importance of the regulatory

framework in which CED unfolds, the ¡mponance of establishing networks tofacilitate

the dissemination of CED experiences, the need for comprehensive policy and for

legislation to support CED initiatives [265]

Watson notes the need for'substant¡al ¡mprovement in federal-provincial and

interdepartmental cooperation in the implementation of employment-related

programs. . .' [136,7]. Criticisms of a particularfederal-government program include:

'widespread failure . . . to coordinate government programs at a local level' [137], and

a mismatch of theskills of governmentemployeeswith the requirements of theirjobs.

The provincial department was wary of becoming too involved in a project because
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past experience had taught them that when the federal government pulled support,

'they were left to pick up the stack in providing servÍces. Researchers note a tack of

articulation of the policy role of the federal department, fa¡lure to use effective

coordinating mechanisms, and the use of discretionary policy development and

informal mechanisms [137].

lf regional, nationat and tocal CED organizations could be brought under the

umbrella of a nationally administered CED network, practitioners woutd be able to

exchange and build on their accumulated knowledge. Computer communication

linkages and seminars are two areas in which government could undertake to

improve exchange between both levels of government, and government with

community organizations. The application of new communication technologies coutd

greatly improve CED coordination [Brodhead and Lamontagne, 265].

The federal government, in partnership with provincial and municipal tevels,

would be the most logical institution to take up the necessary tasks of documentation,

analysis and communication. A government run CED network could maintain an

inventory of CED models and offer expertise and education on tools and training

devices. A national CED support structure would meet the needs of both CED

practitioners and policy-makers [Brodhead and Lamontag ne,273).

Economic development has become increasingry dependent on

intergovernmental coordination and cooperation, yet experience has shown that

federal, municipal and provincial levels are often notworking from the same plan, nor

do they share the same goals [MacNeil, 186]. There can even be a lack of cohesion

between different federal departments. Not until departments and tevels of
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government stop work¡ng at cross purposes w¡ll CED be able to take a decisive step

fon¡¿ard.

2.8.2 Government financing

Section 2-5 looked at financing CED, and highlighted the impoftance of

government funding. Besides providing direct financing for CED project, pro-active

'policies such as tax incentives can encourage corporations and individuals to

partic¡pate in community investment. The Canadian CED Network,recommends

that the government create a new tax incentive instrument in the form of a targeted

tax credit to private-sector contributors. To qualify, contributors could provide

financial capital to a community for any number of cED initiatives, thereby meeting

the need for equity capital. Prornising programs which could act as models inctude

the Community Economic Development Investment Funds, in Nova Scotia, and a

Program in New Hampshire administered by its community Development Finance

Authority [15]. Government also need to assure long-term financing of CED projects

by building partnersh¡ps with credit unions, pension funds and co-op groups [coady
and Galaway,205l.

The funding policy of government should be premised on and granted to

independent cED organizations (cEDos) such as community development

corporations' tt is important that cEDos do not just act as agents and recipients of

an externally-designed program, but that they be viewed as partners in the entire

process' Governmentfunding should be offered as a resource to communities which

design their own strategies for improvement [canadian cED Netw ork,7].

r made avaitable through the
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governmental national CED network recommended above. The ecology of funding

discussed by Lawless could be minimized by streamlining the grant-application
:

process under the auspices of a government agency.

2.8.3 Community participation

Government policies must be inclusive of marginalised groups ¡f CED is to

make meaningful progress. Marginatised groups include Aboriginals, visible

minorities and women [Brodhead and Lämontagne, 268]. According to Nozick, one

of the goals of an integrated approach to CED should be meeting the needs of

'indivíduals [82]. In order to ensure that individuals' concerns are heard and

understand, ¡t ¡s crucial that all community groups be included in the.planning and

implernentation process.

In the UK, the popularity of community participation reflects a variety of

advantages believed to accrue to community members. lt is believed that decision-

making and action will be more closely aligned to the actualneeds of the community

[McArthur, 308]. The Canadian literature also notes the importance of local

knowledge of community conditions. Too often the government has proposed

sotutions that do not correspond with a community's particular situation, having

applied a program that was not specifically designed [Canadian CED Network, 6].

But if the community is working as a partner with government and/or the private

sector, an unequal distríbution of power must be taken into consideration. lt ¡s

possible that the aspirations of community members will be absorbed and modified

to adhere to the agenda of government officials [McArthur, 30g]. Evaluations of

government programs in Canada have raised similar concerns [Watson, 137].
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Full community participation can also result in conflict between groups with

different view points and needs. Communities are not homogeneous; different

groups and classes exist, and consensus is not typically easy to obtain [Loxley (198S)

6]. Not only does power need to be redistributed between outside agents and the

community, and within the community, the fact that outside authorities often exercise

their power by manipulating agents withinthecommunity needs to be recognized

[Loxley (1985) 7].

Loxley raises the issue of establishing what a community's needs are. We

cannot expect marginalised, depr:ived people to truly grasp what they need if they

have never experienced a reasonable standard of living. Policy-makers need to

decide if they will be politically-neutral facilitators whose task is simply to

accommodate decision-making within a narrow range of choices, or if their role is to

educate and instruct community members to str¡ve for a more economically, socialty

and culturally satísfying life style [1985, 12,1i1. MacNeil nores rhat when

governments work as paftners in CED, they must consider the icurrent state of

learned helplessness' and undertake strategies to allow people to transform their

community through its econom y t1791. More radical community workers not only

subscribe to the 'educated and persuaded need', but encourage community

members to engage in political activism [Loxley (198S)14].

Stating thatCED requires thefullparticipation of community members is more

complex in practice than in theory. lt is therefore preferable that any policy address

this issue carefully and up front. Policy-makers must have a thorough understanding

of the historical and present relationships within the community, together with the
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posit¡on of the community vis-à-vis outside agents, prior to embarking on strategic

planning. When dealing with Aboriginal communities, policy-makers need to be

particularly sensitive to the cultural and historical context of their situation. ldeafiy,

Aboriginalcivil servants should be available to mediate between the community and

the government. There is atways conflict between the competing forces of autonomy

and the community, and policy-makers must ensure that one force does not

dominate the other [Rice and Prince ,216!.

2.8.4 Strategic planning, indicators and pfanning tools

We saw earlier that strategic planning is a crucial component'of CED. The

governmentshould take a lead role in the development and dissemination of effective

strategic-planning models. A data base of models should be housed in a national

network so that communities could study the various plans available. Expertise

should also be offered to communities so that the best plan can be chosen and

modified, if need be. Training should also be offered in the design and use of

'indicators and strategic planning tools.

The distribution of gains brought about by CED programs musi differ from

what would be expected if the project were inítiated by private or corporate entities

[O'Neíll, 62]. Not only should economic indicators such as business start-ups,

bankruptcies, net growth Ín emptoyment and investment spending be tracked, but

social indicators such as improvements in health and education, retention of yout-h

in commun¡t¡es and increased usage of traditional language can and should also be

monitored.

Externalities must also be considered if a strategic plan is to be sustainable
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and environmentally sensitive. lndicators which consider pollution and its effects on

health must be incorporated in any industrial planning. The long-term effects of

resource depletion must also be factored into any cost-benefit analysis, and that

analysis must include social and cultural considerations.

2.8.5 Evaluation

Watson insists that evaluation must meet three requirements. First, the

program that is being evaluated must be a replicable prescription for a problem. A

program that cannot be repeated cannot teach us anything general. Second, the

outcome of the program must be measurable. Third, there has to be a robust and

reliabte base of comparison between those who participate in the program and those

who do not, so that incremental effects can be understood [142,3].

A caveat must be added with regard to the collection and. utilization of

empir.icaldata to validate CED, Research conducted in the UK by Knox and Hughes

differentiates between the American experimental style of evatuation and the UK

approach. The UK perspective is reflected in the following guidelines on poticy

evaluation:

Evaluation is not a scientific exercise aimed at
producing definitive answers to all questions, and
judgement lies at the heart of it [Knox and Hughes citing
H.M. Treasury, 1988, 243}

This attitude is at great odds with the American style of evaluation which demands

the use of control and experimental groups. This approach is very hard to adopt in

reality, particularly when conditions of random assignment of control and

experimental groups cannot be met 1243,41.
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Knox and Hughes propose that a quasi-experimental design can be more

useful when conditions of random assignment cannot be met. In this case, non-

equivalent control or comparison groups are used, without random assignment to

either group. lnstead, similar groups are compared to obtain before-and-after

measures. Difficulties arise with this type of evaluation design as wetl. For example,

if a CED program were implemented in a community in Northern Manitoba, a control

community would have to be chosen for comparison. Evaluators may have a variety

of communities to choose from and deciding which community variables should be

considered important enough for comparison is not always easy. The issue of self"

selection also presents a problem. A community which has taken the initiative to

implement a CED program may pocess unique characteristics that cannot be found

in control communities, making policy comparisons difficult 12441.

Policy-makers must be prepared to evaluate programs as they unfold and

once they are completed. One theme that is repeated in the literature is that of time

lines. A community must be allowed to use as much time as is needed to fully

understand its situation and make appropriate plans for change. This presents a

problem for policy-makers ¡f the time required exceeds the limits of government

funding and is further complicated when more than one level of government is

involved [MacNeil, 184]. Evaluation should be flexible enough to accommodate the

inherent time line of the community, and not follow the dictates of a one-size-fits-all

government program.

Policy-makers must not close the books and begin evaluation before a

program has had sufficient t¡me to bear fruit. A study in the UK concluded that there
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was no po¡nt ¡n try¡ng to measure levels of improvement if a community was no where

close to meeting its goals [Knox and Hughe s,2451. We in Canada canno-t expectthe

effects of centuries of discrimination against Aboriginals to disappear in the time it

takes for one or two business cycles to run their course. Policy-makers must commit

to the long-run and be prepared to wait generations, if need be, before they judge the

effectiveness of CED. This may imply turning to a more process-oriented style of

evaluation

Knox and Hughes recommend that, where possible, the evaluation process

focus on the more 'immediate, realistic and demonstrable objectives', and that the

quantitative part of the evaluation be complemented by a more qualitative focus

which highlights the processes involved. ln other words, there should be a change

from emphasising the outcome to focussing on the process. A balanced evatuation

design should be process-oriented and emphasise qualitative work within

com munities. Surveys conducted ¡n participating and non-participating communities

can provide quantitative data to supplement the qualitative research 1246,71. This

level of commitment (and faith in qualitative information) is often difficult to adhere

to in the reality of constantly-changing political parties with wide-ranging ideologies.

Emphasis must be put on educating both policy evaluators and politicians that CED

objectives are not always set in strict, quantifiable terms. In the words of Knox and

Hughes:

- . . tA]combined qualitative and quantitative approach
can capture the policy context and the experience of
those subject to the policy, set alongside the use of
economy and efficiency indicators [248].
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Lastly, policy-evaluators mustrememberthattheir role is thatof a neutraland

detached observer. In-house evaluators must not use evaluation as a means of

protect¡ng the¡r jobs or making the government look good. On the other hand,

external evaluators who are paid for their opinions must not let the lure of future

contracts taint their conclusions. Policy evaluation should be an iterative process

which will ultimately result in more robust CED programs [Knox and Hughes, 24g].
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Chapter 3: CED and Government Policy in Manitoba: the l g6os and 70s.

Having reviewed the literature on CED to date in the previouS chapter, this

chapter will now examine CED government policy in Manitoba. The survey will begin

with the origins of CED in Manitoba in the 1960s, at that time called 'community

development;. Section two will review important developments in policy which

occurred in the 1970s under the provincial NDP government. This section wi¡ also

review federal policy regarding development of Aboriginal communities.

'3.1 1960s

Debate over the definition of 'community development' in the 1g60s mirrored

the debate thatis found in today's literature on CED. Socialworkers såwcommunity

development as a grass-roots initiative which targeted social issues, adult educators

saw it as an educational and growth process, architects and engineers believed that

the physical aspect of community were impoftant, and economists focussed on

industrial development [McEwen, 7]. The United Nations work in community

development in developing countries provided the bas¡s for community development

in Canada:

In the united Nations the term community devetopment
has come ¡nto ¡nternationar usage to connoie the
process by which the efforts of the people themselves
are united with those of the government to improve the
economic, social and cultural conditions of communities,
to integrate these communities in the life of the nation,
and to enable them to contribute full¡¡ to nationai
progress [McEwen quoting Ernest Grigg, Chief,
Community Development Division, U.N., lg6ó1.

When the provincial government set up the Manitoba Community

Development Services - in cooperation with Indian Affairs - in 1g5g, the community
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development movement was born in Canada. ln fact, other provinces used

Manitoba as a training and recruitment base for community development offìcers.

[McEwen, 16].

According to McEwen, community development was first introduced to

Aboriginal commun¡t¡es in Manitoba in the late 1950s by Jean H. Lagasse [7]. As

director of Community Development Services for the province, he directed a three-

year study into the living conditions of Manitoba's Aboriginal peoples. Lagasse

believed that community development in Manitoba should focus on two basic

problems: '[t]he main emphasis of community development in Manitoba is economic

development and social organisation because ¡t is in these two areas that former

:soVefnffient services have been most delinquent' [Lfoyd quoting Lagasse, 3g]. He

believed that health, welfare and education would not deliver any more benefits than

they had without the improvement of economic and social conditions. ín accordance

with Lagasse's recommendations, in 1960 three community development officers

were assigned to Norway House, Grand Rapids and the Camperville areas, and an

economic liaison officer was appointed in Winnipeg. In 1961 , Berens River and The

Pas were included in the new operations [Lloyd, 3g].

Progress in these centres depended on the pre-existing economic conditions

of the regions in which they were located. For example, community development

goals were reached fairly extensively and quickly in Grand Rapids where full

employment had previously been realized, thanks to the development of a hydro-

electric plant. In contrast, Nonrrray House, which had no hydro-etectric development,

still relied heavily on welfare payments. In the Camperville region, a six-month data-
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collecting survey was needed before the government coutd begin to understand the

needs of the area. ln 1961, a successful pulpwood cooperative was established in

Berens River and for the first time in many years no social assistance had to be paid

[Lloyd,40].

ln The Pas, a sincere effoft to alleviate the problemsfacing Aboriginal people

was launched in 1961 . Government hearings allowed the public to express concerns

.over housing, employment, job-training, education, the building of a Friendship

Centre and transient and jail services [Lloyd, 40]. 
:

ln 1959, a project was launched by the lnd¡an Affairs Branch in northern

Manitoba. Walter Hlady investigated how community development could assist the

Chipewyan tndians who lived on the outskirts of Churchill. For two centuries, the

movement of th¡s nomadic tribe had been connected to the trading post in churchill,

butthe Band had independently decided to abandon its tradítional life style and was

living in sub-standard shacks on the outskirts of the white community. Band

'members were experiencing difficulty in adapting to both their non-nomadic life style

and working for wages. They spoke English, but were not used to being employed

for wages and did not pocess skills that would help them cope in their newly adopted

world, leaving the majority dependent on welfare and unemployment payments. The

purpose of the project was to determine what improvements could be made in the

Band's living conditions within a short period - six months - and to determine what

community development initiatives were necessary for the long run [Lloyd, 41].

ln 1967, when Lloyd studied the results of the Chipewyan project, he found

that ít had helped them to become self-reliant and to achieve an acceptabie standard



of living. He attributed the success of the program partly to the use of a school

teacher as a iesource pe.rson to runrlanguage classes and show films. This teacher

was able to be an effective mediator because, as a non-government,'non-church

worker, he was trusted by the Chipewyan community. His skills as an educator

allowed him to communicate more e*ectively than if he had been a layperson t411,

Under the auspices of the new Community Development Services in Manitoba,

we begin to see coordination between the provincial and the federal governments.

Because Indian Affairs shared in the financing of the Service's initiatives, plans for

new projects had to be approved by the regional supervisor of Indian Affairs. The

Service needed to maintain close ties with various federal departments, such as the

Department of M¡nes, in order to coordinate services and avoid duplication [Lloyd,

421. Manitoba, atong with the other provinces, signed an agreement w¡th the

Agricultural Rehabititation and Development Administratíon (ARDA) of the federal

government. Paragraph 11 of the agreement provided for the extension of the

agreement to Aboriginal communities. Services offered included: soil and water

conversation; research and development of rural resources, including industry,

education and training; and, community development for rural areas as designated

in federal-provincial agreements [McEwen, 15].

Adult education was evolving alongside community development during this

period. Courses were offered,in many communities - large and small - throughout

Manitoba. Most of these courses were sponsored by the Community Welfare

Planning Council of Winnipeg [Lloyd,42].

In 1964, Professor J.G. Dallyn of Community Development Services in the
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Department of Welfare, Winnipeg, prepared a report on the state of community

development in Manitoba. He believed that although the Service had proven

successful, its reach was insufficient. In order to deliver benefits to all of Manitoba's

Aboriginal peoples, the Service would have to be greatly extended. He also

recommended that community development officers work in more than one

community, forcing them to standardize their procedures so they were not applicable

to just one setting [Llo¡¡d, 43]. i

Dallyn believed that the standardization of procedures required a 'process

focus' and recommended a move away from the more individualistic 'project focus'.

ln order to bermore process-oriented, he thought that the community development

offìcer needed to:

1) motivate community members and determine their felt needs;
2) develop new leaders;
3) develop new community organisations;
4) increase use of government services.

Prior to moving on to points 2,3, and 4, Dallyn recommended that some experience

in social organizing needed to be built up in communities. In orderto accomplish th¡s

preliminary devetopment, the province needed to be organised into appropriate units

and to set up a service sequence. A community officer specialized in this process

would spend six months in a community before his successor would begin working

on points two through four [Lloyd, 43].

Dallyn perceived thatthere were too many arbitrary methods being employed

to deal with community problems. He thought that if real progress were to be made,

a more systematic way of dealing with recurring problems had to b.e established

[Lloyd, 44]. lt is as ¡f the complaints about the lack of structure in CED today are
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being echoed into the Past.

McEwen's book also allows us to peer backwards and see the first musings
:

of many of the issues facing CED today. For exampte, he talks about a lack of

understanding and articulation of goals, and the need to incorporatetrad¡t¡onalvalues

into CED initiatives. Understanding of the importance of traditionalcutturewas based

on the development work done with Greenland's lnuit people. The Danes followed

a development policy which incorporated local language, customs and workers,

resulting in tremendous improvements in Greenland's Inuit communities [11].

McEwen outlines some of the weaknesses in the structure of community

development services for Aboriginals in the 1960s. He believed that the def¡c¡encies

of band councils, based on their lack of legal authority, administration skills and

training prevented them from acting effectively. He noted that provinciat and federal

civil servants were often placed in a conflict of interest. Once a community

development officer educated Aboriginals as to the extent of their plight, he was

accused by other civil servants of unleashing tough criticisms of and discontent with

government policy. Many community development officers found it easier to conform

to the status quoandact as project officers, rather than as an agents for meaningful

change t291. He also noted a lack of adequate resources at the provincial level, a

scarcity of coordination between provincial and federal agreements, and problems

arising from the status and non-status lndian situation. The fact that the province

controls resources, roads, public health and wildlife, while the federal government

has legal responsibility for all matters concerning 'lndians and land reserved for

Indians'further complicated community development initiatives [33]. McEwen noted
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that regional development schemes which did not cons¡der local resources would

probably fail. He also highlighted cases where industrial development was

proceeding withoutthe participation of localAboriginal communities, allowing pockets

of poverty to exist within thriving regions [32]. He noted the profound distrust that

Aboriginals felt towards government officials and Indian Affairs emptoyees in

pa¡ticular. He believed that career civil servants relied on the ongoinþ existence of

Aboriginal marginatisat¡on to keep their jobs [33].

McEwan recommended the recognition and adoption of the following

principles: that community development belong to the people, with the community

development officer act¡ng only as a catalyst; that the community obtain access to

resources; thatthere be complete and effective coordination of government services

'in regional settings; that the need for pilot projects to initiate the movement be

recognized; and, that community development begin within the culture and value

system of the communitY [31 -38].

From this brief overview of the state of community development in Manitoba

ín the 1 960s, we see the shape of today's CED taking form. Many of the weaknesses

of community development, and the recommendations for thei¡'improvement, can b;e

found in today's CED literature. This repetition of criticisms and recommendations

implies that many of the problems facing Aboriginal communities in the 1960s have

not been remedied. The next section will outline the major steps taken in

government po¡¡cy in Manitoba in the 1970s.

3.21970s

A bipartite (provincial/federal) program which bridged the 1960s and 70s was
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implemented under the Fund for Rural Economic Development Agreement (FRED)

between 1967 and .1977. According to the 1990 report authored by Decter and

Kowall and pubtished by the Economic Council of Canada, the FRED Interlake

Agreement was a clear example of a successful effort to improve the social and

economic fabric of a region. The combined investment of both governments totalled

$85.1 million, and was divided between resource management, human resource

development and infrastructure spending. According to the report, the Interlake

:reg¡on was transformed from 'a severely disadvantaged rural area of p-overty and

widespread underemployment to a region with sustainable economicdevelopment'

t¡¡i]. Developments under lþis program included: the establishment of a Seagram's

Company distillery in Gimli; a goose-processing plant in Teulon; a promotional-wear

(baseballcap)company also in Teulon; and, the expansion of the Harbrook Cheese

plant. Agriculturalproduction was diversified underthe program, and the demand for

the region's rye was given a boost by the Seagram's distillery. Managerial and

technical training was provided forfarmers and fishermen, as well as funding forfarm

management and improvement proposats. Under .the plan, fish marketing

arrangements and fishing equípment were improved [33]. lmprovements ¡n the

region's infrastructure not only suppofied the growth of locat industry, but greatly

improved the quality of life for those who lived in areas with poor roads and little

access to water [31].

The report also notes thatwhereas the before-and-after economic indicators

were well documented, other essential ingredients that contributed to the program's

success were not. The 1990 report, in an attempt to address these omissions,
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emphasised the following lessons to be learnt from the Interlake experience:

' thatcommunity participatíon.is a necessary step in successfulcED programs;
that cED planning must include.robust añalytìcal work ¡n oroer to efficientlytink funds io stratãgic ¡Ãvãstments;r' that human-resource developmeni plays an impoftant role in GED. FREDincluded a rarge education and training.orpònË;i;-'" 

rvrv "r \

that a minimum üme frame of at teäst ten years is required to realisemeaningfulCED;
that a federal'provincialagreement may best be used as an underpinning andfunding source for a project, with community-nur.o Nìt¡"i¡u"J'prouiding theplanning and contro | [40,4U.

It ¡s also important to note the report's emphasis on the Interlake Agreements

implementation structure. Government tine departments were abte to take their

mandate directly from the Agreement and avoid the policy swings of changing

governments' The FRED Interlake Agreeement was structured in such a way as to

allow stabil¡ty and continuity in spite of changes in governments, ministers and

departmentar organisations in both revers of government [20]. 
i

The report also highliglrts some of the problems raised in a bipartite effort of
this nature' The federal government was more concerned with economic adjustment

and labour mobility, whereas the province was focussed on economic development

within the area' At the community level, the Area Development Boards, priorities

were education, agricultural development, land drainage, recreationaf development
'and infrastructure improvêments. Given the differing pr¡orities of the parties, tensions

were inevitable' The report suggests that the higher the level of government, the

more emphasis was put on broad economic indicators. This emphas¡s leaos to a
greatercommitmentto labour mobilityas opposed to developmentwhich encourages

residentstqstay put[43,44]. Giventhesuccessof theprogram, itisobviousthatthe



level and quality of community participation was enough to overcome the federal

govern ment's short sightedness.

ThelManitoba Progressive Conservative party, headed by Duff Roblin,

represented the province in the initial FRED planning. ln 1969 the province elected

the NDP government of Edward Schreyer, and it was this party that held power for

'the balance of the 1970s. Provincial CED policy in the 1970s, therefore, would be
'

most influenced by the NDP.

The NDP's policy was most clearly articulated in its Guidelnes for the

Seventie{, premised on four principles:

1) the maximization of the generalwell-being of all Manitobans;
2) the greater equality of the human condition for all Manitobans through a
more equitable distribution of the benefits of society;
3) the implementation of an effective 'stay option' which would prevent
Manitobansfrom being coerced by economicforces to leave theirprovince or
to leave the region within the province in which they prefer to livej' 4) the promotion of public participat¡on in the proðess of government, and
more particularly, in the development decisions which would affect all
Manitobans in the years ahead [province of Manitoba, 13].

The Guidelines are organised into chapters that explain the government,s

polícies on a range of issues, such as economic policy, housing, ,o.irl goods and

services and regional development. The four underlying principles are woven into

each of these policy areas. Although the Guidelines do not have a chapter dedicated

specifically to CED, it is possible to extract enough information from a variety of

chapters to cobble together a snapshot of the government's approach towards CED.

The next section will review what the Guidelines said about economic policy.

"The information for this section is from the three volumes of Guidelines for fhe
Seventies, published by the Province of Manitoba.
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3.2.1 Economic poficy

The government was committed to full employment, tax reform And slowing

migration within and out of the province. The Province acknowledgefl the d¡ff¡culty

in lowering unemployment in one province located in a country with high

unemployment. Given that national policies play a greater role in Manitoba,s

economy than provincíal poticies, it was unctear how much difference provincial

policies could make, no matter how well-intentioned. Mention is made of the

development of programs forwinter jobs, student summer employment and positive

effects on employment as a result of expansionary budget spending. The Guidelines

also promised to establish a Guaranteed Employment SystemTwhich would operate

as a 'residual' emptoyer for those who could not find work. Concern is also

expressed for disadvantaged persons, Aboriginal people and women living in rurat

areas, although concrete strateg¡es for helping these people are not offered.

The NDP government was committed to tax reform. lt wished to adjust

property taxes, being the most regressive form of taxation, by changing to an ability-

to-pay basis. Other regressive taxes such as the provincial sates tax and farm

property taxes would also have been adjusted, putting more reliance on progressive

taxes such as personal and corporate income tax. Tax loopholes.for wealthy

individuals and corporations were to be closed off, tax incentives to corporations

were to end, subsidies to large corporations - which tended to be foreign owned and

committed to capital-intensive investment - were to end. Tax incentives would be

'For a detailed analysis of Guaranteed Annual Income polícies in the US and Canada,
see Hum and Simpson's "Economic Response to a Guaranteed Annual Income: Experìence from
Canada and the United States."
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shifted to middle and lower-income earners, who spend a greater port¡on of their

income and stimulate the economy through increases in aggregate demand

The Guidline's stay opt¡on was firstly, an attempt to keep Manitobans in

Manitoba and secondly, an effort to allow those who lived in rural and more remote

areas to remain there. Many Manitobans had to leave ruralareas, particutarly in the

north, because of a'lack of employmçnt opportunities. In the south, it was argued

that farmers did not receive an equitable share of income because tÅeir inability to

control the prices of their products weakened the¡r economic position. Depopulation

of agricultural land was already a problem-in the 1970s, and the stay option was

meant to make it easier for farmers to stay on the land, allowing the towns which

serviced farmers to retain jobs, population and a tax base. ltwas thoughtthat a slow

down of migration into the larger urban areas was desirable so that the problems that

were growing in the cities, particularly Winnipeg, could be more easily addressed.

The stay option was meant to curb depopulation and fight poverty in rural areas, halt

increasingty expensive urbanization, and to reform nonhern Oeuetofment so that

those who lived in the nonh could claim a fair share of the benefits.

In order to implement the stay opt¡on, the Guidelines proposed changes to

agricultural policy that would encourage farmers to stay on their land and discourage

the growth of large corporate farms. Aid was to be directed to low-income farmers,

and agricultural production was to be reorganised through the establishment of

cooperatives and land banking. The government also meant to encourage farmers

to switch to more profitable forms of production. Higher expenditure on ruralhealth

care and other provincial services was also planned.
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3.2:2 Health and social development

The Guidelines recognized that good health was more than an absence of

disease, and that the public had a social responsibility to ensure that basic needs

were provided to all citizens. Basíc needs, such as adequate income, shelter,

education,l health care and nutrition, are referred to as 'social utilities' in the

Guidelines. Provision by the government of these social utilities was premised on

the understanding that all of society benefits when everyone is provided for. The

social-utility approach also recognized that those indivíduals who cannot provide for

themselves have been disadvantaged by the inadequacies of the social and

economic system, and that their problems did not stem from lack of ability or

motivation

Having establ¡shed that health care, education and other essential social

services had to be available to all Manitobans, itwas determined thatthese services

had to be improved in rural and remote areas. Provision of these services played a

key role in the effectiveness of the stay option, maximizing the generalwell-being of

'Manitobans, and increasing the generalequality of the human condition. The rise of

the public health-care system in Canada went a long way to meet¡ng the Guideiine,s

goals, but an extension of insurance benefits was deemed necessary to guarantee

optimal coverage. The government recommended that nursing home care,

prescription drugs, dental services and ambulance services be included in the public

health-care system by 1980:

The Guidelines recognized that a market economy does not provide nor

guarantee a living income for all. lt endorsed the existence of federal initiatives such
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as Old Age Security, the Canada Pension Plan and the Guaranteed lncome

Supplement as essential to the well-being of seniors, but also recognized the need

,for 
the province and the municipalit¡es to coordinate the provision of social services

to the unemployed and the poor. Government policy subscribed to the belief that

welfare recipients tended to be the aged, infirm, unemployable and single mothers,

in contrast to the popular belief that they were able-bodied but somehow lacking in

initiative and character. Although the government committed to the continued

provision of wetfare, it also expressed a desire to implement a guaranteed annual

income experiment.

The Guidelines pointed out that income-maintenance policies had to be seen

as a pan of comprehensive social policy. lt viewed the existing federal-provincial

ârrâFr!)êr't"rent of welfare provision as ad hocandíneffectual. The federal government

had a reputation for pulling out of programs and leaving the province w¡th all the

responsibility and costs; when the province could not provide the extra funding

needed, itwasthe poorand needywho suffered. The Guidelines recommendedthat

the federal government meet its responsibilities to needy Canadians, while allowing

the province more flexibility to design its own programs to meet localsituations.

Because the province did not believe that the federal government was

committed to a guaranteed annual income, it was prepared to launch an experiment

of its own. lt proposed to offer a guaranteed-annual income program êt the same

time as necessary changes were made in the areas of work incentives and job

creation. The guaranteed-annual income initiative was meant to complement a re-

vamped welfare system and to allow the poor an avenue out of their situation. The
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guaranteed-annual income strategy would be implemented through a negat¡ve

income tax.

3.2.3 Regional persPectives

The section on urban regions did not contain any strategies specific to CED.

There was no evidence of consideration of separate communities within large urban

areas, and certainly in the 70s the growing Aboriginal community within Winnipeg

had not yet received the attention it deserved. As presented in the Guidelines, the

urban strategy offered sweeping and, for the time, very progressive ideas for urban

development, butwas very shorton details as to howthese goals would be reached.

More detailed planning was considered for recreation and green spaces in an effort

to ensure that all city dwellers had access to recreational and cultural activities.

The commitment to rural devetopment in Manitoba focussed on agricultural

and industrialdevelopment. There is a re-stating of the four principles and the three

broad policy issues within the context of rural regions, as well as the policy

prescriptions that were offered in the section on economic policy. There was an

acknowledgment of the need to consider social costs and benefits when setting a

development strategy, not just economic indicators. At the heart of the Guidelines

policy on rural areas is the stay option, itself premised on the raising of gross

agricultural outputand farm income. Once again, ratherthan offering concrete goals

and strategies, the Guidelines '. . . provide a framework in which future policies can

be developed and programs implemented to assist all citizens to influence the

changes which are tak¡ng place in our society rather than merely succumbing to

them'[39].
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The section on northern Manitoba is more developed than the two prev¡ous

sections, perhaps because of the community development work done in the 1g60s

in Aboriginal communities. The Guidelines acknowtedge the dangers of using onty

economic indicators to measure well being, and the importance of qualitative factors

such as environmental conditions. The Guidelines also recognized that rapid

economic development in the north had occurred alongside deteriorating conditions

for Aboriginal people who were not allowed to participate in the development of

northern resources. The same sociat services available in the south needed to be

extended to nofthern communities and the stay opt¡on is discussed in the context of

northern communities. Not only did policy aim at curbing the migration of northerners

to the south, it was hoped that by improving services to the north southerners who

went north for high-wage jobs could be convinced to stay.

One of the more interesting policies concerning the north is the wish to widen

the panicipation in political structures and processes. lt was acknowledged that the

government was perceived by northerners as remote and disinterested in northern

issues. The Guidelines proposed that changes in local government coutd empower

northern communities and bridge the schism between the capitaland the north. This

process was already underuuay in Aboriginal communities with the etection of local

band or community councils to take on responsibilities previously handled by Indian

Affairs. Both lndian and Metis communities had found their voices with the formation

of the Northern Association of Community Councils. ltwas hoped that organisations

of this nature would continue to facilitate the decentralization of provincial activities

and the increased autonomy of northerners.
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The Guide|ines noted the need to address the duality of the north; that is, the

comparatively high living standards in northern urban centres and the unacceptably

low standard of living in the more remote communities. once again, detâils as to how

to attack this problem are few, and one is referred to the more general policies
':

outlined in the economic and socialwelfare sections. There is, however, one specific

policy noted; that of the recovery of economic rent and the diversification of the

economic base.

A very small portion of the close to $300 million of mineral production was

returned to the province by taxation and/or royalties. Given that natural resources

berong to ail Manitobans, it was unacceptabre that so much of the mineralwealth was

extracted for the profit of so few. lt was acknowledged that the mining companies

had a right to secure a normal profit, but the estimated $60 mill¡on in economic rent -
'ì

which arose due to the intrinsic value of non-renewable resources - should not have

ended up in the pockets of private enterprise. Furthermore, the exhaustion of

Manitoba,s non-renewabre resources was no doubt hastened by allowing economic

rents to accrue to murtination ar corporations whose interests were very different fro m

those of no¡'thern communities. There was a recognition that government policy

should seek to increase the benefit that northerners receive from development of

their resources by offering Hydro employment to locals and by encouraging

enterprises such as,a house-prefabrication plant in Churchill. lt acknowledged that

training, education, intensified industrial liaison, counselling and other suppoû

services should have been offered, that the development of northern resources

should have proceeded at a more 'orderly' pace, and that any economic rent from
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resource development should have paid for the provision of social programs to

benefit northerners and all Manitobans. There is also a recognition thatthe economic

base needed to be broadened so that itwas not overly dependent on non-renewable

resources.

We begin to see a more coherentCED focus in this section with discussion of

"vehicles for community economic development'. Indeed, this is the first time in this

chapter's literature review that the full term 'community economic development'¡s

used, as opposed to 'community development'. The Guidelines introduced the

concept of economic development instruments and talked about developing new

mechanisms. lnvestment in less capital-intensive projects were preferred over

capital-intensive mining development. ln¡t¡atives which are less capital-intensive tend

to be more accessible to local entrepreneurs and provide more jobs for locals. ltwas

also recommended that such enterprises be collectively or cooperatively developed

by communities. Cooperatives, crown corporations with local participation, and

municipal devetopment corporations were encouraged, alongside a commitment to

continue aiding individual and local corporate interests. As the following section will

demonstrate, the crown-corporation vehicle can provide an effìcient means to

implementing positive changes in a community.

Moose Lake is a relatively remote community located forty air miles south east

of The Pas. lts population of 700 traditionatly had little opportunity for employment

outside seasonal activities like trapping and fishing. The surrounding forest was

identified as a valuable resource and the provincial government took action to help

the community take'advantage of this resource. Training and capitalwere provided,
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allowing operations to begin, using localworkers and providing them with on+he-job

training [Annual Report - Moose Lake Loggers Ltd., 1 9711.

Under the authority of the Manitoba Natural Resources Development Act,

Moose Lake Loggers Ltd. was established as a crown corporation in 1g71. The

formation of the crown corporat¡on was the third stage in a four stage plan. phase

one established a training program for mechanical skills and appropriate work habits.

In phase two, a development-oriented body was formed within the Department of

Mines, Resources and Environmental Management. This organisation helped local

'loggers develop their skills. During the crown-corporation stage, a board of directors

was struck which included local residents and outside business people [Annual

Report - Moose Lake l-oggers Ltd., 1 9711.

The fourth plrase was th e withdrawa I of the govern ment and the transfer of the

ownership of the corporation to the Moose Lake Indian Band in 1gg2. underthe new

owners, 100% of the employees were Aboriginal(compared to 80% underthe crown

corporation) [Annual Report - Moose Lake Loggers Ltd., 1gg2]. According to the

annual report:

Moose Lake Loggers Ltd. (MLL)was a Manitoba crown
corporation. lt was formed in 1g71 under the authority
of the Manitoba Naturar Resources Deveroprnent Ací.
The goar of the corporation was to create an
economically viable logging operation that would
provide employment opportunities for the residents of
Moose Lake, and herp rocar residents to deverop the
skills necessary to operate and mange the entity.
These objectives have been met.

A review of the crown corporat¡on's annual reports from 1g71 to 1gg2 shows

that the road towards the viability and eventual transfer of ownership of the
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corporation was not always smooth. MLL went through considerable start-up

difficulties leading to annual operat¡onal losses of around $Sb1,000.00 [Annual

Report - Moose Lake Loggers Ltd., 19921. Concerns in the Report on 1973 - 74

Logging Operations included: problems in maintaining a full work force; the

resignation of the manager; lack of communication between the community and the

board of directors; low productivity; break-downs in machinery; and thé community's

desire to take over the operation before it was deemed appropriate. However,

according to the 1 975-76 annual repoft, the social benefits accruing to the community

were considerable. Woodcutters' income was considerably higher than what coutd

be made by fishing or trapping. Thirty-four man years of employment were created

in 1976, although the high rate of worker turn-over spread those years over many

workers [3,4].

The considerable implicit social benefits provided to the community as a result of the

program suggest that this type of community crown-corporations can be an effective

CED vehicle.

Channet A¡ea Loggers was another community-crown corporation forrned

under Provincial B¡ll 17 that was able to ¡mplement positive changes in a northern

community. Under the guidance of John Loxleye, the choice of technique was

changed from capital intensive to labour intensive. Prior to the change the operation

sCommunily-crown corporation implies the inclusion and participation of
community members on the board of directors.

s Information for Channel Area Loggers was obtained through an interview with
Dr. Loxley on March 25,2004.
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was subject to down time caused by the need to maintain the skidders in working

order. Loxley changed production to a process known as 'cut and pile'. Rather than

using large machinery, more workers were hired who then used chain saws to cut the

wood into eight-foot lengths and stack them in piles. The piles of wood were later

coltected by machines called 'cherry pickers'. This technique atlowed more local

people to be employed and, at the same time, costs were brought down

considerably.

' Although Channel Area Loggers' performance improved, it was not able to

overcome internal management problems and, therefore, did not turn,around to the

extent the Province demanded. Québécois cutters were hired and their high

productivity allowed the corporation to improve its bottom line. This improvement in

the books, however, had no direct benefìt to the local community. Despite the

eventual loss of local employment opportun¡ties, the implicit benefits which accrued

to the community before the hir¡ng of the Québécois workers demonstrates that this

type of vehicie deserves more attention.

Other types. of provincial vehicles used for CED included the Manítoba

Development Corporation and the Communities Economic Development Fund

(CEDF). The CEDF was formed as a Provincial Crown Corporation in 1971 (and still

exists). The mandate of the CEDF was to provide financial and technical assistance

to small businesses and community developmentcorporat¡ons in Northern Manitoba.

Programs suppofting economic development and the fish¡ng industry were funded

by the Manitoba Agricultural Credit Corporation [Aboriginal and Northern Affairs

(200?)1.
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The Guidelines recommended that these vehicles for community economic

development be strengthened and more closely ¡ntegrated. In order for the

recommended municipaldevelopment corporations to be effective, new legislation

was required, along with the provision of support services. ltwas also suggested that

local credit unions þe strengthened and that treasury branches be established to

provide much needed capitalto nofthern communities.

The lack of public goods such as transportation, communications and

etectricity was identified as one of the causes for slow economic devetoprnent in the

north. lt was acknowledged that the provision of the same public goods enjoyed by

southerners was necessary before improvements in northern communities would be

;realized. The positive changes that came out of the FRED Interlake program could

be replicated ¡n northern areas.
I

Thís review of Guidelines for the SeventÌeshas allowed us to examine the very

broad perspective the government had towards CED. lts policy objectives (the stay

option, greater equity and generalwell being for all and broader partícipation) were

better articulated than its strategies for realizing its objectives. lt must be said that

in spite of the lack of strategic planning, the policy objectives were progressive and

that the origins of inequities in the Manitoba economy were welt understood and

articulated. As we survey the social situation in Manitoba today, we can only assume

that this promising government policy was never implemented.. As we'will see in the

next section, the degree to which promising policy was not realized is greater than

this review of the Guidelines has revealed.
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3.2.4 The Great Northern plan

This section will examine the highlights of a complex piece of policy that was

proposed for Northern Manitoba in the 1970s. This policy was known as the

'Nofthern Manitoba Development Strategylo', and it represents a tandmark in the

evolution of CED theory. The Northern Plan takes a leap from the more poorly

'conceived and articulated policy we saw in the Guidelines to a tightly organised and

coherent strategy for implementing CED. The Northern Plan provides us with one

of the first examples of CED that is more famitiar to today's practitioners Not onty

does this policy demonstrate how clever adaptation of existing economic theory can

be the source of innovative thinking in CED, it can teach us about moving from

theory to implementation. The plan was never implemented for reasons that need

to be understood.

The state of Aboriginal peoples in the 70s in Manitoba was termed as

'underdevelopment" a phrase usually reserved to describe Third-world conditions.

Local human needs were not being met because of a blockage of economic and

social development. The northern strategy was meant to unblock economic and

social potential by directly attacking the root of underdevelopment, perceived to

reside in the:side effects of colonialism.

The plan was premised on the economic theory, known as convergencell, of

a development economist named C.Y. Thomas. Thomas studied the economies of

smaller nations such as those found in the caribbean and balkanised Black Africa.

l0For 
a compf ete analysis of this plan, see Loxley,s The ,Great Notthern plan,.

1lThe strategy is explained ¡n greater detail in chapter two of this thesis.
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When he analysed the economies of these smaller countries, he found that few

value-added linkages had been formed, and that the economies were dependent on

the export of unprocessed resources, or staplesl2. The extraction and immediate

export of an unprocessed product does not offer the opportunity forthe development

of an industrial sector. As a result, these countries were forced to import many of the

commodities they needed. Thomas classified these economies as divergent; that is

to say that they exported the raw material they produced in order to import the

commodities they consumed. He believed that international trade relations which

emphasise competitive advantage sever the link between production patterns and

the resource base. Countries end up not using their own resources to-meet their

needs.

Thomas'solution to these divergenteconomies was a convergence strategy,

that is, to develop an economy which produces what it consumes and consumes

what it produces. He believed that countries often had more than enough resources

at their disposal to provide for many of their needs, but that these resources were too

often overlooked. He proposed the creation of a group of industries that would

produce basic goods. By basic goods he meant those goods which are greatly used

in the production of a large range of consumption goods. These goods, such as

those found in the machine-tool sector, establish many backwarJ and forward

linkages and demonstrate high growth elasticitie s (being increases in percapita value

added Ìn a given sector relative to changes in per capita income). Structurally

6. See chapter two of this thes¡s for a more extensive examination of Harold Innis' staple theory.
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speak¡ng, it is the strong presence of these products in highly developed economies

which distinguishes them from lesser-developed economies.

Thomas' strategy was drawn up with small economies in mind, which is why

it lends itself to CED. His strategy is premised on small-scale production and the

decentralization of economic activity, making it a logical choice for CED. -The market

continues to function within a convergence strategy, but it's restricted to the smatl-

scale production dictated by the plan. Many needs are met through the provision of

public goods, including housing, healthcare, recreation and education.

Thomas' strategy is premised on two very important pol¡t¡cal assumptions.

One, the economy must be in a sovereign nation, and two, the society of that nation

must be in transition to a socialist system lt was thought that the strategy could

work, in spite of the lack of compliance with these conditions, for the following three

reasons: firstly, it was thought that identification of the various po$sibilities for

production in the north would fínally overcome the entrenched idea thatthe resource

base is not adequate to support the population. Secondly, it was believed that the

participation of Aboriginal people in the strategic planning would precipitate the

development of polítical consciousness, thereby eradicating one of the causes of

underdevelopment in the north. Thirdly, the original Thomas strategy was modified

so as to make compliance with these two conditions less important. The private

ownership of mining and forestry enterprises was notchallenged, norwas the leaking

of surplus from these ventures. Because the state was heavily involved in hydro,

mining, land ownership and forestry, itwas hoped that state representátion would act

as a reasonable proxy for social ownership of the means of production. There was
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also a perception that the NDP government of the day was truly interested ¡n a sea

change in the nature and role of the state (a perception that was reinforced in the

Guidelines), and that past Þatterns of development could be reversed.

The planning reached very advanced stages. A convergence strategy was

developed and covered all major sectors. For example, the forestry sector plan

envisaged creating/reviving fifteen sawmills which would provide lumber for local

construction and mining. Thirty two community harvesting operations would supply

the sawmills and woutd help to replace workers from outside the area, once they quit

or retired, w¡th prev¡ously unemployed community workers. Forestry resources within

twenty five rniles of,the communities would be held for community use. A parlicle

board plant and a small thermo-chemical process pulp and paper mill would

purchase and process sixty fìve per cent of the wood wasted in the sawmilts, thereby

establish¡ng fonarard linkages to furníture and home construction. The home

construction industry would in turn precipitate the need for factories producing

windows, doors, stairs etc. - creating yet more linkages (backward) to forestry and

:othef industries. A complex ptan to implement agricultural production which would

have complemented the industrial planning was also drawn up. ,

It was estimated that 2300 jobs would be created directly, with the twenty per

cent mÍnimum employment of Aboriginal workers for existing industries adding an

additional3000 jobs for Native people by 1gB1

The plan was not implemented for various and complex reasons. Most

importantly, the planners were misguided on two counts. First, the state machinery

in the north could not be changed sq easily. Second, the ¡dea that the mildly social
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democratic party in power would want to, or be able to change its role of aiding and

abetting capitalist accumulation to implementing a convergence strategy was, in

retrospect, overly opt¡m¡stic. Loxley claims that'the planners failed to comprehend

the political coherence of capitalist development, and the extent to which their

proposed strategy challenged both the ideology of capitalist accumulation and the

pofitical institutions which serve ¡t'[1981 ,1721. Adding to these problems was the

acute fiscal crisis that the government had to contend with in 1g76-j7. Cuts from the

federal government meant that the province would receive only half the funds ¡t had

requested, and provincial belt tightening meant that politically questionable projects

such as the Northern Plan were relegated to the back burner.

ln spite of the defeat of the NDP government in 1977 and the dissipation of its

CED policywith the arrival of a Conservative government, the NDp's tenure provided

fertile ground for the development of CED theory in Manitoba. Under the auspices

of thís government we see the evolution of the more loosely articulated community
!

development to the more cohesive CED theory that is taking shape today. ln fact,

much of the work that was done in the 70s, including the Great Northern plan, has

greatly influenced such current cED initiatives as Neechi Foods.

As noted, much of the provincial policy development was influenced directlv

or indirectly by federal policy. Federal policy is particularly important for Aboriginal

community development given that it is the federal government that is responsible

for the administration of Aboriginal matters. The next section offers a summary of

federal strategies implemented in Canada from the post World War ll period, up to

the 1980s.



3.2.|Government policy and Aboriginal community developmentl3

AfterWorld War ll, federalpolicy onAboriginalpeopleswas premised on three

broad policy structures: the Federat Departmentof Indian Affairs, the reserve system

and the lndian Act. Although these structures made sure thatAboriginal people were

kept separate from the benefits of mainstream Canadian society, they also helped

Aboriginal peoples rnaintain their culture and identity.

The reserve system, ostensibly set up to allow Aboriginal peoples-to continue

their traditional life style, was also conveniently conducive to the federal

government's immigration and,industrial-development strategies. Aboriginalpeopte

were removed from productive lands and placed in barren areas w¡thout being

adequately. compensated for the disruption in their lives and their loss of livelihood.

The Indian Act further restricted Aboriginal oppoftunities by disallowing the use of

Aboriginal land as collateral for loans. Economic activity on a reserve is, however,

tax exempt, unless a business is incorporated.

Aftei WorlO War tl, the Hawthorne-Tremblay Report provided a review of

government Aboriginat development policy. lt concluded that Aboriginal people did

not have access to sufficient resources on the reserves to meet the needs of either

the present or projected population. The report's solution was to recommend that

Aboriginals migrate from the reserves to urban centres. The Indian Affairs Branch

would offer increased funding to train and resettle young Aboriginals in wage

employment in urban areas - thereby changing its focus from'economic care-tak¡ng

l3lnformation for this sub-section is taken from Lodey's Chapter 3, Stategiesfor
lhe Economic Development of Native Communities. 
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or ma¡ntenance to econom¡c development' [Loxley citing Hawthorne, 76]. The report

clearly states that community development should begin to play a secondary role to

community dismantling, by encouraging Aboriginal people to abandon the¡r homes,
':

families and traditions. Community development would be limited to helping older

people and those who did not wish to migrate to cope with the conditions in their

communities. In fact, the repon advised against investing in commercial farming,

even in areas with favourable agricultural conditions. lt was reasoned that resources

were better spent by relocating Aboriginal people into urban-wage jobs.

The report did, however, begin to recognize the importance of sovereignty for

Aboriginal peoples. ltrecommended thatthe IndianAffairs Branch startto offer more

support to Abor¡g¡nal communities, rather than ordering and directing them in a

paternalistic manner. lt was thought that Aboriginals should run their own welfare

and local affairs, and recognized that they possessed special constitutionat rights.

The emphasis on migr:ation that is pròr"nt in the Hawthorn-Tremblay report,

and in the 1969 White Paper on lndian Policy, was met with disapproval by the

CanadianAboriginalcommunitywho respondedwiththeirown Red Paper, presented

to the Prime Minister in 1970. Aboriginal peoples believed thatfederal policy would

:severely undermine Aboriginalculture and identity. Federal polic¡¡ then e.volved from

migration to business development, sectoral development, and then"in the 1970s,

to community-based economic development.

In 1970, the Department of lndian and Nofthern Affairs (DINA) set up the

lndianEconomicDevelopmentFunds(IEDF). Thisvehiclewasmeanttopromotethe

formation of an Aboriginal business class through the support of individual
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entrepreneurs. ltwas hoped that profitable and job-creating enterprises would begin

to flourish in Aboriginal communities, thereby providing a means of improving living

conditions. This focus on growing a business class - also present in provincial

programs - was centred around development ¡n the service or export sector.

Services such as technical assistance, training and loans were provided to

community members over a five-year period.

The success rate of the business-development strategies waS- rnixed, bút in

general, not high- Success rates were highest in those programs that enjoyed a high

rate of Aboriginal involvement and less government interference. Atthough the

sectoral programs were more successfulthan the project-by-project approach, itwas

still thought that the sectorat programs had only a limited effect on Aboriginal

communities. These programs were based on one sector or commodity and

'therefore delivered onty one, narrow aspect of a total strategy, preventing

communities from realizing broad socialand economíc improvements.

The combination of a recognition of the weaknesses of sectoral programs and

the pressure from Aboriginal groups for self government caused the federal

government to shift its policy focus. By 1979, DINA's Community Based Aoproach

contained a clear recognition and

commitment to more local control of socio-economic development by way of

Aboriginal band government, the need for community-based pranning and

implementation of development projects, and the need for the department to shift

from-controlling Aboriginal development, to facilitating it. The specific economic

developmentstrategy proposed was a convergence approach, with an emphasis on
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stopp¡ng leakages and the development of appropriate technology, alternative

energy, the reinforcement of subsistence, job creation and import substitution.

Harvey Bostromla describes the evolution of federalpolicy towards Canada's

Aboriginal peoples in the 1960s and 70s in three stages: the function-by-function

approach;theWhitePaperapproach;and,thepragmaticapproach. Thefunction:b!-

function stage was in place from 1964 to 1968, and began with a submission to

Cabinet outlining the federal position vis-à-vis the provinces. There was concern that

federal serviÇes to Aboriginal people would duplicate provincial services, leading to

administrative confusion and high costs. In order to avoid these problems, the

Cabinet memorandum recommended that they negotiate a 'function-by-function'

approach to extenöing provincial services. Although the federal government

acknowledged that it held primary responsibility for improving the lot of Aboriginal

people, it was interested in the eventual devolution of its responsibility onto the

provinces.

The approachwas premised on the principle of federal-provincialcost-sharing

for Abor:iginal services. lt was proposed that for each province costs for Aboriginals

would be allocated 50/50 in each program sector between thefederaland provincial

governments. The costs would depend on the per capita costs for'operating the

program for non-Aboriginals, w¡th all costs greater than th¡s amount being borne by

the federal government. This formula would result in a cost-sharing rat¡o of about

toThe information for this section is taken from Harvey Bostrom's 'Recent

Evolution of Canada's Indian Policy' in The Dynamics oJ Government Programsfor
Urban Indians in the Prairie Provinces.
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97:3; itwas estimated that as the economic and social conditions of Aboriginal peopte

improved, per capita costs for Aboriginal people would be reduced relative to non-

Aboriginalpercapita costs. As Aboriginalcosts went down, the provinces'portion of

'the costs would gradually be increased until 'normal' cost-bearing levets were

obtained.

A federal-provincial conference of Mínisters of Indian Affairs convened in

Ottawa in October of 1964. The Ministers agreed that there should be more

cooperation . and coordination between the two levels of government, that

consultation with Aboriginal peoples was essent¡al ¡n order to improve government

seryices, thateach province faced different problems and that, therefore, flexibility

in policy was needed, and finally, that more work needed to be done regarding

financial aspects of program extensions. lt appeared as if substantial progress had

been made and that major changes would follow.

As of December 1985, .lndian Advisory Committees were to meet regularly

with Indian Affairs officials. In various provinces, coordinating committees were

formed. The first 'functíon' to be addressed in this new spirit of cooperation was

welfare programs. But all provinces except Ontario objected to cost-sharing of

welfare programs; they felt that costs should be entirely borne by the federal

government.. By October 1966, the prairie premiers expressed their concern for the

continuing and rapid deterioration of living conditions for Aboriginal peoples.

Recommendations for implementations for a more comprehensive federal approach

to Aborig¡nal matters were made to the Prairie Economic Council. lt was also

recommended that a complete review of government policy towards Aboriginal
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peoples be undertaken, and that constitutional and taxation issues be clarified.

A series of êvents, including a change of Prime Minister from Pearson to

Trudeau - which in turn led to an upheaval in Cabinet - meant that the Counc¡l's

recommendations would go unheeded. By the end of 1968, itwas clear that virtually

no progress had been made in the implgmentation of a provincial role in Aboriginal

services. Manitoba wanted to receive 100 per cent of the costs of providing direct

services to Abor¡ginal peoples from the federal government. lt also requested that

a formula to calculate federal contributions to indirect services be'drawn up.

Repeated attempts by the provinces to meet with federal officials were ignored.

Unknown by the provinces, Trudeau was orchestrating a federal effort to find a 'final

solution'tothe lndian problem. Thefunction-by-function approachwas aboutto give

way to the Wh¡te Paper.

The 1969 White Paper was an attempt to undertake a new and more efficient

means of dealing with the 'lndian problem'. lts underlying theme was 'non-

discriminatory participation by lndians in Canadian society' [Bostrom quoting from the

White Paper, 5311. Cornmendable as the theme sounds, there were fundamental

problems with the approach. 'Discriminatory'treatment referred to the special legal

status of Aboriginals, together with the administrative network which governed and

supported !hem. lt was somehow assumed that to eliminate Aboriginals' special

status would be to provide them with the means to improve their well being. The

specific measures to be implemented were:

. the removal of the legislative and constitutional bases of discrimination
, (special status);

. the redirection of all Aboriginal-related program responsibilities from the
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federal to the provincial governments. This would result in all Canadians

receiving services from the same source and remove differences between

Aboriginãl and non-Aboriginal people. This blending of services would be

accomplished by having the provinces take over the same responsibility for

Aboriginal people that they had for non-Aboriginal citizens. Federal monies

being spent on Aboriginal programs would be transferred to proVinces;
. the tiansfer of the controt of Aboriginal land to Aboriginal people. The lndian

Act would have to be repealed in order to accomplish this transfer;
. immediately direct federal money to Abor¡g¡nal economic development;
. the elimination of the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development

over a five-year period. Any responsibility for Aboriginal people that remained

with the federal government would be delegated to otherfederal departments;
. thê appointment of a Cornmissionerwho would consult directly with Aboriginal

peopie inrorderto recommend howto proceedwith the adjudication of claims;
. ihe inclusion of the executives of the National Indian Brotherhood, together

with provincial associations, in a discussion about the role they would play in

the new policy and the amount of funding that would be necessary [Bostrom
(1984b) 532, 331.

When the deta¡ls of the White Paper were made public, it was energetically rejected

by Aboriginal leaders, who had not been consulted during its development In
:

particular, Aboriginal leaders flatly rejected its proposal to eliminate the tndian Act,

believing that removal of the Indian Act would erode the government's legislative

responsibility towards Aboriginal peoples. (This responsibility had been establ¡shed

under the Br¡t¡sh North American Act and was carried forward under the Constitution

Act, 1982). ln protest, the Red Paper was drafted by the lndian Association of

Alberta, and endorsed by the Manitoba Indian Brotherhood. Presented to the Prime

Minister in June of 1970, the Red Paper set out the following points:

. that the recognition of special Indian status is required; -. that the fedeial government is forced by the British North American Act to

assume responsibility for Aboriginal people and their lands, and cannot
delegate this responsibility to the provinces;

. that it ¡s neither possible nor recommendable to eliminate the Indian Act

lBostrom (1984b) 533, 341.

Given that Aboriginal leaders had previously been promised that they wou[d



be consulted before any significant policy shifts occurred in lndian Affairs, thefederal

government could hardly deny that the White Paper had been conceived in bad faith.

The prime Minister was swayed by the Aboriginal leaders' protests and did not

implement the proposals of the White Paper, effectively putt¡ng a halt to the policy

momentum thathad accumulated overthe year. Some of the paperswhich made up

the Wh¡te Paper, however, were salvaged and the papers dealing with the provinces'

role in providing services to Aboriginal peoples were subsequently used as policy

guidelines for the Department of Indian Affairs lBostrom (1984b) 534].

As Bostrom explains, the dissotution of the White Paper left the federal

government without a coherent policy for Aboriginal peoples and with its Department

of lndian Affairs in a state of chaos. The exercise, however, had given Canadals

Aboriginal people a new sense of themselves and the role they wished to play. They

had forced the federal government to commit to an increase in financial assistance

and to improve the organisations which administered Aboriginal affairs 
_The 

federal

government's failure to shift the bulk of its responsibilities to the provinces resulted

in the adoption of yet another federal approach to Aboriginal affairs, known as the

pragmatic approach.

The pragmat¡c approach took over the disarray left by the White Paper.

Bostrom believes that many of the White Paper objectives were imbedded in the new

approach, particularly with reference to finding a final solution and to transferring

more responsibility to the provinces. In 1970, Manitoba contributed fifteen per cent

,to total Aboriginal program costs; by 1976, that amount had increased to thirty per

cent. lt was estimated that by 19B4, Manitoba would be paying 50 per cent of total



costs lBostrqm (f 986b) 535].

The federal government hoped to ameliorate the climate of distrust and

hostility, which had arisen under the Wh¡te Paper disaster, by focussing more on

direct consultation with Aboriginal peoples. However, Aboriginal peoples continued

to be suspicious about the transfer of federal responsibil¡t¡es to the provinces.

Although they understood the inevitability of this transfer, they were reluctantto press

the provinces to do more because a shift in policy seemed to ¡mply a loss of their

special status under the Br¡t¡sh North American Act [Bostrom (1986b) 535].

In keeping with the White Paper, not only was the Department of Ind¡an Affairs

trying to hand off responsibility to the provinces, it was delegating more änd more of

its work to otherfederal departments: Accordingly, Departments suih as National

Health and Welfare, Employment and lmmigration and Regionat Econornic

Expansion were dedicating more of their budgets to Aboriginat programs. An attempt

to shift responsibility for Aboriginal housing to Canada Mortgage and Housing

Corporation was stopped by the National Indian Brotherhood.

' Bostrom's main criticism of federal policy underthe pragmat¡c approach is that

its main focus seemed to be to hide or disguise the rapidly-growing budget for

Aboriginal programs by spreading the costs amongst various departments. This
'i

resulted in a disjointed and dysfunctional policy effort which did tittle to meet the

needs of Aboriginals. His criticism of federal policy overall in the 1970s was with

regard to the lack of consultation with the people who would be most affected by the

changesbeingproposed. Thisleftthefederalgovernmentworkingatcrosspurposes

with both Aboriginal communities and provincial governments.
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By the end of the 70s, the provinces found the¡r role as stakeholders in

Aboriginal affairs to be greater, forcing them to be more pro active in their

relationships with the federal government and Aboriginal communities. Given that

the province was in a strong position to negotiate with the federal government, it

could insist that government policy be based on mutual understanding and

acceptance between all parties, and that those policies be coherent and well-

planned. Because,provinces were better positioned to understand the par:ticular

problems of theirAboriginal population, they could also force the federal government

to dealwith such growing issues as increased Aboriginal urbanization.

According to Bostrom, Winnipeg's total Aboriginal population had reached

between 20,000 and 30,000 people by 1976. lt was estimated that 97 per cent of the

sratus lndians who lived in urban settings lived in Winnipeg [(1984a) 36]. Bostrom

,highlighted the extreme povefty facing the members of this group and refers to the

appalling statistics on Aboriginalheatth, education, employment, conflictwiththe law

and demands for social assistance [(198aa) 36].

Government policy to address the growing urban'Aboriginal crisis was

woefully inadequate. Bostrom believed the main problem with both federal and

provincial policy was that programs were short-term and 'dealt with the statistics of

unemployment rather than with the serious problems facing Native people' [(1984a)

S4l. Although loan financing was offered under some programs, no help was

available to support potent¡al entrepreneurs start up successful businesses.

programs which offered short-term employment were offered by federal and

provincial levels, but there was no attempt to coordinate these. programs to
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compliment each other and provide greater benefit to the co-mmunity.".All of these

initiatives were directed at unemployment in general, with no attempt to target

specific Aboriginal issues. Bostrom suggests that the existence of so many short-

term projects, such as the Local Initiatives Program, Canada Works and Young

Canada Works was test¡mony to the weakness of long-term initiatives [Bostrom,

(1984a) 54,551.

Bostrom does, however, acknowledge that some of the long-term job creation

:programs were more successful in helping Aboriginal peoples. He notes LEAP

(Local E mploymen -t Assistance Progra m ; a federat initiative) and I CEP (thê | nner City

Emptoyment Program; a provincial initiative) as examples of long-term programs

which, although not targeted specifically at Aboriginal peoples, were available to

Winnipeg's urban-Aboriginal population. LEAP's main focus was on individualwho

had not been able to find long-term employment. The handicapped, ex-convicts,

Aboriginal peoples and women were targeted. Grants of up to $250,000.00, paid out

over three years, were offered to qualifying programs. Examples of successful bids

included a toy-manufacturing plant that hired ex-convicts and an insulation-

manufacturing enterprise which employed Aboriginal peoples [(1984a), 61]

The ICEP foçussed on Winnipeg's inner core, and because a large portion of

the inner core consisted of Aboriginal peoples, this program did benefit them. The

program was meant to hetp chronically unemployed people, those on social

assistance and singte parents, allof whom lived in the innercore. Between 1976 and

1979, fifty-two per cent of those who found employment under |CEP-funded

programs we.re of Aboriginaldescent [(1984a) 56]. In 1976, three million dollars was



approved for spending; by 1979, one and a half million dollars had been spent.

During this period, twenty projects had been funded, as of 1979, thirteen were stillin

operation even though funding had ceased [Bostrom, (1g84a) 61]. Encouraging as

'this program was, it could not survive a change in the provincial government. The

Conservatives, who took office in 1977 ,terminated the program in 1g7g. Not until all

political part¡es embrace core CED principles will communities be able to avoid

destructive and frustrating policy swings which are often premised more on ideology

than sound CED theory.

3.3 Conclusions

Early on it was determined by McEwen that consideration of local resources

and community involvement were necessary for progress to occur. These concerns

were addressed in the Northern Plan, and although the plan was not imþlemented,

its legacy has strengthened and informed CED initiatives today. On the other hand,

lack of consultation with Aboriginal communities continued to be an obstacte

throughoutboth decades and added to the distrust and cynicism Aboriginalpeoples

felt towards the federal government.

Some coordination began between the federaland provincialgovernments in

the 1960s. This coordination bore fruít by the 1970s with the success of the FRED

program. This model deserves to be re-analysed to determine if its success could

be replicated.

Unfortunately, bipartite coordination was not evident in Aboriginal policy. In

fact, federal Aboriginal policy was so disjointed and incoherent that it would have

been very difficult to coordinate it with any outsíde party. Some of the more
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discouraging federal policies included; recommendations for migration, attempts to

form an Aboriginal business class with no consideration of Aboriginalculture, failure

to acknowledge the need for Aboriginal self-government and the inability of the

federal governmentto come to an agreementwith the provinces regarding Aboriginal

issues. Although the White Paper and its legacy demonstrated the federal

government's misunderstanding of Aboriginal communities, it did serve to galvanize

an Aboriginal potitical will that had been sorely missing.

We also saw the continued inadequacies of government policy towards the

gr:owing urban-AborÌginal population. ltwas noted that short-term programs had tittle

success, in contrast with a greater success rate for long=term initiatives.

On the provincialfront, the NDP's Guidelines for the 70s began to move in a

more promising direction. The stay option, tax reform, acknowledgement of the

importance of social indicators and recognition of the need to consider nofthern and

rural communities were important developments. The stay opt¡on, although never

'implemented, needs to be reconsidered. Vehicles such as the community crown

corporat¡on provided interesting experiments also worth revisiting.

A convergence strategy continues to hold promise for many communities.

Neechi Foods, for example, has shown that a convergence model can offer a

successfullapproach. The following chapter will continue to fotlow the evotution of

government policy throughout the 1980s and 90s.
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Chapter 4: CED and Government Policy in Manitoba: the 1980s and 1990s

W¡th the exception of the Gu¡delines for the Seventies and the Fund for Rurat

EconomicDevelopmentAgreement, sofarthisthesis has dealtwith mostlyAboriginal

CED policy in Manitoba. But the structural changes which began to emerge in the

1980s and gather force for the next two decades meant that more and more non-

Aboriginal communities were beginning to lose ground economically. .As

communities tried to deatwith growing levels of poverty, CED policy began to have

a broader application across Manitoba, particularly in urban centres.

Beginning in the 1980s we staftto see more reference by governmentto CED.

Government officials began to pay attention to the growing body of literature

regarding CED, and its influence appears in such policies as the Canadian Aboriginal

Economic Development Strategy (CAEDS)and the Native Economic Development

Program (NEDP). However, application of CED tenets does not necessarily follow

from reference to CED strategies, and the government's failure to successfully

implement the CED portion of the NEDP will be examined. Because part of the

failure is attributable to the long-standing systemic problems between Aboriginal

peoples and the federal government, the NEDP will be considered within the context

of this relationship.

CED was also a component in the Northern DevelopmentAgreement (NDA),

a bipartite plan between the province and the Department of Reg¡onal and Industrial

Expansion. However, CED principles were not adhered to, making the results less

effective than they could have been

Specific reference to CED reappears in the 1990s under DIAND programs.
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These programs will be reviewed and cornpared to the NEDP and NDA experiences

to see if any progress was made in policy design.

CED principles were also included in the tripartite Core Area Initiative (CAl)

and Winnipeg Development Agreement (WDA). As opposed to many Aboriginal

communities; Winnipeg's inner city did (and does) have the immediate capacity to

adopt CED strategies. The fact that the potent¡al for CED was not fully:realised

provided the basis for much criticisrn of the CAl. Both the CAI and WDA witl be

reviewed in section'two of this'chapter.

4.1 Federat Aboriginal policy

4.1.1 '1980s

Five broad situations stand out in government policy in the 1980s. First was

the change occurring within DINA. lt began to move away from its paternalistic role

towards a roie of facilitator of Aboriginal programs. lt also recognised the need to

implement long-term policy rather than short-term, ad hocprograms. The plíght of

Aboriginalwomen also began to be addressed. The Native Economic Development

Program (NEDP) was set up to dealwith these and other issues. The rapid rate of

urbanisation of Aboriginal communities was the second situation to arise in the

1980s; however, the federal government failed to address this problem. The third

situation affecting federal programs was what Bostrom called a 'paradox in basic

policy', being the contradiction between the government's co-existing strategies of

assimilation and isolation of Aboriginal peoples. lt had existed since the previous

century and continued to hamper relations between the federal government and

Aboriginalpeoples. The fourth developmentwas the implementation of the bipartite
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Norther:n Development Agreement. The fifth situation was a sharp movement in

governmentto cutfunding and become more accountable and efficient. This section

will examine each of these situations and explain their effects on CED.

Department of lndian and Northern Affairs

By the end of the 1970s and the beginning of the 80s, DINA was gradually

changing from a director of Aboriginal programs and services to a facilitator of

Aboriginal-directed economic development [Loxley(1986/ 86]. Emphasis was being

,put 
on community control, and a move away from the paternalistic role the

goVêrrìrTìênt had played facilitated the change to a community-base.d economic

strategy.

A discussion paper issued by DINA in 1980 (entitled lndian Economic and

Employment Development) noted the follow¡ng policyweaknesses: there was a lack

of focus on long-term development; Aboriginat control of projects was insufficient;

and, funding was scarce and poorly administered. The previously introduced

business-development approach and make-work and job-creation projects were not

considered effective in introducing meaningfulimprovements. We will, however, see

a continued adherence to business development despite concerns about its

effectiveness. lt was noted that greater control had to be granted to the Tribal council

level and that financing had to be increased and funnelled through Aboriginal

fìnancial institutions. Although the estimated cost of these improvements was high

($1.+Z billion), it was believed that this amount would be significantty offset by the

decrease in social assistance thatwould accompany the expenditure [Loxley (1986)

87,81.
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Loxley noted a contrad¡ction between DINA's official stance on devolution of

services to Tr¡bal councils and its practice of retaining control over Aboriginal issues.

Background papers prepared for the House of Commons Special Committee on

Indian Self Government noted that DINA programs made sure that Aboriginal

governments were exctuded from the development process. lt was recommended

that the land base, of Aboriginal communities be enlarged, partly through the

resolution of land claims, and that Aboriginal peoples begin to benef¡t from the

development of resources on their lands. These changes, which would begin to put

control of resources and government into the hands of Aboriginal peoples, would be

underpinned by a new relationship with Ottawa. ltwas recommended thatboth DINA

and the lndian Act be eliminated, in what was perhaps a reflection of the continued

influence of the defunct White Paper [Loxley (1986) 88,9].

By 1984, DlNAwas implementing Comprehensive Community Based Planning

(CCBP). The effectiveness of this strategy, however, was compromised by lack of

funding, failure of departmental staff to grasp the importance of CCBP and the

ongoing absence of Aboriginal input [Loxley (1986) 89,90]. Loxley notes instances

where DIAND (Department of Indian and Northern Development, the new name for

DINA) financed community initiatives that it ended up undermining by buying

products from the communities'competitors [1986, 91].

In spite of its commitment on paper to CCBP, the government continued to

have a disproportionate amount of faith in business development as a panacea for

Aboriginalproblems. ltshould'have adopted a holistic CED strategy and channelled 
_

adequate resource into building community infrastructure, skills and confidence so
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that a business development strategy could have functioned once important

groundwork was done.

canadian Aboriginat Economic Devetopm€nt strategy (CAEDS)

evelooment contin d by the federal governmentBusiness development continued to be promote

throughout the 1gg0s and gos. The Aboriginar Business Development Program

launched the canadian Aboriginal Economic Development Strategy in 1989. lts goal

was to 'provide Canada's Aboriginal citizens with long-term employment and

business opportunities' [lndustry, science and Technology canada, 1989]. Support

under this program was available to Status and Non-status Indians, Ñletis and Inuit

individuals and entities. Applicants had to present a well-developed business plan

and be able to provide equity or other financing for the proposed project' Thirty to

fony per cent financing was available for capital costs and infrastructure expenses

to establish or expand a commercial enterprise, and for costs to develop new

products, services or innovative production techniques. The program would finance

rt of the cost of mal rd seventy-five per cent of the,up to sixty percentof the costof marketing initiatives a¡

costs for business plans, ongoing business support and training. lt would finance up

to ninety per cent of developmental p¡lot-project costs. Program funding was subject

to full or partial repayment.

The pr:ogram expected applicants to have a high levelof business literacyfrom

the start. lt advised applicants to have business experience, do market research,

have their own source of ¡nancing, be able to manage and motivate staff and devote

long hours to their projects. Given these requirements, it seems that at least some

of the expected applicants would have been able to starttheirbusinesseswithoutthe
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targeted help of the program. The information does notstipulatewhatthe repayment

terms were, so it cannot be confirmed whether or not they were better than market

rates. Although rhe program may have been beneficial to individuals who had

already achieved a high level of business competency and possessed a strong

entrepreneurial instinct, it seemed to do nothing for those Aboriginal peoples whose

skills and resources lagged far behind what was required to qualify for support.

The CAEDS was not a cED strategy, lt segmented one aspect of cED

(economic development) and hoped it could provide results on its own. The lack of

attention to social issues and the crucial underpinning they provide for economic

development meant that this program was not as effective as it could have been.

The Native Economic and Development Plan (NEDP) acknowledged the

extreme failure of government policy to provide adequate education to Aboriginal

peoples. However, the CAEDS advocated the emergence of an Aboriginal business

class in-waiting, apparently assuming that education was not an issue. Not only was

there discordance between these two federal initiatives, there was a singular lack of

coherence in the NEDP Task Force Paper. On one hand it acknowledged the

tremendous importance of education and training in economic development; on the

other hand it went to great lengths to distance itself from assuming responsibility for

this crucial component. By assuming responsibÍlity for issues such as

entrepreneurship, capital accumulation, creation of surplus and Aboriginalownership,

the NEDp tried to wash its hands of the training and education problem. lt was

claimed that tra¡n¡ng for the sole purpose of preparing Aboriginal peoples -for

l! rl 
^^ 

¡L

employment in the general wor:k force did not contribute directly to those issues
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included in the NEDp's mandate TNEDP Task Force,12l. The NEDP task force

recommendations of 1gB5 were meant to prepare Aboriginal peoples for the kinds

of initiatives offered under the Aboriginal Business Development Program. Given the

severity of the probtemsfacing Aboriginalpeoples, itwould have been impossiblefor

the NEDp policy prescriptions to produce a group of entrepreneurs who could qualify

for programs under the Abor¡ginat Business Development Program. Part of the

NEDp's mandate was to offer support and training to ¡nd¡v¡duals who had fallen

between the cracks of the myriad of other government programs. As noted time and

time again in the literature, failure of government policy to effectively address

Aboriginal issues must partly stem from this ad hocmethod of policy application.

The NEDp also contained a CED componentwhich unfoftunately did not live

up to its potential. The next section will reveal why CED is even more difficult to

implement in Aboriginal communities.

The NEDP's Element ll: Community-based Economic Development

Of the four'elements in the NEDP, Element ll dealt specifically with

community-based economic development. Element ll was to:

'assist[...] in the development of community economic

setf-rei¡ance through contributions to an economic

animation process and resultant economic development
projects in selected Native communities' [Native
Economic Development Board, 1 985b1.

patr¡ck Falconer's Urban Native Community Economic Developfnent and

NEDp's Element ll; Problems, Prospects and Policies provides an in-depth analysis

of the NEDP's Element ll and offers insight into what went wrong. Falcone¡: refers

to community economic and sOcial conditions which the l¡terature accepts as rnost
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common¡y pr.esent in successful initiatives. They include:

a sense of social uniqueness;
a shared ideologY;
perceived economic/soçial decline; i

collective action taken at a previous time;

local leaders:with exPer:ience;

local producers and employees with experience;

an independent social structure;
an alreådy develoPed economY;

an absenðe of competitive organisations;
a stable economy;
a large urban, non minority-status community [Falconer, 135].

Falconer agrees that Canada's urban-Aboriginal communit¡es do not share

most of the noted attributes, and describes most urban-Aboriginal communities as

steeped in poverty, with low-educational achievement, social atienatioñ, poor self-

image, high unemployment and little work experience, low incomes and high

dependency on transfer payments, few home-grown businesses, and minimal-to-no

capital formation or local leadership [1341, Falconer suggests that part of Element ll's

failure was the NEDp's inability to understand the dissonance between the

prerequisites to success and the actual situation in mostAboriginal communit¡es. lt

was not enough to extend CED principles to a community that was not ready, able

' | - - --- -^'and willing to work with those principles, Falconer posits that significant time and

effort is required before urban-Aboriginal communities will be ready to fully implement
' .:

CED strategies:

whi|ethisprocessisnotinconsistentw¡thaCED
program, the goals and flavour of community

devêlopment must reflect a more preliminary social

emphasisthansuggestedbyafinalproducteconomic
focus [Falconer, 136].

The literature indicates that communities that show the greatest success in
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implementing CED have certain characteristics, as noted above. CED initiatives

must be designed in such a way as to accommodate communities that do not

necessarily share these qualities. As Falconer notes, a strategy with a strongerfocus

on social rather than economic results would likely provide more favourable results.

The usual challenges for urban CED are exacerbated in Aboriginal

neighbourhoods, and the common problems of Aboriginal communities take on a

more complex hue when those communities are located in a large urban area. As

difficult as it is to define the word 'community', the definition is even more elusive

when a combination of different ethnic groups is involved. ls community defined by

levels of povefty, geographic location, or ethnic association? Aboriginal peoples face

racism both in the areas where they Iive and in the rest of the city.

In keeping with Bostrom's analysis (whichfollows)of thefederalgovernment's

policy paradox, Falconer was most concerned by the unresolved issues between

Aboriginal peoples and,the federal government, suggesting that the Aboriginal

condition required more than CED prescriptions. He stated that NEDP policy atso

needed to deal with the following considerations either before, or at the same time,

AS

o

it implemented CED strategies:

self-determination;
political accountab¡l¡ty;
role of women;
migration;
program instruments;
zero-sum game scenariosls [Fatconer, 7].

tsThis term refers to the unìque situation faced by urban vs. rural Aboriginal peoples.
Urban Aboriginal peoples represent a minority in a larger marginalised community, and they face
resentment from their non-Aboriginal neighbours when they are treated differently by the
governrnent. There is often pressure from noh-Aboriginal peoples - who do not understand the
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The legal distinctions between Aboriginal sub-groups led to schisms within

Aboriginal communities, making it even more difficult for the community to coalesce

around a common cause. Furthermore, Aboriginal neighbourhoods must contend

with the dynamics of the city as a whole, and many who rnigrate from ruralareas are

not culturally prepared for life in a city [Falconer, 103, 104].

Urban Aboriginal peoples who have migrated from reseryes automatically lose

the¡r treaty rights. The federal government does not recognise the principle of

portability of treaty rights, and bands with inadequate funding to meet the needs of

¡'eserves are not inclined to transfer money to band members once they leave the

reserve. fhe lack irf community cohesion, a political profile and access to funds

leaves these individuals without resources [Loxley and Wien (2003) 2251.

Falconeralso noted a lack of policy to deal with urban Aboriginal peoples. He

attributed the absence to the fact that th¡s population asserted very little poiitical

influence. He betieved that even badpolicy would have been better than no policy,

noting the rapid development of natíonal reserve-based politicat organizations that

formed in response to the White Paper in 1969 [Falconer, 103]. Persistent, systemic

racism - particularlyfor urban Aboriginal communities - is another hurdle which must

be overcome. 
:

ln order for policy to overcome th¡s quagmire of problems, it MUST take a

long-termstance. CEDisaslowpr:ocess,requiringataleasttwenty-yeartimeframe.

Policy, therefore, must be realistic and reliable enough to sustain changes in

unique relat¡onsh¡p Aboriginal peoples have with the government - to stop 'preferential treatment'
ofAboriginalpeoples. 
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government.TheNEDP,afour-yearinitiative,wasnotnear|ylongenough.

The compl¡cated nature of Aboriginal cED means that development must be

comprehensive.Beforeeconomicinitiativescanbeconsidered,aso|idsocia|base

must be built. communities must be safe, orderly and physically pleasing; families

and human fesource ,development must be supported by the community'

communities must have a source of income production' property ownership and

maintenance,andhealthfacilities.ElementlIdidnotconsidertheimportanceof

these Pre-conditions'

organisationalandindividual|eadershiphavetobefosteredinAborigina|

communities. organisations should be stable, represent the community as a whole'

lbeabletomotivate,andhavetheabilitytoplanandimp|ementtong-terminitiatives'

|ndividua|swithstrongleadershipskillsmusthaveinf|uenceover-thevarious

community groups, be long-term residents of the community and have relevant

tÍ-t^^^^¿ 't1Ã1 Õnna anain the
experienceandconnections[Fa|coner,135].onceagainthe|ackofa

comprehensive strategy did not allow fo¡: the development of the appropriate

organisations prior to looking to economic development'

E|ementlIwasmeanttosuppoftspecificactiv¡t¡esinse|ectedcommunities.

Farconer contends that the criteria for both the choice of activities and communities

were pr:oblematic. Given that cED is a blend of economic' social' cultural and

political objectives,'Falconer found too much emphasis on the economic' The

economic factors wilr not begin to be addressed untir the other three issues have

been dealt with.

Justbecausesocial,po|itica|andcu|turalareasarenotcapitatintensivedoes
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not mean that they. do not require effort and commitment to ameliorate. Policy

makers did not understand that the less-capitalintensive, social projects - which did

not meettlre selection criteria - required carefulattention before economic progress

could be made [Falconer,138]. A more comprehensive strategy could have

overcome this Problem.

An NEDP internal document found a mismatch between the scope of the

activities eligible for funding, and the m¡n¡mum outputs (reasonable as they were)

expected from those activities IFalconer, 140]. Falconer also notes unrealistic criteria

for communþ organisations within Aboriginal communities (such as'a representative

leadership that ¡s broadly supported by the community' and, 'historical or potential

economic linkage with surrounding communities' [Falconer citing the NEDP, 141]'

Finally, the NEDPTs mandate was far too short to deliver meaningful results

[Falconer, 141].

The NEDP also formed a task force on Native women. As noted in the

literature review, C-ED tenets can be particularly meaningfultowomen's $roups, Thê

following section on the NEDP task force on Native women reflects CED's

compar¡b¡lity with Aboriginal women, but it also highlights the added obstacles they

face.

NEDP Task Torce on Native Women

The task force on Native Women and Economic Development conducted

interviews with Canadian Aboriginal women for the first time in history. Observations

which arose included:

. Aboriginal businesswomen often had a naturaltendency towards convergence
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style strateg¡es. Many of the business ideas presented were smail-scate, but
designed to meet the perceived needs of their communities. Women were
l:tt likely to want to leave their communities to set up their businesses;' like men, women were found to be lacking in education, business skills and
business connections;

' wolrlen faced more than the above obstacles; they also had to copewith lack
of daycare services, sex discrimination, and a d-egree or a.ì¡uãî;;;.i,;;
powerexercisedoverthembytheirhusbands16;

' women often did not have adequate information about the NEDP and othergovernment agencies. The uncoordinated manner in which the various
governments offered programs was also noted as an obstacle;: the training programs were perceived to be subject to rules which limitedwomen's accessibility. For exampte, class s¡zå'anJ ,õ"]¡rii, il;;;
arbitrary and counter-productive [Native Women and Economic Developr*t
Task Force, 19851.

The repon that came out of the consultations resufted in an NEDp assisted

Aboriginal Business Women's National Workshop in Winnipeg in 1gg5. The

workshop led to the formation of a national Aboriginal wor"nj, Business
' 'i

Development Corporation. The Board reported that this task force had taken

important first steps in breaking down the barriers Aboriginal women faced [Native

Fconomic Development Board(1985b) 51. lt is difficult, however, to imagine how

conditions for women will improve until the issues raísed by Falconer are addressed.

The Northern Development Agreement (NDA)

ln Noyemberof 1982, the federal and provinciat governments entered into the

NDA' This agreement was an extension of the 1974 Canada/Manitoba Northlands

Agreement. The recognition that economic and social devetopment were long term

endeavours allowed for the extension and continuation of the original agreement

toAct¡ve power referred to the authority of predominately male band councils who wouldrarely consider the concerns of women. Passive pbwer controt íeferred to il é nér.r.iiv orwomen to have the¡r husbands co-sign for loans andt/or their inability to access .ióã¡fbåcurr. ottheir husbands'poor credit rating '----'--r v'vv'r sE
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under the auspices of the NDA.

The agreementwas jointly run by canada Regional Economic Expansion (th:e

new name for DRIE) and the province's Department of Northern Affairs. The first
version of the NDA ran until November 1987 with the following objectives:

' to deverop rocaily:based income and emproyment opportunities;

' to increase participation of the northern tabour force in elmptoymentopportun¡ties, particurarry in major resource sectors; and
'i

' to facilitate increased participation of individuars in northern development byremoving physical bairiers to human and economic development [NorthernDeveropment Agreement Deveropm.;i pr;g;;ss Report , 1-2!.

ln November of 1987 the NDA was extended to March 31, l ggg; bringing total

contributions of $M261'55 - $M173-21from the federar government and $MgB.34
from the provincial [Northern Development Agreement progress Report 1]. The
agreement was headed by a ministers' committee which included the principal

federal minister (lndustry, science and rechnology canada) and provincial minister
(Department of Northern Affairs). The ministers' commiftee appointed an advisory

committee which ¡nóluded eight members who represented northern and Aboriginal

organisations' Their purpose was to review program progress and advise for future
direction' A management board of four federal and four provincial representatives

ran and coordinated the agreement, and severalprogram advisory committees aided
in the implementation of various programs. Each committee had eight members

representing'federal, pr:ovincial and northern interests [Northern Development

Agreement Progress Report, 2,3].

There were four sectors in the NDA program: .
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1. CED ($71.8M);
2. Human devetoþment ($144'2M);

3. Community improvement ($38'35M);

4. Managetnent Jnã .ãÀtuttàt¡on ($7'zrvr¡'

Each sectorwas further divided ¡nto projects and programs [Northern Development

Agreement Progress RePort, 4,51'

Thelstructure alone indicates that the agreement was not premised on CED

as defìned by this thesis; i.e., sectors two, three and four should be part of cED' The

purpose of program one was to 'assist local and regional groups and organizations

lf new employment opporlunities' and to provide
in the identification of development ot new employmen

fór'the costs of undertaking analysis, feasibility studies, market research and an

arrayof services necessary to develop sound economic(my emphasis) development

projects atthe locat and regional levels'[Northern DevelopmentAgreement Progress

;
Report, 61. ,Although it may be argued that the mere naming and organisation of the

sectors in this way does not necessarily mean thatthe spirit of cED was notfollowed,

the fact that.northern communities were not included in program design would

indicate othen¡rise. once again we see a top-down, paternalistic approach to

, community development. Given that the advisory committee had elected officials

from each of: i

. Notthern Association of Community Councils;

. Manitoba Métis Federation;

. Manitoba Keewatinowi Okimakanak Inc';

. .First Natiqns ConfederacY; and

I lnterlake Reserve Tribal Council,

community participation should have been possible at an earlier stage' lf this was

not the case, money may have been better spent preparing these organisations to
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plan and implement a CED strateEy.

Sociat issues were certainly considered under sectors two and 3, but the same

concerns that Falconer had under the NEDP may have applied here as well. For

example, undersector3, extreme health and public safety problemswere addressed,

and one wonders if these issues should have been dealtfìrst, rather tnan àttne same

time as the other sectors. As per Falconer's observations with urban-Aboriginal

communities, considerable ground work may have been necessary priorto launching

income and employment opportunities that people may not have been prepared'for

under Sector 1.

program fìve allocated $M7.3 to local government development, including

funds to help local government develop community-delivered services. Monies were

also dedicated to administrative training within local governments, and training for

tocal fire and emergency services, equipment acquisition and -infrastructure

maintenance. No where in the progress report was the issue of self-governance

referred to, leaving one to assume that at least some Aboriginal communities lacked

the means tofully operate a CED strategy. Some Manitoban Aboriginal communities

were benefiting from the Indian Tribal Concept whereby responsibility for reserve

administration was being transferred from DIAND to the tribal level [lndian and

No¡thern Affairs Canada (1983) 3Bl. The progress report makes no reference to the

,lndian Tribal Concept, so it is not known whether or not this situation was taken

advantage of in the implementation of any of the programs. under program

g, Northern Manitoba Affirmative Action, career training was offered to northern

residents. Using program retention and grq.duation as a yardstick, some programs
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were more successfulthan others. Areas such as band management' community

education faciritator:and program administrator had much higher rates of graduation

than did the university of Manitoba, community college' Northern Nursing Program

and social.work Program ACCESS programs' The withdrawal rate in the latter

programs was high, however the overall enrolment numbers as of 1989/90 were

strong [Nofthern DevelopmentAgreement Progress Repoft' 32' 38]' In keeping with

thefindings of the NËDp Task Force on Education, the poorer rate of graduation may

indicate that some. northern residents were not adequately prepareid for post-

secondary education. on the other hand, education in the first group would have

herped to fac¡r¡tate readership and poüticar awareness which wourd in turn strengthen

the community for future endeavours'

Program 11 dealt with youth development' Various sponsors in different

regions allowed student youth, particularly of Aboriginal ancestry' to participate in

company activities and thereby prepare them to enter the labour force' The¡:e

appears to have been a high rate of participation, both of sponsors and youth' Atotal
'..

of 817 student youth and 70 supervisors partic¡pated throughout the ngrth' although

¡t ¡s not known how many participants went on to obtain full-time employment'

Program one (community/Regional Economic Development Planning)

provided much more short-term emproyment and sociar impact than rong-term (for

example, 22 sho¡t-term jobs vs. 3.5 long-term in 1986/87)' Program two (Resource

oppoftunity Development) provided more long-term social impact than short-term'

and both long-term and short-term opportunities were considerably higher in

..ProgramTwo(194.5|ong-termjobsvs.l68sho¡.t-termjobsin1989/90)[Nonhern
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Development Agreement Progress Report 9' 181'

JudgingtheNDAfromtheProgressReporta|oneisdifficult.|tdoesappear

that the Agreement did not embrace cED princ iples per se, and any success that did

arisefromtheAgreementSure|ycou|dhavebeenaugmentedhadanintegratedcED

strategy been adopted. The rong-term and short-term sociar impact from program

oneappearstohavebeenconsiderab|e,perhapsbecausenofthernerswerebetter

preparedto]workintheresourcesector.ltisnotknownwhetherornotthe

Agreementhadanenvironmenta|componenttoensurethesustainabi|ityofthis

sector-

Thereportdidnotconsiderwhetherornotlinkageswereformed-:-^t::

, ,resource sector deveropment (the importance of *nkages was discussed in chapter

oneofthisthesis).Theprogramappearstohavebeenimplementedin,disconnected

segments, with |itt|e thought given to the industries which cou|d provide backward,

forwardorfina||inkages.Sparselypopulatedareasrichinresourcesdonot

necessarily make the transition from a resource-dependent economy to a mofê

deve|oped, independenteconomy easily, and certain kinds of resource deve|opment

wi* read to more rinkages than others. rt is not crear from the progress Repott

whetherornottheAgreementtooktheseissuesintoconsideration,orifa

convergence strategy was present'

Thebreakdownofemploymentandstudentnumbersdoesofferfiguresfor

both status and non_status Native peopre, butthis is the onry reference to the greater

structural problems within the federal/Aboriginal relationship. The very factthatself

governmentisnotevenmentionedmeantthatcEDpersecou|dnothavebeenthe
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goal of the Agreement. The results of the NDA would have been much more

transparent had the Progress Report contained more social indicators such.as

changes in income, improvements in housing, use of Native languages in education,

percentage changes in school enrolment and changes in migration.

The inability of the federat government to relinquish control to Aboriginal

communities compromised the success of both the NDA and NEDP. In order to

better understand why the federal government failed in this aspect, it is necessary to

examine the dysfuqctional relationship between the federat government and the

Aboriginalpopulation. Thefollowing section willexaminethe origins of this situation.

Policy paradox

Bostrom noted that federal Aboriginal policy suffered from a fundamentalflaw

which can be traced back to its roots as part of a colonial power. He labels this flaw

as a'parado¡ in basic policy'(521). The paradox arises from the contradictory

,federat-policy goals of Aboriginal assimilation and isolation. Attempts tq assimilate

Aboriginal peoples' began as early as the 1830s. Churches,and schools

endeavoured to'civilize' Aboriginal peoples by convincing them to adopt European

ways, but at the same time the government implemented policies which isolated

Aboriginalpeoplesfrom the restof society. The lndian Act, the reserve system, and

the inability of individuals to act as their own economic agents meant that even those

who may have been amenable to cultural change were denied the means to adapt

t5211.

Bostrom believes that the contradictory policies of assimilation and isolation

did not seem to d¡sturb Eovernment officials, who did nothing to try tò improve the
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way services-were delivered: In fact, so deep-rooted was this paradoxicalapproach

that Bostrom claimed in 1984 that its legacy coutd still be detected in DIAND praxis

15221. Not only was no consideration given for the lack of coherence in federal policy,

but Aboriginal cutture itsetf was ignored during the next development to affect policy

decisions

Neo-conservatism

FederalAboriginat policy in the 1980s was beginning to be influenced by the

ideological swing towards the primacy of the free market and a business approach

'towards running governrnent. Much Aboriginal policy, regardless of the department

in which it originate.d, was business-development oriented, with little emphasis on

social issues. lt was believed that the formation of an Aboriginal business class

would be the catalystfor deeper social improvements. Although mention is made of

the ¡mportance of community-level participation, there is little evidence of pro-

community strateg¡es such as convergence. Support for Aboriginal culture is

expressed, with no consideration of the potent¡al conflict between Aboriginalvalues

andcapitalism. TheissueofwhetherornotAboriginalculturecanadapttocapitalism

is not considered (or if capitatism can accornmodate Aboriginal culture).

Wotherspoon writes of the contradiction often faced by Aboriginal workers in

intermediate-levet p¡ofessions. The highly individual and fragmentary nature of most

professional and entrepreneurial positions causes these workers to feel isolated from

their culturat and family ties [163]. Simply trying to graft the prevalent economic

model onto Aboriginal communities flies in the face of CED, which demands

community consultation and planning.
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Newhouse has also addressed the ¡sbue of whether or not Aboriginal culture

and capitalism are compatible. He maintains that Aboriginal societies are

modernisingandthatthisprocessofmodernisationisreflectedintheneweconomic,

curturar and poriticar instirutions sprouting up in Aboriginar societies [91]- He does

,acknowledge thatthe rapid pace of change being experienced by Aboriglnal peoPles

lms oPtimistic aboutthe long-
will inevitably lead to social problems' butoverall he see

term prospects for:a marriage between Aboriginar curture and capitarism. This

opt¡mism is partly due to his observat¡on that no Aboriginal group has rejected

communitiesareeagertoadoptamodifiedformcapitalism and that some Aboriginal communltles are

ofcapitalismthatdoesnotcontradicttraditionalAborigina|be|iefsystems[92].

Newhouse posits that capitalism is an adaptable system and that therefore'

Aboriginal communities can use it to their advantage' He notes the many economlc

programs already in existence where '. . ' the rules of access to capital are being

examined and revise¿. . 
,[g3l and the possibirity of First Nation's goverhments taxing

individuarand corporate incomes. He predicts thatthe infruence of Aboriginalvalues

wirr resurtin a newform of capitafism. rtwiil be more personar and incrusive of social

d economic development will be less individualistic and competitive,
develoPmentan

allowing input from the community, individuals and government' ln accordance with

theAboriginalbeliefsystem,developmentwillbemorerespectfuloftheenvironment

.and surrounding communities, and deve|opment wi|l va|ue investment in human

capital over individual capital accumulation' wealth distr¡bution will be less
';

problematic than in the prevailing form of capitalism; emphasis will be on Aboriginal

values of sharing and kindness [96]'



Newhouse points to several developments within Aboriginal society as proof

that this process of modifying capitalism is already underway (for example' the use

of CED models and their evaluation by development indicators)' and also

recommendstheuseofcooperatives,partnershipsandcorporations[97]'Newhouse

seems to be describing cED, and as such, one could argue that this is not so muöh

a modification of capitafism as a rejection of its core varues of competition and capital

accumulation (and therefore a reiectionof capitalism)'

' Regardless of what it is called, this'new capitalism'will require the long-term, .

thoughtfulsupportofgovernmenttoreachfruition,aconditionthatNewhouseiswelI

aware of: '[g]reat ,care needs to be taken in the choice of interventions by

governmentsandoutsideagents[97]'.ThereareAboriginalcommunitiesthathave

plottedaviableCEDcourse;itisnowuptothegovernmenttoprovidethefundsand

support to ensure their success. with strong government intervention' capitalism

does have the capacity to accommodate different institutions and defiver a more

equitableoutcome.However,thestrongadherencetofree-marketprincip|es-which

:pfofïìptêd cuts in social spending in the 1990s - represented a step backwards for

these communities. I

BylgBBthedeficit-fightingerahadbegun.Thedemand.formore

accountabirity for the spending of pubric funds and the cail for business-rike practices

begantobe¡:ef|ectedinfederalpo|icy.Thefai|ureofthegovernmenttoimp|ement

cED strategies may in part be related to this strong emphasis on industrial and

business deveropment, to the detriment of sociar and curturar considerations. As we

will see next, this ideological movement would intensify in the 1 990s, but at the same
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time, CED tenets would start to gain ground'

4.1.21990s

Federa|po|icyinthelggOscontinued,ononehand,a|ongtheSame|ineswe

saw in the 1980s. Business development was emphasised' the issue of self-

government continued to be raised and the federar government stiil Struggred with

how to provide more coordinated, effective policy while suffering deep budget cuts'

cED continued to be highlighted in policy papers but its actual implementation

remainedovershadowedbybusiness=developmentStrategies.

The government continued to ignore a growing and pressing problem: the

urban- Aboriginal population. Although the Aboriginal community did benefit

,somewhat from non-Aboriginal specific programs such as the core Area Initiative'

this marginarised segment of Manitoba,s cities continued to grow at a faster rate than

the rest of the population, and without attracting the attention of federal policy

makers.

ln keeping with the growing environmental movement' thefederal government

began to integrate the concept of sustainable development into its policy' This

sectionwi|lcontinuethereviewofD|ANDbusiness-deve|opmentprogramsoffered,

lookatdevelopmentsinself-government,introduceDlAND'sStrategyforsustainab|e

Ûon for Metis and non-status Indians'
developmentandreviewthesituationÏorMeuSanuflul|-Þtcl|'llÐ'1'-.o..--'.

Business-devetoPment Programs i

The canadian Aboriginal Economic Development strategy (CAEDS) was

reinacted in 1989. The strategy:

to
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Aboriginal economic development. lnstead of the
traditional government-directed exercises of the past,
CAEDS assists communities to develop their own
expertise and build their economies [lndian and
Northern Affairs Canada (1992b) 11.

There is a continuing expectation that Aboriginal peoples will turn to the

private sector in an effort to obtain self-reliance rather than remaining dependent on

'the government. lt is also suggested that they forge partnerships with territorial and

:provincial governments to obtain technical and financial support, and- access to

natural resources flndian and Northern Affairs canada (1gg2b) 1]. i
'

In a move to provide more coordinated policy, the Strategy organized the

services of three federal departments: the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern

Development (DIAND), Industry Canada (lC) and Human Resources Development

Canada (HRDC). Community development and resources were controlled by

DIAND, business development by lC and skills development by HRDC . Research

and advocacy were shared by all three. DIAND's commitment to Aboriginal

autonomy was reiterated in the Status Report ilndian and Northern Affairs Canada

(1992a) 11. i

The Status Report outlined a 'new perspective' in its policy approach: CED.

It explained that CED was:

a relatively new way of looking at economic
development. lt is a bottom-up (community controlled)
process of local and regional revitatization that makes
the community the foremost player in its own growth
and renewal. . . CED argues that the economic and

. social well-being of a community are too closely
interconnected to be handled separately [lndian and
Nonhern Affairs Canada (1992a) 21.
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The report acknowledges the influence of the growing CED movement. lt notes that

'CED theory is at the forefront of development economics, and it borrows on concepts

from the Westcoast.Development Group [2]. lt is odd that CED is referred to as a

new concept when ¡t had been specifically referred to in the NEDP 
"nO 

¡¡On.

DIAND was responsible for two programs: Community Economic

Development Organizations (CEDOs) and the Regional Opportunities Program

(ROP). CEDOs were created by tribal councils, First NationS not associated with

tr¡bal councils and Innuit and Innu communities. lt was the communities that set

policy and controlled the services offered by CEDOs. Services included economic

and employment advisory services and equity-funding support. CEDO¡ atso acted

as a liaison between the community and the government. The long{erm goal of each

CEDO was to be a self-managed, program-serviced and advisory institution.

Federal funding was funnelled through the CEDOs for a variety of economic

development purposes, including strategic planning, financing, training and

employment.findian and Nonhern Affairs Canada (1992a) 3].

The purpose of the ROP was to help interested parties to take advantage of

economic opportun¡ties thr:oughout the¡r region. lts focus was on sectoral

development, although funds could not be used directly for business develgpment

nor equity funds, two areas that fell under Industry Canada's jurisdictisn Indian and

Northern Affairs Canada (t 992a): 41.

The commercial Development Program (cDp) was presented as a

complement to Industry Canada's Aboriginal Business Development Program, still

in existence. This program's policy paper for 1993 is an exact replica of the l 969
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paper reviewed in the previous section, so it is unlikely that much change towards

CED occurred. The CEDP report explains that DIAND and lC use a ione-window'

approach to business financing, to avoid confusion. Any application for financing is

evaluated by lC and fon¡¡arded to the appropriate department [lndian and Northern

Affairs Canada (1992a) al.

Fifty million dollars had been invested in each of the previous four years since

1992, allowing Aboriginal communities to take control of many'services and

programs. By n¡aràn of 1990, the percentage of organizations in the process of

obtaining full-service capability had increased more than three times over the

previous year's figures. The success of this transition was attributed to the quality

of the staff, consisting of overfive-hundred economic development officers. Seventy-

four per cent of these offìcers were Aboriginal, seventy per cent had a post-

secondary education, and seventy percent lived in ruratareas [lndian and Northern

Affairs Canada (1992a) 71. The fact that so many communities and community

members were taking controlwas a positive step toward cED. 
:

According to the repoft, DIAND contributed $s5.6 million to 379 cEDos

th¡oughoutCanadainlgg2-93. ltisclaímedthateachdollarspentonprojectfunding

attracted another $2.50 from the private andlor public sector. Forty_one per cent of

total DIAND expenditures went to operations, thirty per cent to business

development, ten per cent to employment and training, seven per cent to resource

development, and twelve per cent to planning tgl. W¡th the bulk of the money

concentrated in operations and business development and NO money dedicated to

sociat development, it seems unlikely that results were as opt¡mal as they could have
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been.

ln Manitoba, Sowind Air Ltd. was an example of an Aboriginalbusiness to benefit

from the CEDP. Still in business today, Sowind was started by Chief Oliver Owen

and Roland Hamilton, both of whom are commercial pilots of Aboriginal descent. Not

only did Sowind provide new jobs to Abor¡ginal people, it improved air service to

remote communities in Manitoba and Northern Ontario flndian and Northern Affairs

Canada (1992a) 131.

Aboriginal sçlf-government

The federal government continued to struggle with the concept of Aboriginal

self-governmentthroughoutthe 1990s. lt blames the deplorable state of Aboriginal

culture str¡ctly on the government's misguided attempt to assimilate a people who

did not want to be assimilated [Department of Indian and Northern Affairs Canada

(1995) (none of the pages are numbered)1. No recognition is given to the policyt5

inner contradiction between assimilation and isolation, and the The lndian Act, the

reserve system and systemic racism are not mentioned

DIAND does acknowledge that past pol¡c¡es have not worked, and it renews

its commitment to facilitating Aboriginal self-government, in keeping with The 1gg3

Red Book promises of Jean Chrétien. Most of the ideas expressêd have been

recycled from past policies, but this time there is a firm commitment to negotiations

between the federal, territorial and provincial governments and Aboriginal peoples

[Department of Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, 1gg5].

In keeping with the deficit-fighting theme of the 1990s, DIAND explained that

there would be no new funding available for this initiative, and that funds would have
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to be reallocated from existing sources. lt also explained that complete Aboriginal

self-government lay far in the future; years of negotiation were anticipated.

Recognition of Aboriginal right to self-government did not mean ,. . . sovereignty in

'the ¡nternational sense" but that varying degrees of authority could be exercised by

Aboriginal peoples,'who would remain Canadian citizens and be fully protected by

and subject to the canadian charter of Rþhts and Freedoms[Department of Ind¡an

and Northern Affairs Canada, 1gg5l.

DIAND explained that the face of setf-government would vary between the

many differentAboriginalgroups in canada. Not only are there inherent differences

in language, culture and economic systems between the six distinct culturalregions,

but Aboriginal peoples are further differentiated by the artificial categories of Statusg----

and non-status Indians and Métis. Each group willhave its own issues thatwillhave

to be dealt with, and' DIAND promises to do so with the full consultation of Aboriginal

peoples [Department of Ind¡an and Northern Affairs canada, 1gg5]. The lack of
detaifs and/or clarification would indicate that the department had not begun to

formulate a strategy for self-Eovernment.

Sustainable development

was published by DIAND in 1gg7, in which

the department's philosophy towards this issue was discussed. The book also

'included information from consultatíons with Aboriginal peoples, and details on

DIAND's strategic planning (the first time in this poricy review that strategic planning

steps are displayed:and exptained).

DIAND commits to the principtes of sustainable development and explains
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how it will incorporate sustainable devetopment practices into its mandate to serve

Aboriginalpeoples and northerners. DIAND's strategy has to dealwith the ongoing

issues of: devolution of programs to F¡rst Nations; implementation of Aboriginal self-

government; and the improvement of sociat and econsrnic conditions for Aboriginal

peoples IDIAND (1997) 11,127.

Of particular interest are the issues raised by First Nations and Inuit in the

provinces. Aboriginal people believe that they do not interpret the spirit and intent of

existing treaties the same way the governments do. They fea¡. that an! chânge to

existing policy - to include a sustainable development component, ior example -

could erode their treaty rights, the governments' obligations or the development of

federal-provincial agreements [DIAND (f 997)21]. First Nations'fear of loss of their

rights is greater than their immediate commitment to sustainable development. :lt

was noted, therefore, that resolution of treaty and land-claim issues was paramount

to the implementation of sustainable development practices IDIAND (1997) 21,221

(and to the adoption of CED)

Other concerns included :

the tack of Aboriginal control of on-reserve resources;
the belief that most reserves are too small and isolated to be self-susta¡ning;
the lack of access to off-reserve resources;
the lack of consideration of the differences between Aboriginal communities
in designing sustainable development policy;
the belief that'consultation' means one thing to the governments; and another
to F¡rst NationslT;
the belief that existing and historical legislation, rules and decision making
processes continue to violate the fundamental rights of First Nation People,

' tTThe governments use consultation to mean the dissemination of information, such as
decisions taken unilaterally. First Nations take the word to mean the particípation of all parties in
the decision making p(ocess IDIAND (1997) 221.
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and to ma¡nta¡n them in a state of dependency;. the lack of technical capacity to implement sustainable development
technology in Aboriginal communities [DIAND (1997) 21 -261.

In keeping with CED tenets, goals, objectives and targets were developed to

deal with the above concerns. Some of the goals included:

. improvements in the relationships between First Nations and government
departments;. the integration of sustainable development into DIAND's decision-making
process;

. thê maintenance and suppon of the interrelationships between communities
and healthy environments; and. emphasis on traditional knowledge and values IDIAND (1997)29,30].

DIAND then sets outthe action needed to reach the above goals. Mostof the

action amounts to no more than non-specific plans to 'work with other federal

departments', '. . . work with the First Nations and Inuit to facilitate participation and

interaction in policies and plans of othergovernmentdepaftments and the provinces',

or'to be determined in discussion with First nations and lnuit' [1997, 31]. Some of

the morespecificaction included the remediation and clean up of contaminated sites,

and the initiation of departmental gu¡delines on sustainable development assessment

of policy [1997, 32,33].

Metis and non-status Indians

Federal policy for Metis and non-status Indians (MNSI) was even less

organized and focussed. Overall, Loxley criticised MNSI policy for being

underfunded, ad hoc, and poorly implemented [1986, 94]. Projects were neither

community-based, nor did they reflect a convergence strategy.

Rather than administering MNSI policy under the umbrella of one agency,

MNSI peoples accessed programs offered by various agencies such as the Canadian
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Employment and lmmigration Commission (these agencies also supported status'

Aboriginal development). Loxley categorized the differentprograms as: employment

creation; training; and business development [1986, 91]. Examples include: the

Local Employment Assistance and Development (LEAD) Program; the Locat

Economic Assistance Program (LEAP); Canada Community Development Projects

(CCDp) Program; and the New Employment Expansion and Development (NEED)

program. Incongruities existed between some of the programs offered;job-creation

projects duplicated.some of the strategies found in training programs, and some

training programs seemed to encourage migration rather than community

development [Loxley (1986) 93]. Business developmentwas handled by the Federal

Business Development Bank which provided services to companies considered too

high risk for commercial banks (although its threshold for risk was not terribly high).

4.1.3 Conclusions

, Although CED made onto the radar screen in the 1980s, it was not practised

by any level of government. The overarching problem with the implementation of

CED could be traced to the serious and unresolved issues between the federal

government and Aboriginal peopless. Not until a people has full control over its

resources and the ability to chart its own course can CED be fully implemented. Any

program to aid Aboriginal women will face enormous difficulties until this larger

problem is dealtwith. Rather than dictat¡ng to Aboriginal communities what must be

done, all levelof governments must accommodate community designed programs.

As highlighted by Falconer, these targe unresolved issues also öonföunded

the situation of urban Aboriginal peoples. He raises serious concerns about the
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effectiveness of CED g[ven the deeper problems of self-determination, political

accountability, the role of women, racism, migration and a lack of government policy

to deal with urban-Aboriginal issues. The faiture to resolve treaty ahd land-claim

issues prevented CED from reatising its full potential in Manitoba's Aboriginal

communities-

Lack of funding continued to be an obstacle, and this was only exacerbated

by the government's commitment to neo-conseryative, cost-cutting ideology.

Although the NDA did not fully implement CED, the b¡partite agreement

provided a solid vehicle for program delivery. As an extension of the

Canada/Manitoba Northlands Agreement from 1974, the NDA was in existence for

almost 16 years and was obviously able to weatherchanges ¡n notn federal and

provincialgovernments. Also, the combination of resources, both administrative and

monetary, effectively doubled the means by which to help communities.

In the 1990s, the continuing transfer of power from DIAND to Aboriginal

communities allowed Aboriginal peoples to inch towards true CED strategies. The

CEDO appeared to be an effective way to have Aboriginal communities participate

in strategic planning and administration of programs while receiving supportfrom the

federalgovernment. The dedication of more resources and staff to DIAND programs,

including Aboriginalstaff, also represented a positive step forward. On the other

hand, the segmentation of DIAND programs between CEDOs, ROPs (both run by

DIAND) and lndustry Canada'may have resulted in inefficiencies. The 1990s version

of the CEDP was simpty more business development promotion without a supporting

CED strategy.
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Thefederalgovernment's stance on self.government, the resotution of which

is a prerequisite to full implementation of CED, remained vague and non.committal.

No definite goals were expressed and certainly no commitment of resources was

mentioned. The heavy emphasis put on business development woutd indicate that

'governmentwas m-ore interested in assimilatingAboriginalpeopfess into mainstream

society, perhaps with the hope that the sovereignty issue would eventualty go away.

The concerns raised by Falconer in the 1980s remained untouched in the gos.

Attempts to apply CED will continue to be difficult untilprogress can be made in the

areas of self-government, portability of treaty rights and Aboriginal polítical

awareness, education and leadership development.

The appearance of the government's commitment to sustainability and

recognition cif concrete CED tenets, goals and objectives represented a positive

development in the 1990s. However, experience shows that the mere mention of

principles does not ensure their adoption, and not until the climate of distrust felt by

Aboriginal peoples towards the federal government changes will sustainable

development be implemented. The decision to undertake sustainable development

practices, and how, should be made by Aboriginal communities, not the federal

government.

Throughout these two decades the federal government continued to rely more

on business development than a CED strategy, in spite of its commitment on paper

to CED. lt seemed thatfederal officials did not fully understood the conceprs behind
-i

CED and that they could not break their habit of favouring business development.

Sociaf and sustainable development issues were secondary, and ad hocwü-l their
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fortune depending on the success of business development. Butof course business

cannot flourish in a community:with grave social problems, and the progress that did

occur was less than it could have been had business development been integrated

into a holistic CED strategy.

The next section will turn to the Core Area Initiative. Although this program

was not aimed directly atWinnipeg's Aboriginal peopless, theywere directly effected

as residents of the core area. Results, however, could have been improved had the

agreement better considered CED tenets.

4.2 CED in Winnipeg 
:

4.2.1The Core Area lnitiative (CAl)

Any review of government policy and CED in Manitoba would be incomplete

without considering the CAI: Hailed as Canada's most famous urban-economic

initiative, the CAI received international recognition from such organisations as the

United Nations, Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development and The

World Bank. This section will distill the analyses of a group of urban-development

and CED expefts who have concluded that the CAI did not reat¡se its potential.

Background to the CAI

Although Winnipeg's inner-city decline was not unique in North America, the

rate of its decline was more serious than in other Canadian cities. Winnipeg's inner-

city indicators were disturbing: income and education levels and labour-force

participation were worsening; the schism between median incomes of the inner city

and the rest of the city was growing; there was a decrease in the median income of

the inner city (something that occurred only in one other Canadian city); and,
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unemployment was ¡ncreas¡ng much qu¡cker in the inner city than in the rest of

Winnipeg (a 5.0% increase in 1981, compared with 2.5% for the rest of the city)

:[Stewart, 155], The inner-city housing stock was deteriorating, with most residents

forced to live in multi-family, rental dwellings. In 1986, more than half 
.öf 

inner-city

residents were paying more than 25%of their gross income on housinS; and 4Z!.4t%

had to pay more than 30%. Affordable housing was particularly elusive forthe young,

elderly, single parents and Aboriginal peoples [Stewart, 156].

The scope of the CAI was unprecedented in Canada, and some experts

wonder how much of its inception and implementation were attr¡butable to certain

unique (and perhaps non-repeatable) circumstances. The political impetus for the
'initiative 

came from Lloyd Axworthy, who had founded and directed the University of

Winnipeg's Institute'for Urban Studies. He had written extensively on tfre decline of
'i

Winnipeg's inner city and, 
"rlon" 

of a very few federal cabinet ministers from the

West, was able to harness federal support for an urban-renewal plan [Keirnan, 24].

Axworthy was also able to devise a plan to aöcommodate the equalparticipation and

financial support of the provincial and municipal gouernments. Keirnan believes that,

although the CAI's genesis was partly the result of Axworthy's efforts and position,

we can and should consider the possibility of exploiting and extending the program,s

successes [25].

The CAI was a $lgO million, tripartite agreement to aggressively attack

Winnipeg's ongoing inner-city problems (Layne, 257). The two phases of the CAI

spanned a decade, from 1 981 to 1 991 . The first phase ended in 1gg6, at which time

it was renewed for another five-year period. The total initiative can be broken into the
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following three components, with the amount of funding for each one :

' housing, employment and affirmative action, and community initiatives -$z0.0ut; --:- v sv*v

: indust¡:ial and smalt business deveiopment, and large-scale physical re-deve|opment - $1m.8M; 
rYvv vvvvtvP|||ç¡lt' d||u |afge-Scale

. adminisrration, evaluation and information _ $g.4M [Loxley (2000) 100].

The second and third components received 57% oftotaf funding and the first,

43%.

Analyses overview

Layne takes issue with the method used to evaluate data from,the cAl. she
claims that'qualitative generafities' are made in terms of outputs and inputs - such
as number:of houses renovated or amount of money spent - instead of in outcomes -
such as sustained improvements in the rate of unemployment. she also notes a

scarcity of longitudinatand cross-sectional studies which could provide more insight
into the initiative's outcomes [268,69]. But even a cursory look at some of the data

'reveals some disturbing trends. Not only did many distressed conditions prevail

during the cAl's duration, some worsened. Except for education, the disparity
between residents in the inner city and the rest of the city widened. unemployment,
poverty and crime all increased between 1981 and 1gg1. There was a disturbing
8j% increase in the number of inner-city households that fell below the poverty line

[Layne' 269'701: In 1 998, winnipeg's inner city was identified as,,one of the nation,s
worst centres of poverty" [Layne citing McKinnon ,270],and Layne suggests that the
cAl d¡d Nor fulfill its mandate to improve the social and economic conditions of the
inner city [270]' Although it ¡s not possible to know what would have happened had
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the CAI not occurredls, ¡t is difficult to conclude that it was an unqualified success

story.

, Part of the reason that absolute improvement was not easily obtained can be

discerned by examining the employment initiatives. The Employment and Affirmative

Action component of phase I trained over 500 core-area residents (at a cost of

$31,000.00 per graduate) and provided them with jobs. The participants'

une mployment rate fe llto 12.4 percent after trainin g from.83 percent before, and their

average total incomes increased by two-thirds. At the same time as earned income

tripled, the graduates' need for government transfers went down by 80 percent. This

componentalso successfullytrained nurses and socialworkers, many of whom were

Aboriginal people [Loxley (2000), 100]. 
:

The unemployment rate in the core area was not affected by the first phase

of the CAl. lt has been argued, however, that this lack of impfovement was because

of the 67: percent increase in the Aboriginal labour force which drove the

unemployment rate up. Had the CAI not been in effect, the increase in the

unemployment rate would have been that much higher [Loxley (2000), 101].

All componeRts of the second phase of the CAI created 1 ,968 jobs (excluding

work not directly related to CAI construction initiatives). Seventy two percent of

these jobs were in the private sector. Although most of these jobs tended to have

lower wages (betwéen $15,000.00 and $20,000.00 a year), they paid much more

than the average Aboriginat worker would have made in Winnipeg [Loxley (2000),

lsworking Margins reported in iggl that "cond¡tions would have been significantly worse
in the absence of the CAI' [Loxley (2000) 101].
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1011. f n total, 2,241 people part¡cipated in second-phase training programs. This

time affirrnative action and training were integrated right ¡nto CAI initiatives

themselves and the cost per graduate was less than half the cost in phase one

[Loxley (2000), 101]. Turnover for CAI placements was high, however, suggesting

that the training programs may need to be revised. Because the Aboriginal tabour

force continued to grow at a rapid rate, the second phase also faced an uphill battle

in trying to reduce unemployment. As noted by Loxley, the CAlincreaied the labour

supply more than it increased the demand for labour [2000, 1011.

Silver noted that the total amount spent does not sound nearly as impressive

when it is averaged out over the ten-year period. Twenty million dollars was spent

per year, being less than two percent of the total annual income of inner-city

residents (estimated at $1 billion) t(2000)1321. Silver notes the comments of Lloyd

Axworthy himself with respectto the emphasis on physicalimprovements ratherthan

social indicators. Axworthy claimed that the millions of dollars spent by both the

public and private sectors on such initiatives as Portage Place, the Exchange District

and the Forks did nothing to address the core problems of poveny, unemployment,

poor housing and alcoholism t(2000)1331. L-ayne also highlights the impact the CAI

had on physical development, to the detriment of social and economic outcomes

which were considerably more 'modest and transitory' 12731. One of the most

common criticisms of the CAI one fìnds in the l¡terature is that the core causes of

system[c poverty were not addressed and that the alarming conditions which were

the impetus for the initiative are still present in the inner city [Layne,273; Silver,

(2000) 132,3i Stewart, 1551.
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Stewart suggests that the debate between social development vs. brick and

mortar was never adequately addr.essed. She also claims that, in keeping with much

urban policy (and CED tenets), the CAI neglected the ¡mportant link between

economic performance and social well being. There was, according to Stewaft, a

palpable gap betrareen 'symbolic and substantive policy'which widened as the

initiative progressed [1 58,9].

Stewart atso notes problems arising from a lack of community par:ticipation.

She suggests that there was a degree of complexity in the CAI model that rendered

it inaccessible to community interaction. She accuses the initiative of been

accessible only after the fact, and then only for the purpose of garnerihg support for

the program's renewal. There was not enough community input during the planning

stages when it would have been most effectíve t1591. The :1990 Community lnquiry

into Inner City Revitalisation also found that the CAI d¡d not accommodate

partic¡pat¡on from core-area residents. Tom Carter, Inquiry Chair, noted that there

was a wealth of knowledge and insight within the inner city that was not tapped by the

initiative [Silver, 133].

Stewart atso notes the weak role played by the City of Winnipeg, and accuses

it of a lack of leadership, vision and 'poor use of "urban intelligenc"';" ¡158¡. She

believes that the objectives of the CAI were too broad and comprehensive for the

level of financiat and organisational support t1571. Stewart claims that the initiative's

greatest failing was that it failed to inspire some form of lasting legislation to

tnurban intelligence refers to the municipal government's use of a wide array of indicators
- such as unemployment, income, housing, health and crime - to monitor cond¡t¡ons and devise
çtrategies for effective ¡ntervent¡on and revitalisation [Stewart, 1521.
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strengthen poíi.y commitment towards the inner city [1Sg].

Both Layne and Stewart are critical of the CAI's tack of a long-term strategy.

Program stab¡l¡ty suffered from a scarcity of long-term funding and other support

mechanisms [Layne, 273; Stewart, 1 61].

In spite of the foregoing criticisms of the CAl, most of its critics-acknowledge

that it did produce some important positive outcomes that deserve to be studied:

one of the initiatives most salient characteristics was its tripartite structure.

The tripartite. agr.eement

Although this structure was the focus of some criticism2o, Keirnan attributes

much of the success of the CAI to its tri-level delivery structure [20]. Not only was the

funding shared by three levels of government (effectively tripling resources), but

policy decisions were made by a tri-level Policy Committee. The tri-level nature of

the committee was also abte to avoid duptication of programs and to unify and focus

resources in a much more effective way than ¡f the different levels had operated

independently [Keirnan, 26]. Not only were financial resoulces concentrated, each

level brought a wealth of technical and managerial expert¡se to the program. Keirnan

believes that the tri-level framework allowed for a high degree of cooperation, focus

änd coordination of public resources, thereby multiplying the effectiveness of each

level of government. He attributes the success of complicated programs such as

Artspace to the fact that the CAI had such strong linkages tfrroughout goveinment

fevels and departments 1271. Layne also believes that one of the CAl,s most

'oSl9wqrt, for example, notes that this model may have allowed the different government
levels to avoid the spotJight and tough questions. Which level was responsible for whät was ,

sometimes blur:red [158]. 
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impressive accomplishments was the building of trust and cooperation between the

''
three revers of government [273]. rt is hoped that future programs will be able to reap

the benefits of this retationship. Perhaps one of the most ¡mportant benefits of this

rd changes in allthree levels
tr¡-level agreement is that the CAI was able to withstar

of government.

The same stab¡l¡ty which allowed the initiative to weather political storms also

made inner-city renewal more attractive to private investment. .Ke¡rnan, Stewa¡t and

l-ayne all agree that the CAI was able to marshal the support of the private sector to

a significant degree. Layne notes that'the claim that that [sic] reinforced confidence

in the private-sector investment community and reintroduced private spending in the

core area is . . . indisputable'[271]. Attention from the private sectorwas, however,

a mixed blessing. Private investors tend to be much more interested in physical

improvements than in less tangible social indicators, and part of the cAl's failure to

address the real problems facing the inner city were no doubt the result of the private

sector's focus on physicalvs. human capital [stewan, 159].

The strength and stability afforded by a tripartite agreementindicate thatthis

model should be used again, Not only are resources multiplied, but a level of

coordination can arise between the different levels and departments which allows the

effect of the three levels of government to be greater than the sum of their part-s.

However, this stab¡l¡ty and strength can be squandered if the program lacks long-

term vision and funding. The vision should include legislative changes thatw¡llallow

the program to leave a tasting legacy for both the community and for future CED

initiatives.
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Conclusions

Although the participation of the private sector should be encouraged,

emphasis on physical improvements should not overshadow the greater needs for

social amelioration; it is argued that the economic component of the initiative

received more than its share of resources2l. A holistic, true CED approach wou[d not

have skewed resources so heavily towards physical upgrades and away from

r. safetv, emPloyr A greaterCommunit¡rl consultat¡on, education, safety, employment and culture

degree of community par^ticipation would help ensure that residents' concerns are not

drowned out by corporate interests. The wealth of knowledge held by inner-city

,residents must also be tapped in the planning process to ensure that money is being

spent where it will do the most good. There is no reason to expect a fuhctionary in

Ottawa or even in the Provinciat Legislature to understand the needs of core-area

residents. More resident participation would also have resulted in spending on

housing and community facilities instead of on'grandiose town planning gestures'

[Loxley (2000) 103]. As reported by the coordinato¡: of the 1990 Community lnquiry

into Inner city Revitalization,

*;iJili#:"fi ::''ii:J:ïî",ff"ffi åJJdJ*:'I".1
stake, and their needs and aspirations - not those of
outs¡de institutions or investors - should prevail[Silver, .-- . .

(2000) 1331.
';

The inquiry also determined that the link between education and economic

development was not strong enough. The benefits to inner-city Aboriginal people

would have been greater had more emphasis been put on affirmative-act¡on hiring,

2rA breakdown of funding by component appears earlier in this section.
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particularly by companies that received government support' lt was found that

overall there was a failure to integrate the trá¡n¡ng part of the cAl with its job creatìon

initiatives [Loxley (2000), 100]. The program itself caused an increase in the labour

force which was not adequately dealt with. There should have been a stronger

attempt to increase the demand for labour in anticipation of the growth in its supply.

Better resutts could have been realized from the Economic Stimulus prqgqams and

the Industrial Development program (neither of which hired Aboriginal workerg) if

they had been better coordinated with the training component of the initiative [Loxley

(2000) 1001. Loxley also notes the h¡gh turnover rate with CAI job placements'

further: indicating thatthe training componentwas not adequately ¡ntegrated into the

Economic Stimulus programs [2000' 101]'

The first phase of the agreement provided substantial improvements in

community infrastructure and housing. Sixthousand houseswere improved and 500

,new houses were built. The second phase builr327 new houses,and more than 1000

houses were renovated [Loxley (2000), 1021. Although the initiative claimed that it

was impossible to determine th'e impactof these housing improvements on the area's

residents, one must assume that many families' lives were substantially improved.

Under the second phase of the agreement, 300 grants worth more than $14

million were dedicated to facilities and services in the community [Loxley (2000) 101].

However, the Initiative's greatest shortcoming was its failure to link those resources

'to CED tenets:

[v]ery. little funding under the Neighbourhogd 3nd
bämmun¡ty Development component was aimed at

community ecoñomic development 'per se' [Loxley
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(2000) 1021.
:

A 1990 Community Inqu¡ry into Inner City Revitalisation revealed that community

residents desired to take part much more in the planning and decisión making. In

keeping with CED tenets, it believed that there should have been more emphasis on

localownership, self-determination and community facilities and infrastructure, and

less emphasis on expensive brick and mortar projects [Loxley (2000) 102].

There is empirical evidence that inner-city residents wish to control the

revitatisation process themselves, and further evidence to indicate that the

developmentof ¡nd¡genous organisations is a necessary condition forsuccess [silver

(2000) 135]. The tripartite agreement could have offered the inner.i,y u strong

foundation on which the community could have charted its own course. Winnipeg is

host to a number of small but vital community organisations, such as Rossbrook

House, which are sensitive to the particular needs of the inner city, and have strong

ties to community members [Silver (2000) 136, 137]. Had the CAI worked more

closely with these programs they could have helped them to overcome their funding

and resource shoilages, allowing them to implement CED strategies that would have

delivered more satisfying results. Given that the 'foundations of such a community-

based strategy are already in place' [Silver (2000) 136], the government should have

connected with and supported.them. The list of community organisations increased

in the 1990's with the formation of SEED Winnipeg, West Broadway Development

Corporation, NeecttiFoods and the North End Community RenewatCorporation, to

name a few. Any future government CED initiative would do well to collaborate with

such organisations.
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silver argues that government must p¡ay a new role' lt should not be

designing and implementing programs. Government should work with inner city

organisations to develop and enforce operational standards and ways to measure

thei¡: accounlability. O¡ce community organisations operate according to set

standards and pro.ve accountable, the government then is responsibtê to ensure

reliable and adequate fund¡ng.[2000, 138]'

''
Winnipeg's CAI was clearly a bold experiment and is worthy of all the attention

it has received, Despite its considerable-shortcomings, ¡t d¡d provide valuable

lessons for CED practitioners. Any future urban initiative would be well advised to

study the CAI carefully before taking definitive action; the tr¡partite agreement in

particular offers a way for CED to weather changes in political parties. The greatest

'tragedy of the CAI is that the three levels of government did not absorb the cr¡t¡c¡sms

they received. Rather than listening to community members and CED practitioners,

the agreement which followedlstrayed even further from CED principles'

4.2.2 Winnipeg Development Agreeme-nt

lmplemented from1995 to Marcl'r, 2001, the Winnipeg Development

Agreement (wDA) was meant to cont¡nue the work started by the cAl' lt too was

based on a tripartite agreement between federal, provincial and city governments'

With each levelof governmentcontributing $25M, the projectaddressed three areas:

. community development and security;

labour toróe development. Those on social assistance, older and displaced

workers, single parents, Aboriginalpeople, and young^,.unemplgyed orunder-

employeO põopie with post-secondary education and/or training;

. stråtegic and iectoral investment. Transpoftation, small business, tourism;

information technology were targeted. sectors connected to the city's cultural

diversity were also included [Final Report, 2002}
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Prior to the implementation of the WDA, a public consultation process was

held to collect community input. The public forum was jointly chaired by three levels

of government and seventy-three individuals and groups presented the¡r ideas and

concerns. Many organizations and individuals who did not appeat personally

submitted written presentations. A sample of participants included: Winnipeg

Housing Coalition; Mission House; Council of Women, Capital Region; Economic

Development Centre; Nonh End Housing Project; Aboriginat Councif; WnniReg

School Division; and the Lord Selkirk Community Centre [Public Consultation

Process Final Report, 1]. 
'

Three roundtable discussions also took ptace, with each group addressing one

of the three above themes. Attendance ai the roundtables was by invitation and

discussants represented community stakeholders with concerns about the specific

theme being addressed [Public consultation Process Final Report, 1].

The Agreement's 'commitment of all three levels of government to dealwith

,fundamental root causes of the problems rather than the physical-symptoms'

[Winnipeg Development Agreement (1995) 5], was diluted by its city-wide scope.

The WDA's mandate was to serve the entire city of Winnipeg; it did not focus on

communities in need where the root causes of poverty reside. Once again,

community economic development had to share valuabfe resources with industr¡al

and entrepreneurial development, with little benefit accruing to the core area.

Conclusions

According to Silver, the community-based organizations (CBos) which arose
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out of both the previous agreements represents the most important contribution from

those agreements. S¡lver claims that CBOs altow community members to participate

in the CED process, and that CBOs greatly facilitate solutions for innel-city decay

l(2003)11. Although serious problems stillexistin Winnipeg's inner-cit¡ the optimism

that exists for its future is in lar:ge part due to the efforts of the previous agreements

[Silver, (2003) 2]. A study commissioned by the Urban Futures Group found that real

progress is:made when CBOs form to meet local needs and when reasonable (i.e.,

sufficient and dependable) levels of funding are available to the CBOs [Silver, tZOOàl

21.

The momentum realised by the renewal of the tfipartite agreement provides

,hope for the next stage, even though CED per sewas not ¡mplemented by the CAI

nor (epecially) the WDA The next chapter on current policy will begin with an

analysis of the recently signed Urban Development Agreement, being the next stage

of the tripart¡te deal.
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Chapter 5 - Current CED Policy

As we look at current government policy towards CED, we see a fundamental shift

on the provincial level. Manitoba's creation of the Community and Economic

Development Committee of Cabinet (CEDC) has been referred to 'an excellent model

or best practice that could be emulated by other provinces and territories in Canada'

[-he Canadian CED Network (2003) B3l; The committee's CED.PolicyFramework

nplementing CED tenets in

Manitoba communities.

Some current federal policy does not appear to have made the crucialjump from

disjointed business/entrepreneur development models combined with human

resource and training programs, to the practice of CED as understood by this thesis.

Despite DIAND's'rediscovery'of the concept of CED in the 1990s, there is little

evidence that Indian and Northern Affairs Canada's Economic Development Program

has internalised the meaning of CED, or begun to implement it. Howevqr, the federal

governmentis nowsupport¡ng more community-driven initiativesthan.before and, as

a party to the new:Urban Development Agreement, it is hoped that even more

financial support will be forthcoming for marginalised communities.

The federal government's Western Economic Diversification office and'its

Community Futures Partners of Manitoba program has enjoyed considerable

success in strengthening local economies. Most of the programs in the various

CommUnity Futures Partners, however, have targeted business development and it

is not always clear how deeply the communities have benefited"f¡om this
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on the urban front, the next staEe in the tripartite agreement offers winnipeg a '

new opportunity to improve conditions in its inner city. This chapter will begin with a

review of the urban Development Agreement and then follow with an analysis of

current provincial policy, then federal policy for Aboriginal communities' followed by

an examination of the work being done by w_estern Díversification. The penurt¡m,:te

section will examine the increase of provincial and federal funding for community-

based initiatives. The insights and policy advice of various key informants will be

presented in the conctuding sect¡on, and where applicable' throughout the chapter'

'5-1 The Urban Development Agreement

Despite the shortcomings of the CAI and the disappointment with Winnipeg

Development Agreement, the tripartite agreement does offer cED a valuable

template for future urban development. As of May, 200 4, all three levels of

government signed on to the urban Development Agreement (uDA) in a further

extension of the tr¡pan¡te model, fuelling hope fo¡: winnipeg's marginalised

communities.

Each party to the agreement will contribute $25M, for a total of $75M' over the

next five years. There are four component programs:

. Aboriginal participation, with three key priorities: ;

i. Aboriginaleconomicdevelopment;
¡¡. Aboriginal training, education and employment;

iii. Aboriginal health and social development

I l-. Building sustainable neighbourhoods'

This component will work with the already existing ho.using polity of the c]!v ot

winnipeg and Neighbourhoods Alive!. overall citizen participation will be

included, w¡tnãstrôñg empnasis on Aboriginaland recent-immigrantcitizenswho
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make up a s¡gnificant poftion of the inner city. lnitiatives such as those that
encourage community capacity, physical renewal, community development and
sustainable development will be funded.

. Downtown renewal.

' Capital infrastructure projects which enhance recreation, health and weltness,
tourism, downtown residentialneighbourhoods, accessibilityto downtown and the
arts and culture will be given priority. Safety, crime prevention and help for
Winnipeg's homeless will also be given priority, although it does not appear that
a CED focus will be used.

. Innovation and technology [Urban Development Agreement].

Parts of this new agreement appear to be more committed to community

participation and the high priority given to Aboriginal social and health issues is

encouraging. lf these problems can be dealt with before, or simultaneously with

education and employment opportunities and economic development, some of the

problems highlighted in Falconer's report may be addressed. Funding in this

component will be granted to those initiatives that promote one or more of the

priorities noted above.

There appears to be a move towards a more holistic CED approach and this

should be enhanced by component two for sustainable neíghbourhoods. By working

with already existing community organisations such as Neighbourhoods Alive! this

component should be abte to deliver strong results, provided it is adequatelyfunded.

Components three and particularly four lean much more towards bricks and

mortar projects and entrepreneurship. lt remains to be seen if the m¡stakes made in

the CAI and WDA will be repeated, namely skewing the spending heavily towards

business development and capital infrastructure projects to thedetriment of social

issues. The agreement does not allocate specific amounts of funding between the
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components and it ¡s not crear what criteria wiil be used to award funding to the many

proposals that will be submitted to components three and 4' On the other hand'

componentthree (downtown renewal) does acknowledge the need to dealwith safety

and homeressness, hopefuty atowing any capitar improvement projects to include

a social component. However, if this component is not approached with a

,comprehensive CED strategy, results wilt tikely be disappointing again'

Aneva|uationp|anistobedevelopedwithinthecomingmonths.Itwilt:':

identifymajorevaluationissues'responsibilitiesfor
eva|uationactivityanddatacollection,andthescopeand
timingofdateco|lectioninc|udingbase|inestudies,
monitoring and Component Program reports [Urban

DeveloPment Agreement' 1 0l'

Although it is difficult to know what direction the uDa will take' Garry Loewen is

not optimistic that its results will be better than what happened under the first two

agreements. He notes thattoo much money in these agreements gets fr¡ttered away

, in areas that do not help communities in stress' Loewen believes that the agreement

isnotgeographicallytargetedenough.A|thoughtheethnicfocusispositiveand

needed(theAborigina|.communitycomponent),thereareotherCofê:âfêâ

communitiesthatrequirespecificattention,andthiswi||probab|ynotoccurunderthe

new agreemenf2. According to Loewen the tripartite agreement has proven to be

an effective way to administer programs, but at times there is a lack of coordination

between parties that dilutes the benefits'

22lnterv¡ew with Garry Loewen was conducted in March' 2005
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,5.2. Manitoba's CED Policy Framework

According to The Canadian CED Network, 'the mostcomprehensive engagement

with cED is clearly taking place in Maniroba . .' [2003, g3]. The cED policy

Framework was derived by a provincial interdepartmental working group to respond

to concerns raised by Manitoban communities. Communíties believed that;

' governmentdid not see CED as a priority and, therefore, did not offersupportfor
CED;

' the government was not flexible enough to deal with community needs;' there was a lack of coordination of government services [Gouernment of
Manitoba (2003b) 11.

One of the most imponant developments in this policy is the government,s

commitment to integrate and coordinate its resources with in-community initiatives

such as Neighbourhoods Alive!, The Communities Economic Development Fund,

The Community Choices Program and the Northern Development Strategy. lt has

also provided core funding to community groups such as SEED Winnipeg and the

Neighbourhood Renewal Organizations, thereby supporting programs thatstimulate

community participation. The Sustainable Development Act legislates

environmental, human health and social concerns into economic decision making

[Government of Manitoba (2003) b 2].

The government clearly states that'business as usual' has not provided equal

opportun¡ty to all Manitobans and that it wishes to balance business objectives with

a community's social and environmental development [Province of Manitoba (2003)

21. Perhaps most importantly, the province recognises:

that [cED] processes and strategies must be owned and
driven by communÌties, (my italics) and be directed towards
fostering the economic, social, ecotogical, and culturalwell-
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beingofcommunities...,[ProvinceofManitoba(2003)b4].

The government understands that cED is not something that is forced upon a

community from outside, butthat ¡t is a process of endogenous change' directed by

the community itself: lt is also worth not¡ng how similar the province's description of

CED is to the one adopted for this thesis

1-r i^ ¡tatirra raÅt1'.rr lnt'S C6mmitmehttOfiVe main
Supportfor CED is delivered through the governme

goals:

1. Building greater community capacity in such. areas as community education'

";d"#,iodi 
;; rtiategic devetopmeñt, institutions and relationships ;

2. Nurturing individualand community pride, self-reliance and leadership' This goal

is of particular ¡nterest in addressing it'te neeOs of urban-Aboriginal communities;

3. Building knowledge and skills;

4. Developing buSinesses that is sensitive to social, environmental and economic

,"qu¡i"rn"ntr] ln other words, recognising that CED is about more than business

develoPment;

5. Suppor-ting sustainable economicdevelopment' This goaladdresses the needfor

economic oiuerslyläñã rin¡."ges between sectors and 
-businesses. 

Avoidance of

reakages in order t'o build the rõcar economy is rargeted [province of Manitoba (2003)

b 51.

Anotherimportantpo|icydecisiontakenbytheprovinceistheadoptionofl0key

cED principles. These principleswere developed in winnipeg byAboriginaland non-

Aboriginar community members. These principres specificaily target the repair of

Ieakages, facilitate the formation of economic linkages within the community's

economyandallowforthedeve|opmentofdignity,securityandequitywithinthe

community. The 10 principles promote:

1. Local employment (long-term) that will lead to self-sufficiency;

2. Localownership and decision making;
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3. Local economic linkages;
4. Avoidance of leakages - reinvest tocal profit back into the community;
5. Development of local knowledge and skills;
6. Protection and improvement of the environment;
7. Health and well-being;
8. Neighbourhood stab¡l¡ty and community colresion;
9. Human digníty;
10. lmprovement of interdepartmental and intergovernmental collaboration [Province
of Manitoba (2003) b 61.

The significance of Manitoba's adoption of these 10 CED principles cannot be

overstated. ,The fi¡:st three principles were inspired by the convergence theory

,[Loxley and Wien 232] presented ¡n Loxley's The Great Northern PlaÉs, and first

appeared (with the exception of number 10, which applies directly to the government)

when Neechi Foods2a adopted them as its guidíng principles. Since then the

Community Development Business Association, SEED Winnipeg, the Jub¡lee Fund,

Christmas L.l.T.E: and the Assiniboine Credit Union have also embraced these

principles. From Manitoba; the principles spread and have been accepted by the

Canadian CED movement as fundamental to its philosophy. That a government

body would acknowledge and accept these principles is a major breakthrough in

policy, because it is acknowledging that conventionalfree-market principles do not

always work. The adoption of the principles by the province is the manifestation of

a coherent theory into a workable policy.

Not only does the CED framework try to identify and overcome community

barriers tol CED, it acknowledges that its own departments may experience

23 The Great No¡thern Planwas examined in Chapter 3.

2aNeechiFoods 
is an Aboriginalworker-owned retail co-operative in Winnipeg's North

End.
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resistence to cED. Departments are encouraged to redirect existing resources to

support cED and to submit estimates to an 'Estimates process' when existing funds

are not sufficient to cover a required cED program [province of Manitoba (2003) b

81. Departments are to.re-evaluate policies and programs to ensure that they are

consistent with CED tenets'

The cED Lens is part of this new policy framework' lt ¡s a tool to align

departmental planning with the Est¡mates process so that CED activities can'be

identified, devetoped and implemented. The Lens also helps government workers

to understand and work with the CED strategy' lt can be applied to any area where

government works with cED, including legislative reform, funding, administration'

'c¡ent accessibitity, community consurtation and coordination with other policies and

programs [Government of Manitoba (2003) a 1]

Thefo||owingseptionwi|lcanvasstheopinionsofgovernmentofficia|SandCED

practitioners on the province's CED policy'

)achal and
5.2.1Results of i¡'person interviews with shauna MacKinnon, Derek I

Garry Loewen2s

MacKinnon believes that the cED Lens is important because it places a

framework around the idea of cED. Also, cED is specifically defined, so everyone

,is working from the same base. The Lens provides the province with a u-seable tool;

2slnterviews were conducted in March of 2005. MacKinnon was Project Manager for the

CEDC Secretariat, prouìn." of Manitoba; Garry Loewen is.a long+ime CED activist, was the first

executive director of dÈËó Winnipug, and firsiexecutive director of the North End Community

Renewal Corporation; Oãret Pachal-is also a long-time community activist and former-executive

director of SEf O WinniPeg.
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part of the reason that it is so useable is because there was a lot of community

consultation in its design. But she worries that this tool is not be¡ng used enough.

The province needs to bu¡ld in a process so that the various departments beg¡n to

implement the Lens.

MacKinnon points to resistence from various departments to accept the Lens.

,She notes that some departments, such as IntergovernmentalAffairs, have aligned

themselveswiththe Lens, butotherdepartments,likethe Departmentof Industry, are

much more interested in working with big business than with communities. Also,

government services and procurement programs have not supported the Lens.

According to MacKinnon, there is a sustainable development procurement policy

which has a CED element to it, but ¡t ¡s not being used at all. The government has

to educate its employees about CED and the Lens so that they will begin to

implement it. Employees also have to be trained to measure progress so that

'improvemenis can be made to policy.

Loewen also has the impression that aside from a specific progr.* focus, the

Lens is not yet delivering results. He does not believe that government departments

have re-shaped themselves so that their non-CED programming can reflect CED

priorities.

According to MacK¡nnon, on tl-re other hand, Aboriginal and Northern Affairs is a

department that has embraced the CED Lens. lt has developed its own program and

included CED principles. But she points to a lack of coordination between the three

levels of government, particularly in the area of housing, as an obstacle to improving

Aboriginal communities.
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Along with Loewen and Pachal, MacKinnon does not believe that the CED Lens

would survive a change in government. The Lens is clearly politically driven qnd any

new government wourd feer compeiled to terminate it. For this reason MacKinnon

sees a sense of uigency in the Len's implementation' The more the various

departments can integrate the Len's principles, the more entrenched and resistant

that using tegislation to enshrine the Lens wou[d
theywitl become. Pachal suggested

be one way to ensure that ¡t survives. MacKinnon contemplates the possibility of

integrating cED into the already existing sustainable development legislation' The

sustainabre deveropment registation arready has sociar and environmental objectives,

'o londc itcelf to the component' However' given
and the socialside lends itself to the adoption of a cED component. How

that changes to leg¡slation happen so slowly, Pachal would prefer tobee educated

government employees adopt the cED Lens simply because they understand that

it is an effìcient way to help communities. Both he and MacKinnon see a need to

educate the provincial civil service about CED'

Theprovince,sCEDLenS,then,isanimpoftantstepforwardforCEDinManitoba

and even for canada. lt is the first time a government has adopted a comprehensive

d attempted to implement it throughout its bureaucracy. However,
CEDstrategyanoanempleot(J|l¡|PlËl||cl|LIt|'ll|vLIYllL

it must be noted that adoption of the Lens is only the first step of man_y that need to

be taken. Education of civil servants so that they will begin to ¡mplement the cED

Lens is crucial. The faster the Lens can be worked into the everyday business of the

government - through government procurement for example - the sooner CED will

become part of standard government policy and be shielded from the vagaries of

political change.
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5.3 Federal Government

5.3.1 Community Economic Development program (CEDp)

In spite of the name of this program, it has much more to do with business

developmen! than with cED as understood by this thesis. The cEDp is meant to

,provide tong-term development opportunities in employment and business. The

CEDP continued the concept of the Community Economic -Developrnent

Organizations (CEDOs) introduced in the policy assessmentforthe 1gggs. By 2001;

505 CEDOs had been set up to help Tribal councils, First Nations and Inuit

communities:, develop 'community economic plansi (a definition is not provided);

develop business, training or resource development plans; hold equity positions in

private or community enterprises; and manage financial and technical services

flndian and Northern Affairs Canada (2001) Sl.

No where in the program's information pamphlet is CED, as referred to in the

department's 1990 Status Report, mentioned26. There is no mentiön of sociat or

cultural issues and the whole program seems to be directed exclusively at economic

development.

The CEDP is meant to allow First Nations communities access to the menu of

programs offered by the federal government, such as the Resource partnerships

Program, the Major Business Project Program and the procurement Strategy for

Aboriginal Business. Various tools are available to part¡cipat¡ng communities and

26The 
Status Report referred to CED as 'a relatively new way of looking ai economicdevelopment- lt is a bottom-up (commúnity controtled) proó"ss of loäal 4á i.õi.".iävitatizarion

that makes the community tllq foremost player in irs own growth and renewal-. . óÈo;;il;äi
the econ0mic and social well-being of a community are toä closely interconnected to be handledseparately'findian and Norrhern Affairs Canada (1 SSZa¡ 21.
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include: business plans, the NationalAboriginalcapital corporation Association' inter

nettools and information sheets. The program is somewhat more streamlined than

previous programs offered by this department, however there is no indication that it

can be considered an apprication of cED. Not only ¡s there an absence of social and

curturar issues, but it is not crear how much contror the communities will have over the

projects that do get accePted.

The next section will examine a federal department that offers programs to both

Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal communities'

5.3'.zWestern Economic Diversification Canada

According to the. western Economic Diversification (wD) web site,

,WDadministersprogramsandservicesthatadvance

innovation, entrepieneurghip and sustainable

communities. In all our activities we use innovative

partnerships with public and private sectors, other levels

of government, academic and financial institutions, and

research centres to make the most of our investment in

Weste rn Ca na d a [http ://www'wd' gc' cala bo ut-a s p]' "

In the fulfilment of its mandate, wD has been involved in cED programs, although

, ,itis not ded¡cated spec¡fically to cEq. According to Date Johnston, wD-has not yet

pinned down a working definition of CED; although it is considering if7,, BecauseWD

offers its services to a variety of different types of initiatives, it can find itself

supporting a cED-based program, and it will accept the cED definition adopted by

the communitY.

According to Johnston, WD is a facilitator of partnersh¡ps. lt is able to panner

27 DaleJohnston was interviewed on March 21,2005. Johnston has worked for many

yeats for both the federal and provincial governments ¡n the area of cED.
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w¡th the prov¡nce, other federal departments and with municipalities' As well as

bringing partners to the table, WD can provide much needed funding to community

projects. The closest that wD comes to a cED policy is through the administration 
.

of its community Futures Development corporations (cFDCs)'

Manitoba has 16 CFDCs, each one led by a local board of volunìeer directors'

Ateam of employees provides a'. . . range of community economic developmentand

business services [Western Diversification Canada; last page]' The CFDC5 are to

help community organisations plan cED, build strategies and implement the

community's plans [Western Diversification Canada, last page]' Although the term

cED is used often in the wD literature, it is not clear in what context the term is being

fCEDpractisedbytheCFDCsandSomedonotused, There are varying degrees o

practise it all. Dr. Robert Annis of the university of Brandon's Rural-Development

rnstitute notes that rurar communities often use the term cED differently than do cED

practitioners 28. Notw¡thstanding the lack of a real CED focus' the CFDCs are

providing a valuable service to Manitoba communities and; in some cases' may be

building CED strategies without being aware of it'

JohnstonpointstoWD'ssupportofgrass-rootsdeve|opmentintheprovince's

north. The Northern Diversification centre lnitiative in La Pas looks for alternatives

, ,to forestry and other resource-based, capital-intense development. Plojects may

include the gathering and processing of wild mushrooms or rice and fhe making of

christmas wreaths.: cFDCs work together with the communities to market the

2sTelephone conversation with Dr' Annis, April' 2005
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products at the loca'l level so that they can be shipped south for sale. Although it is

not CED, strictly speaking, these projects are community driven, and WD,s role is to

facilitate and fund these sorts of community-based initiatives.

According to Johnston, wD has a solid working relationship with the province.

But he cites a recentAssociation of Manitoba Municipat¡t¡es report that recommends

more ¡ntegration of federat and provincial programming. A strategic planning

sessions with the province is planned to deal with this recommendation, and

communities will also be,invited to participate.

wD is to be highly commended for its support of organisations such as sEED

winnipeg and, through its cFDCs, for community-based programs throughout the
province' However, wD would do wellto adopt a more cED specificfocus, either by

setting up a cED departrnent to promote cED to communities, or by the development

of a comprehensive cED strategy such as the province,s cED Lens. A
comprehensive strategy would ensure that the cFDCs are not just attending to
business development all the time. Johnston notes that ¡t is easier for the province

to design such a strategy than the federalgovernment. something like the cED Lens

would have to come out of the Treasury Board, not wD. He does thin¡< that when the
province applies its cED Lens, it helps wD to pr.actise cED as well.

Along with wD's support for community-driven projects is the growing

tendency of both the federal and provincial governmenß to support communitv

initiatives. The foilowing section wiil examine this trend.

5'4 Bilaterar government support of community initiatives

The federal and provincial governments have recenily provided financial
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SuppoftforinitiativesinWinnipeg.|nlgggajointagreementbetweenthe

governmentof Canadaandthe Manitoba Economic PartnershipAgreementdelivered

a total of $200,000.00 to sEED (rhe federal government's pottion was $100,000'00

andwasfunne|ledthroughWesternEconomicDiversification)[Lox|ey(2003b)'9].

In fact, most of SEED's core funding comes from both the federal and provincial

lecisionstograntSEEDcharitab|etaxStatusgovernments.Thegovernments'decisionstograntùEEIJL|lcI||tc¡rJ.lg

means that the united way can stream donations to SEED' allowing ¡t to d¡rect

moneytocommunitiesasitseesfit.TheSamecharitabletaxstatusgrantedtoLITE

andtheJubileefunda||owstheseorganisationtoalsoreceivecharitab|edonations

[Loxley(2003b),14].HumanResourcesDevelopmentCanadafinancesSEED's

learrÃaveprogram which helps people save for business starts or education [Loxley

(2003b), 111.

Another example of provincial/federal collaboration is seen with the support

of a not-for-profit development corporat¡on known as community ownership

Sorutions (cos). western Economic Diversification and the province's Department

of lntergovernmental Affairs each committed $250'000'00 over four years' cos's

,mandate is :to support enterprise sta¡t-ups and incubation and to encourage

l

emp|oyeeempowerment'managementandownership[LoxIey(2003b)12|

However, the funds that were committed by the Crocus Investment Fund - which

initiatedcos-($90,000.0}lyearforfouryears)wi]lnolongerbeavailab|esincethe

fund has been shut down'

-- - - -.:^ L-^¿L :-

TheUrbanEntrepreneurswithDisabi|itìesProgramswasbothinitiatedandis

financedbyWesternEconomicDiversification[Loxley(2003b)12].Someofthe
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reRewalcorporations, such as thewest Broadway Development corporation and the

North End Community Renewal Corporation, rely heavily on government funding'

Governmentfinancialsupportprovides the baseformany cED initiatives in winnipeg

[Loxley (2003b) 14].

Lox|eynotesthatbothprovincia|andfederalsuppor.tofCEDinWinnipeghas

increased noticeabry. This improvementon the provinciar rever is due to the election

of the NDP government in 1999 and the adoption of the cED Lens' on the federal

front, Western Economic Diversification ìn particular has provided importantfinancing

for SEED and other initiatives [2003a; 2]'

5.5 Results of interviews with key informants

semi-structured ¡nterv¡ews were conducted with a variety of key informants'

including government representatives and community leaders' Interviews were

,conducted in spring, 2005, with the following key informants.

. Joan HaY - communitY activist

. Darlene klyne - community activist

. Dale Johnston - has wort<ed for piovincial and federal governments

. Garry Loewen - long-time CED activist, first executive director of SEED

WinnipegandfirstexecutivedirectoroftheNor-thEndCommunityRenewa|

; 3;:tù"J'.;ll,|oJ.^,nnon -formerty of the community and Economic Development

Committee of Cabinet
. Nanette M.Kt - Executive Director - North End Community Renewal

corporation 
ìer executive director of sEED. Derek Pachal- long-time CED activist and forn

WinniPeg
¡, Tom Simms - long-time cED activist, now with the community Education

oáu"lol*ånt Rttõ.¡ution (CEDA)'

This section will be organised according to the topics covered' :
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5.5.1 What has been achieved in Manitoba in CED, and the role govéinment hasplayed 
ì

Key informants had a variety of responses to this topic. Joan Hay felt that

policy has made things more difficult for peopte in need. She, along with Darlene

Klyne, were critical of the amount of papei work and regulation involved in both

fundíng organisations and helping individuals with immediate needs.

Al I key informants recognised the i mpo rta nce of govern ment funding for CE D.

,Tom Simms-noted the improvement in funding since the NDp took office. He

'believes; however, that over the last two decades in general there has been a lack

of a policy frameworkand notes the emphasis on projects ratherthan comprehensive

policy, although things have improved since the 1g8Os

Garry Loewen sees two accomplishments in CED: funding and policy..
changes. Funding of organisations like SEED Winnipeg, Community Ownership

Solutions and Neighbourhoods Alive! are significant for two reasons: firstly, they are

being funded by government, and secondly, the governments have made a policy

'decision to let community-based enterprises design and run the programs. This is

a huge improvement from the days when government-designed progiams were

administered from afar, or contracted out to the private sector. There is now a

community-based philosophy and dynamic to much of the government policy being

implemented in the cities, and this represents a significant accomplishment

Loewen also points to improvements in welfare administrat¡on. Whereas the

province used to prohibit someone who was on welfare from borrowing money to

start a business, today it is allowed. He is also encouraged by a new CED equity tax
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cred¡t from the province which will allow organisations to raise money for the staft up

of social enterprises. Unfoftunately, there is a considerable amount of legal work

involved which is too costly when weighed next to the often small amounts of

investment needed. MacKinnon also praised this policy - which provides a 30%

credit on investment ¡n CED enterprises - but said that the legislation lacks a

community mechanirt to make it work.

According to Loewen, there has also been significant iommitment of policy to

pre-employment life-skilltraining, job-skills training, literacy and addictions treatment.

Most importantly, there was government funding that went to community

organisations to do this work. He believes that government policy has made a huge

'difference in advancing CED.

Derek Pachal thinks that the most significant policy achievements have been

Neighbourhoods Alivet and the grow bonds approach. Neighbourhoods Alive! is

important because its programs are designed by communities, allowing them to set

the priorities when they prepare their application. The community gets to make all

the decisions. Pachal worries that a change in government will mean the end ôf

Neighbourhood Alive! and would like to see changes in legislation thatwould protect

this kind of policy.

The grow bonds have been useful tools in rural and northern communities.

Grow bonds provide a vehicle through which people can invest in community

development and tþe government guarantees the amount of the initial investment

[Loxley (2003b)19]. An investor has the potent¡al to earn a return on the investment,

but even if a return is not paid, the principal is guaranteed. Although this initiative is
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not targeted exclusively at CED projects, it can be used in a CED context' Loewen

argues, however, that grow bonds lack a CED values-framework, rendering them an

ineffective CED tool.

From Shauna MacKinnon's perspective, the adoption of the 10 principles

(from the CED Lens) by the Winnipeg CED community has been significant.

Furthermo¡.ê; the adoption of the principles by the province's CED Lens has

legitimised the principles. she also points to the strengthening of orEanisations,

awareness of CED and the growing politicisation of communities. Government has

had a role in providing funding and in the dissemination of the principles. Not all

communities understood whatthe principles meant until the government popularised

them.

Nanette McKay also sees the province's CED Lens as a significant

accomplishment in CED. She believes that the Lens sends an important message

,province-wide to change practises. She also sees a stronger commitment by the

province to cED. Although there is some understanding of cED in city Hall, she

believes that there is a lack sl policy2e to support CED at the municipal level'

McKay thinks that a ¡ot of innovations in CED come through what she calls

,maverick cED'; CED that happens in the-community without the intervention of

policy. Most policy comes about because the communities have pushed for it.

Government has to remain open to new ideas that come out of communities. McKay

also recognised the importance of government funding to the NECRC. Funding for

2sShe def¡nes policy as formally defined rules and practises of governments and major

institutions in a social énvirónment, as wellas the unspoken practises that ex¡st in that system.
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var¡ous types of devetopment may have been available through foundations, but it

is government core funding that allows the N ECRC to coordinate development rather

than having to attend to bit by bit. i

5.5.2The need for.further policy improvements

Funding

All interviewees agreed that the recent improvements in funding need to

continue. Not only is more funding required, but project t¡me lines need to be

extended. McKay, Loewen and Hay all point to the unrealistic time lines placed on

many government programs. CED can take up to 20 years to deliver results, and

pulling funding before programs have had a chance to deliver results is extremely

frustratingforcommunitieswho are committed to change. McKay complains thatthe

government has a very short attention span.

As well as criticising the amount of funding available and short program time

lines, l-oewen asserts that CED organisations need money that ¡s not tied to specific

programmatic results. Enterprises need core funding - not project funding - that will

allow them to create program plans and initiate project applications. Loewen claims

that consultations with the Voluntary Sector Initiative reveat that this lack of core

funding is a major concern in the community-based sector.

Business develoPment toots

The ability for CED enterprises to raise capital is crucial. Loewen refers to

grow bonds again as an example of a toot that could be fitted to urban CED. He

suggests that the province hand over the ability to issue grow bonds to cED

organisations who could then raise the capital, making it available to entrepreneurs
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who are starting or expanding a business in the north end. In return, certain hiring

requirements would be agreed to, allowing the CED organisation to be part of the

recruiting arm of the bus¡ness expansion.

He believes that prograrns that have worked in the renovatiori of downtown

Winnipeg, such as Centre Venture, could also work in the north end, West Broadway

orSpence Neighbourhood. A program of this naturewould provide publically-owned

buildings to a CED enterprise who would either renovate them, or selt them to

someone who would. This tool would allow the community to revitalise while

providing organisational sustainability at the same time.

Tax credits provide another tool for CED enterprises. Both Pachal and

Loewen recommend that the province implement a tax credit simitar to the New

Hampshire model. This tool would give up to a7So/otax credit to corporations that

invest in businesses and/or CED activity of any kind, and would allow partnerships

to grow between private enterprises and community organisations. He believes that

more than money is exchanged; relationships can be forged that create a dynamic

which is beneficial to both parties. The existing tax incentive offered by the province

is a step in the right direction, but a more extensive tax credit would make the

incentive even more appealing to corporations. McKay, however, complains that

many of the organisations in the north end do not have the capacity to take

advantage of a tax-incentive program, with the possible exception of SEED

Winnipeg.

McKay also points to a need for improvements in the tools used to evaluate

CED. Governments want proof that NECRC's programs have made a difference in
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the community, but the kind of indicators that McKay needs are not available at the

neighbourhood level. Indicators such as employment levels, employment by sector,

store-front vacancies and business growth are only available at a national or

provincial level, and are of little use to the NECRC. Data needs to be further broken

down into neighbourhoods.

Johnston agrees that the development of evaluative tools is important and is

opt¡m¡st¡c that the methodology being developed by WD will be useful. lt would be

helpful ¡f WD would share their research with other levels of government and with

communities.

McKay also sees a role for government to play with financial institutions.

Regulations, or some form'of incentives, need to be found so that financial

institutions provide the appropriate services for CED. As financial markets tighten up,

big banks are less willing to invest in CED, and those that are willing to are limited by

regulations. In some cases a provincialloan guarantee has allowed programs to go

ahead.

Coordination between federal govern ment departments

Loewen sees a need to improve federatprogramming between departments.

He describes programs as 'heavily siloed', that is, there is a lack of communication

and coordination between federal departments. He po¡nts to the learn$ave program

as an example of an initiative that initially had to face the 'siloed' mentality of Human

and Resource Development canada (HRDC). HRDC had a mandate for

employment, but not for housing, making it difficult for program part¡cipants to save

for a down-payment on a home. The Winnipeg lndividual Savings Account pilot
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Project was set up with donations from the Province of Manitoba' the Thomas sill

Foundation and the united way. This program, on the other hand' allows

partic¡panrs ro save,for both education and housing [Loxley (2003b) 11]'

Education and job Placement

Simrns believes that the true measure of the success of CED is in how many

people can turn the¡r lives around, and that this only happens when people are

placed in good jobs. He sees an opportunity in the fact that the work force is aging

and that there are so many upcoming potential employees in the Aboriginal

population. Forty per cent of the winnipeg school Division's employees are over 50

years of age, and the government should be looking now at a training program to get

Aboriginal people into these jobs. This strategy would have the added benefit of

getting Aboriginal teachers into the system who could provide a much-needed

Aboriginal pel.spective to Aboriginal students who may otherwise drop out of school'

Simms,HayandK|ynea|lconsidertheworkdoneattheUrbanCircleTraining

centre as important. simms believes that this program eventually needs to be

expanded so that training is not just available for low-end health-care jobs and

teaching assistants, but for teachers, nurses etc. All levels of government also need

to place Aboriginal workers in the civil service. Good, unionised jobs wil¡ be available

as the civil service begins to retire, and training should be happening nowto ensure

that Aboriginal workers are ready for these jobs. Indian and Northern Affairs canada

hopes to have 50 percent of its Manitoba staff represented by Aboriginal workers (as

of 2001 ,  L.zpercent of its staff were Aboriginal) [Loxley and Wien' 23Z|' lt is not

known if other federal departments have a target for hiring Aboriginal workers' The
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prov¡nce's goal ¡s to hire enough Aboriginal workers to represent 10 percent of its

workforce; as of 2003, 7.85 percent of all workers were of Aboriginal descent [Loxley

and Wien, 2971. only 4.4 percent of the City of Winnipeg's workforce is Aboriginal,

slightly less than the percentage of Aboriginal representation in the city,s labour

market (4.6 percent) [Loxley and Wien, Zg7].

Klyne and Hays were both adamant that education (and CED programs) for

Aborigínal people be holistic and that it contain Aboriginal culture. Too many

Aboriginalstudents sufferfrom feelings of inadequacy brought about by centuries of

racism and loss of Aboriginal culture and language. Hays has found that many First

Nations individuals who come from the north are behind in their math and science

skills. When there is no supporT for them to upgrade those skills, they end up failing,

feeling discouraged and returning home.

Loewen sees a need for support for work-experience programs. Meaningful

employment is onlylavailable to those who have the proper experience and many

disadvantaged people will only get that experience with the support of government

programs. Johnston agreed that individuals have to be given ways to obtain positive

life skills and upgrade their work skills. He wonders why some Manitoba

communities are turning to immigration to meet the¡r labour-market needs when

Aboriginal communities adjacent to them have exûemely high rates of

unemployment. He has been involved w¡th programs that work with Aboriginal

youths to get them ¡nto entry-teveljobs, but notes that they are expbnsive to run.

one must considerwhat the opportunity cost is of NoT running these programs; the

long-run social costs will not doubt be far gr.eater.
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Welfare reform

welfare (or Employment Income Assistance - EIA) was anotherarea targeted
for policy improvement' Hays and Klyne complained of the lack of practical help
avairabre to ¡nd¡v¡duats. rf someone needs a bus pass or a new pri, or.¡.rns to go t;
school' money should be available for that without having to go through layers of

,bureaucratic 
wrangling' Hays also spoke of a lack of respect for weffare clients, and

' 'wants 
case workers to acknowledge that people do not choose to be on social

assistance
':

Loewen believes that changes to welfare regulations coutd be helpfut. For
example, it is now punitive to move people from welfare into employment, making it
very dífficult for peopfe to make incremental changes in their lives. According to
McKay' social assistance rates are far from adequate and the policies that enforce
it are resistant to change' People on social assistance should be allowed to
part¡c¡pate in home ownership, for example. she suggests that Manitoba fook at
'saskatchewan's policy for social assistance and housing co-ops. lt makes rnuch
more sense for people to be building equity in a home rather than paying rent. she
berieves that the saskatchewan moder has proven to be very stabre; when peopre
are a'owed to invest in their own home they find and keep stabfe emproyment, they
stay in one pface and their children finish school. This one small change in social
assistance policy end up making a huge difference in people,s lives.

Aboriginal communities

' Through her experience with Aboriginal people in the spence Neighbourhood,

Hays sees a need for institutional help for those who move to winnipeg from rural

' 
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and northern areas. she thinks that a sort of government launch-off centre ¡s

required so that people could learn what resources are available' Housing is the

biggest problem faced by newcomers, and they need time just to adjust to an urban
':

environment.

Both Simms and Klyne believe that racism is still the b¡ggest obstacle facing

Aboriginal communit¡es. Rs Klyne says, one only has to read the tndian Actto see

--:^^r
howracism has been institutionalised. Simms worries thatthe decisions being made

about Aboriginal communities is being made by non-Aboriginal people' There is a

power imbalance that only exacerbates the problems faced by these communities'

Aboriginalwomen

McKay, K|yne and Hays agree that access to quality childcare and education

are the most pressing issues facing Aboriginal women' On one hand there is

pressure on women to upgrade theii skills and go to work; on the other hand they

have to look after their children. Quality, affordable child care would make all the

difference to many women who are willing and able to improve their lives'

Klyne also hopes that a better policy can be found to deal with domestic violence'

Aboriginal women want to keep their families togeth€f; âfìd the high rates of

Aboriginal-male incarceration do nothing to solve the violence, nor maintain stab¡lity

in the family. she believes that Aboriginal communities must be given the tools to

dealwith this issue in their own way'

5.6 Conclusions

Much of the uDA and federal policy, including western Economic

Diversifiation, are still too tilted towards business development and the UDA may
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miss yet another opportunity to facilitate change in Winnipeg's needy communities,

although the Abor¡ginal component of the UDA could prove helpful. The most helpful

move is found in the federal and provincialgovernments'willingness to channel CED

funding through community-based organisations such as Neighbourhoods Alive!.

,This new funding; likely the result of the cED communi$'s efforts to educate

governments aboutCED - combined with a more currentfavourable political climate -

cannot be assumedlto lastforever. Accordingly, ways need to be found to protect a

CED funding from changes in political att¡tude-

The province's CED Policy Framework is perhaps CED's best hope of

preserving support. As noted by the key informants, -the CED Lens has already had

a significant impact on Manitoban communities, institutions and even on WD. We

must remember, however, that the job is only half done. Not only has the current

government not fully implemented the Lens, but we can expect it to be abandoned

if and when the NDP loses power. The CED Policy Framework's greatest test lies in

whether or not a meçhanism can be found to anchor the framework permanently into

government practise. That mechanism may be tegislation, education, or a

combination of both.

Federal programs towards CED continues to be mired in a business-

development-only philosophy. The Community Economic Development Program,

for example, is targeted at business, financial and technical services and - although

it does consider the possibility of building equity in community enterpriges - there ¡s

a notable lack of discussion of social, cultural and environmental issues. There is still

no federal policy to:deal with the growing urban-Aboriginal population, and issues
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such as se¡f-government, Aboriginal health, education and housing have not been

brought under the CED umbrella.

WD's Community Futures Development Corporations offer the potential to

deliver CED to Manitoba's rural communities, but to date little CED per sehastaken

place. The approach taken by the CFDCs, it must be noted, is decided by the

communities invotved, and it may well be that these communities are not aware of

CED strategies. Dale Johnston indicated thatWD is willing to support CED initiatives

when the communities propose them. WD should take a leadership role in educating

rural communities about CED.
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Chapter G: Conclusions

This thesis has examined forty years of government policy towards CED. lt

,showed 
how'community development'in the late 1950s and 60s evolved into toda¡r's

corlcêpt of CED. One may be struck by the similarities between those çarlier policy

ideas and today's CED. The earlier policy, for example, contained the same

economic vs. social development debate that exists today. But today,s policy

environment ¡s much more influenced by organisations such as The Canadian CED

Network, community-based associations, non-profitenterprises, thevotuntarysector

and academic research. lt is in good part due to the combinationof these influences

tlrat provincial policy has advanced as much as it has.

' . As one traces the evolution of government policy towards CED, one is struck

by the flexibility of the provincial government relative to the federal. The pr.ogress

made by the province, however, has been in fits and starts and is oftèn dependent

on the right politicalclimate. As Tom Simms pointed out in his interview, CED poticy

was virtually non-existent in the Filmon years, and the archival research also

revealed that improvements on the provincial front have more often corresponded

with NDP governments. Whatever the swings in politics, CED has been kept on the

table thanks to the strong sociat-movement spirit that exists in Manitoba,

'lndependent organisatÌons such as Neechi Foods, for example, have inspired CED '

development in the ¡est of the province.

Examples of coherent CED policy were found in the 1970s under the NDp,s

Guidelines, and the community-crown-corporatíon model. The bipartite agreement

also made a successful appearance in the 70s with the FRED program. This
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initiative's ability to deliver results despite changes in government is test¡mony to the

importance of the bipartite agreement.

The tripartite agreement also offers a policy vehicle that is resistant to political

changes. The CAI was the premier example of a tr¡partite agreement; indeed, one

of the most satient features of the cAl was the use of a tr¡partite model. For alt its

problems, the CAI would not have fared as well as it did had it not been for the

successful cooperation of all three levels of government.

Others have pointed to the need to enshrine CED principles in legislation so' .:

that they do not disappear when political parties that are not CED-friendly gain

power. Education of the cívil service at all three levels would also avoid periods of

policy droughtwhich can set communities back for decades. Nanette McKay and

Derek Pachal hope that once civil servants see the positive effects of coherent CED

policies they will continue to use CED tools, regardless of what party is in power.

. The federal government's failure to absorb CED tenets is reflected in its

continued adherence to business development. One must wonder how much federal

policy is influenced'by strong business lobbyists. This bias towards economic

development can bè seen in federal policy for Aboriginal programs and throughout

the three tripartite agreements for the city of winnipeg. A clear definition of cED

should be officially adopted by the federal government and circutated to all its

departments so that everyone understands what the goats of cED are.

Key informants and the l¡terature also refer to a lack of coordination between

government departments that goes deeper than just having different interpretations

of CED. ft ¡s ¡mpossible for policy to be holistic when it is administered ad hocby

, 
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several different departments, especially given that federal departments are so

entrenched in their own agendas. This same handicap is found to a certain degree

in the smatler. provincial government, where the CED Lens has not been

implemented throughout.

The increased tendency of the federal and provincial governments to fund

communit¡based programs and organisations is one of the most positive moves

made in policy. Given the unwieldy nature of federal programs in particular, it is

logical to provide funding to community organisations who understand what needs

to be done. Gone are the days when docile communities waitfor Ottawa to tell them

what to do and how to do it. Government should be acting as a facilitator of

community-based initiatives. Government programs need to offer a framework for
':

communities; how e,ach community constructs and fills in thatframeworkwill depend

on the community. Securing funding into the future, however, remains a

consid erabf e cl'rallenge.

Governmentshould exploitthe strong institutionalsupportthatexistsforCED.

Partnerships between universities, non-profit groups, the voluntary sector, women's

:groups, 
credit unions and community-based organisations offer a strong foundation

,on which to build CED initiatives. Manitoba in particular is home to rylany vibrant

community enterpr¡ses who could, if properly funded, inst¡gate positive change.

Examples of successful CED enterprises such as Neechi Foods, which influenced

the provincial government, should be examined at the federal level.

More integration of federal and provincial programming is needed. Programs

such as the Canada/Manitoba Economic Partnership Agreement show that progress
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is made when the two governments work together. Governments need to share data

as well as information about successes and failures. A federal data bank for cED
would allow provinces to access information from all levets of government across

Canada.

= The Gity of winnipeg needs to develop a cED policy framework that

complements the province's cED Lens. Nanette McKay complained of a lack of cED
awareness at city Hall, although there are, she says, individuals who understand

cED tenets' This lack of awareness at the municipal and federal levels translates

into t¡ght t¡me lines being imposed on funding, as well as funding being tied to

. unrealistic expectations. The City is also hesitant to relinquish control to
communities, preferring to administer programs itserf.

Government also needs to provide more tools to communities. secure

'financing into the future remains an obstacle to progress. Afternatives to canada,s

big banks, who refuse to support cED initiatives, must be considered. credit unions

such as the Assiniboine are willing to participate, but can only do so much given that
they have to make a profit for their shareholders. Governments can provide useful

tools such as the New Hampshire-style of tax incentive or a grow-bond strategy that

would function in an urban setting.

cEDpractitioners need access to meaningfulindicators, and governments are

the only organisations equipped to provide them. Government also needs to provide
'

or support training in cED to ¡nd¡v¡duals and communities. Rural communities in
particular would benefit from more exposure to cED theory and practise; wD is well

.;

positioned to provide or sponsor this training.
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CED offers tremendous hope to Abor¡g¡nal communities, but government

must first look for ways to build capacity in these commnnities. Fatconer rightly
';

warned that urban ,Aboriginal, communities have to deal with self-determination,

political accountability, the role of women, racism and migrat¡on atthe same time, or

before, a CED program is implemented. Aboriginal youth need education and job

training, and programs that have been successful in the past, such as LEAP, need

to be revisited regardtess of the expense. The opportunity cost of not dealing with

Aboriginal unemplo)lment will be far greater than what must be spent today. Klyne

,believes that Aboriginat women have to be empowered {hrough access _to day care

and education. Once women are allowed to play their traditional rote in Aboriginal

communities, healirrg and meaningful change will occur. The vacuum in federal

policy towards First Nations People, especially at the urban level, only exacerbates

the problems;

Policytowards CED is slowly progressing. As acknowledged byalmostallthe

key informants, government policy has meant the survival of CED. The adoption of

the CED Lens by the province, in particular, represents a stfong beacon of hope, but

the Lens must be implemented throughout the civil service or its- full irnpact will not

be felt. lf the federal government can find a way to ínternatise CED tenets and

streamline its policy interdepartmentally and with the province, more effective

programs will be available.

Policy's greatest challenge will be in dealing with Aboriginal communities,

simply because many of the problems are based on the highly dysfunctionat nature

of existing federal/Aboriginal relations, making the CED equation even more
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compl¡cated. Not unt¡l the over-arch¡ng issue of Aboriginal self government is sorted

out will the equation be simplified.
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